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WEDNESDAY,

SEPTEMBER

LIFE'S SUNNY
Choose
Life’s
Sp shall
With

11, 1878.

SIDE.

for thy daily walk
sunny side,
all peace and joy
thee abide.

If shadows o’er thee fall,

Faith still can see
The Fathers smile through all—
Sunshine to thee!

Then always look above,
‘Whate’er betide,
And choose with heart of love,
Life’s sunny side,

~— Youth's Companion.
ho gn co co EE

BE

SPECIAL

CORRESPONDENCE.
Oroxo, Mk., Aug. 29.

Orono.—What a sonorous name.
And
what a suggestive name, too.
It perpet- nates the virtues of that brave old chief
of the Tarratines, who was not only the
wise ‘and loyal leader of his Indian tribe,
but was

also the white

man’s

friend, and

likewise the ally of his new made
try, as the historical record of his
arrival at Bunker Hill, a hundred
ago, with his Dand of warriors,
proves. The town is full of the

countimely
years
amply
tradi-

tions of this old chief, who did not die
till 1801, at the. ripe old age of 113 years.

Its soil was also

not long

ago decently

well filled with the usual relics of Tndian
workmanship, and the white man’s plow
kept turning up the flint spear-points and
arrow-heads of his dusky predecessors.

The place has been principally known

in later years as the center of immense
lumbering operations.
We
remember,
when a lad, twenty years ago, how the

village squares used to be filled at nightfall with hundreds of red-shirted lumber-men, and how the air was filled both day
and night with the ring of two or three

“hundred saws, cutting those great pine
logs into all sorts of dimensions, —timber,

planks, boards, furring, laths, shingles,
clapboards, box-material, and the like,-—-

to be conveyed from Bangor to the numberless markets ghat were eager for it.
But the opéning of the Southern and
Western timber regions has reduced the
demand for Pénobscot lumber, so that today Old Town, Great Works, Orono, the
Basin, Veazie—those once busy centers—

of

the

quiet,

bateaux

dark

learned of its romantic regions, of its
flourishing villages, of its enterprising
churches, of its distinguished men, &e.,
yet I.confess I was not quite prepared to
witness such grandeur of scenery, such
culture of soil, such thrift and intelligence
among the people.
!
It is true there is much land that would
be called waste by the purely practical

water,

moved

The bateau, by the way,

To whom all letters on business, remittances of
money, &c., should be addressed, at Dover, N. H,
‘a=
All communications degigned for publication
shod be addressed to the Editor.
IN ADVANCE,

fleet

STAR, BOSTON AND

merrily
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is the

perfec-

tion of river boats. It was formed froma
model that shaped itself in the experience
of the early explorers, as they pushed
their way up the quick forest streams,and
against the strong currents and rapids of
the rivers. Broad in the center it carries farmer, for the mountains you can not
heavy burdens, and sharp at both bow cultivate, but then they cultivate you, and
and stern it is propelled with ease and the balance of advantage is’ altogether on
rapidity. It is just artistic enough to be the side of the mountains. .
Upon leaving Whitefield, and the region
graceful, and just rakish enough to make
a person with .an adventurous spirit rub round about, which I have sufficiently dehis hands gleefully, and be impatient to scribed, we tarried for the night at Langet aboard. The bateau is always the ad- caster, some ten miles at the northward,
vance craft in new countries.
Its.long, intending to pursue our journey farther
sharp, andacious prow is suggestive of towards home on the following day. But
that spirit that pierces barriers, while the liking the general aspect of things, we
facility with whiclyit is propelled by oar remained there some two weeks, and
or paddle, and espgcially the ease with shall never regret it.
Lancaster is the shire town of the county.
which an experiendfd river-man will pole
it up over foaminglrapids, make it ad- The village is situated on the east side of
an intervale, waving with luxuriant crops,
mirably adaptec
Northern
waters.
Once become acciiftomed to its use and and, varying at this place, from a mile to
no other boat willjust take the place of it; a mile and a half in width, through which
neither will one forget those dexterous the Connecticut river winds its devious
turns and dips of the paddle which always course. The village is large and beauticharacterize the easy management of it. ful for situation.” It contains many fine
We were agreeably surprised to find how residences, the surroundings of which exreadily the little familiarity with the hibit much taste and culture. Indeed, I
bateau that we acquired when a mere boy think there is excellent society there, the
on the Penobscot came back to us yester- - best families fraternizing freely with the
day on that delightful excursion.
summer visitors, inviting them to their
But we shall never reach the lake at homes and in some instances furnishing
this gossipy rate.
However, we pulled
entertainments for them. While there, we
quite as much as we gossiped yesterday,
had two of them in the parlor of the hotél,
and in due time we passed through the which were very creditable, consisting of
narrowing mouth of the stream into the readings, declamations, tableaus, &ec.
broader lake. It isnot a large sheet of
The drives about the. adjacent country
water. Neither is it striking in its ap- are numerous, and simply charming. You
pearance. Itlies at the feet of Mount may go down a romantic valley 7 miles
Chemo on the eastern shore, while on all
towards the mountains, to Jefferson yilother sides it is touched by the almost lage, a place of large summer resort, or,if
endless forest, which on the north, at you have as generous a landlord as ours,
least, is of unknown extent.
you can join a company of boarders, and
But, oh, the pickerel and the perch that
with coach and four ascend the Lunenburg
inhabit its waters.
And especially the ‘hights on the Vermont side, at a “distance
pickerel.
We did not trouble the perch.
of some 8 miles, and ‘obtain one of the
Neither did they trouble us.
But that grandest views of this whole region, the
dozen and a half of beautiful .pickerel that
we took from the lake and stream would
have watered the tongue of an epicure.
And that dinner that we took from them
at noon on the shore of the lake, and the
supper that we had from them at nightfall by. the old mill where we drew. ont
our bateau for the homeward journey,—

beautiful Connecticut

valley

hills beyond, and still

below,

beyond

the

ranges of

mountains of every conceivable outline
along the whole eastern horizon, or, with
coach and five you may. go winding up

some mountain ravine as many miles,

in

ed

with

light

reading,

spend:

forenoon

The air is pure and invigorating. Possibly the sun at noonday may do justice
to itself, as the central fire of the

system,

but towards evening, the winds set back

|

had been a regular *¢ forty-niner,” not
ex-

actly in respect to time, but
generous

spirit that

he had more tlian
life from the hands

in the daring,

controlled

him,

and

once saved his ‘own
of mountain robbers

Who had waylaid him, by the

exercise of

herve and courage, and the exquisite
use
of a seven-shooter.
And then there were
the wives and children, and a friend from
Boston—could a party be select without a
ostoneer in it ’—and the undersigned,
and a friend or two besides.
We set out
from Orono in the early morning, all

seated in a bateau, placed upon wheels
and drawn by a span of spirited horses.

Across the

Penobscot

by

ferry,

and

through a three mile forest road, wé at
length came to the stream that is the out-

let of the lake. Here we launched the
hatean, nrocured another to carry the lug-

gage, and were soon set out on a pull of
four miles up the tortuous, winding

stream” Its course lay through
from

our

temporal

+ 0008 COUNTY, N. H.
Impressions received in

early

life

are

proverbially deep and
lasting.
Be:
liefs induced at that period on slight evidence yield in after years slowly and reluctantly even to stronger contrary proofs.
It was my misfortune to have been im-

pressed

somewhat

unfavorably

with

re-

spect to the northern part of New Hampshire, both as it regards its climate, soil,
and at least aportion of its inhabitants.

The earliest lesson I recollect respecting

it may be described thus;
ago Isaac Hill was

either bank,

there to be flanked on each hand by the

Still dark forest, which has held both lake

and stream in its silent embrace for ages.

at out hotel,
and during the week circulated in the re-

gion round about.
I should hesitate, for
old Ben Franklin’s sake,to insinuate aught

againsg lightning rods. But it would be
well for the farmers: of Coos county, as

well as elsewhere, to ascertain beforehand the exact amount they are bargainhomes last
ing for, and have an eye to the papers
Barb.
they may be called upon to sign,*I prom| ise to pay“&e., whether by installments or

Fifty years

editor-in-chief of the

New Hampshire Patrio, an intensely
Democratic paper, and perhaps the only

paper of that party at that time in the

State. He was a shrewd politician, and
possibly not ®lways over-scrupulous as to
an un- ' means of securing party ends. But how-

broken meadow, whose grassy stretches

Tnback a half mile

as we reached
night.

ever that may be, there has been perhaps
no man ever living in the State, who
erted a wider influence in it than

exhe.

It was said, at the time I am speaking of,
that such was his party authority, that in

As we pulled along, now and then’ a loon the early part of a political campaignif the’

think

that

our

new,

that

there

should

| otherwise.

Another thing. of even more doubtful
utility has befallen that goodly region.
It has gone there in the person of the
cheese factory man.
Gone, I fear,to stay.
This disappointed all my
expectations
and hopes in this regard.
Ex-Governor

Seymourof N. Y. has become

pion,

not of cheese making, but

the

cham-

of cheese

consumption. He regards it a wholesome article of diet. Thinks it ought to
be eaten more generally by our people,
and recommends it as an addition to the
army rations.

Allof which is very sensi-

ble. But I can not think he had in mind
the average products of cheese fiotories.
It is true, and quite otherwise than cred-

itable to.the housewives of New England,

that there is much poor cheese of domestic
make; but still now and then you will

meet with a capital article, which is more

than you can say of the machine cheese of

factories,
—J. ¥.

.

p——

od

i

‘OUR NEW PASTOR,

.

out, and the work placed on

ing.

be any

to interrupt this blessed state of

atthe

treachery

Who will be that one?

stand

by

your

Give

DR.

little band of workers in the distant field.
Our only help was in Him who heareth

prayer; and into His patient car many ag
earnest entreaty was poured by

of those struggling toilers.
was very dark, and the sea

each one

rowing,

them;

for the

wind

was

contrary

unto

and about the fourth watch of the

night He cometh unto them, walking upon the sea.”

:

After such a night of anxiety and
prayer, the bright morning came, and
help came too.
Standing on the front
verandah there was the native servant
of one of our English neighbors,

an

offi-

cer of the government.
The servant
passed us a note. The seal was quickly
broken, and the very first words that met
the eye were these: —¢ What can I do
to help you?” It would be impossible to
tell how those seven little words’ heartened and cheered us.
Little words, indeed, but how significant!
The reader
may know from experience how such
words may lift the weight of care that
would
otherwise press a burdened heart
p
Thank God for
Jo the very
eh,
those noble men and women, who love

to say and do say, in times of distress
and trouble, « What can I do to help
you?” Such souls share his spirit who
bore the burden of a
their reward is sure.

lost

world,

and

The Englishman

cheerfully helped us gver the hard place,
and we can never forget his voluntary

and

effective

service

to

the

The prospects

very dubious.
tutes

missionary

enteiprise.

one

for this season are

which constie ‘whole
is al-

tenth of

‘We have been anxious for the means of car

ing resources were used up.

disabled within one year we ‘determined that

we would do our very .best to carry en their
work during the anticipated two years of their
absence. When we were told a year ago, that
the interest of the cause required that they
should be kept at home for another year we felt
that it was very hard, but still we would do
our best. We are now approaching the close
of the third year, but with what prospects?
We hear of candidates, a goodly number, sufficient to pit our mission on a thoroughly efficient working basis, but where are the means
for sending them? Already the question is un
der consideration and the inquiry is anxiously
raised, who may be able to come? Or must all
remain at home? Dr. Phillips suggests that he
may come out alone,leaving ifs family at home,

¢¢ This eamet6-—nie—sonen4-3
0st

| that the new hands, whose hearts are bar

what unexpectedly” said she, ¢¢ and I think
the Lord meant it for you.” And she too
is a widow living alone. God bless these

with earnest zeal to be engaged
must be kept at home also.

has paid its twenty

this letter eseapes the

ual
responsibility’,
is

How many ten dollar and five

scores of brethren, who might

hundreds more easily

than

give

C. WATERMAN,

Freedmen

at Hampton, Va.,

tianize these

for

We rejoice in anything

instruc-

that

2 ofkes

like an honest effort to civilize ar

pecple.

much worse than the tre
too often received at

ment ; officials.
:

Notf®
9

4 Ohris‘can be

«4g

hen

they have

ui fo hatiets of governLL this bxperiment proves

Each

it has been

time it

successfu
tol a

limited e¥’ent, and by it, steps in sdivance
it never suceeeded

as

an e¥clusive means of filling the treasury.
No: do the receipts indicate that its success

this time will be very muchin adv

its

former trials.
Tt must be pushed persistently
year by year in order to be successful, Now"
our missionaries
have been told that. they
must not take collections, and must make no
special effort lest by so doing they should interfere with the success of the * weekly offering” plan.
:
Twelve years of my life have been daveted
to this work of raising funds for the mission,
with this experience.”
I have lectured to congregations in our own churches where one,
two, three, or perhaps half a dozen of our
own members only were present, and yct with
fair collections.
The money received
in col
lections comes from those who have a general
interest in missions without Ifard to churck
membership, while the weekly offering play

throne of grace in behalf of the work in
India.
We wish there might be ‘special
meetings for prayer, in families and in

REV. G.

Jiken used,

have been secured, but

gave her ten.
Save your money, friend,
by investing it in the Lord's work.
_‘* Brethren, pray for us.”
Our present

BY

vpye flower of our mission

es forghe third, or fourth time.

has

their

% a A BETTER WAY.
We notice with pleasure that an experimentis to be tried in educating the
American
Indians by a. new method,
Heretofore schools have been founded
among them
but ,
now they are to be brought
among schools.
A party of fifty boys
and girls is to be placed in the school for

port or

at home, werking: Jike strong men and women, yet with thelr: hands tied? “ The weekly
offering” plax, is. peing urged upon our chureh-

this woman

churches, at this crisis. Surely thosé
who have done what they could to relieve
the present distress will pray with greaterzeal and faith than those who have done
| nothing.
There was genuine wit in the
remark of the man who when called on
to pray for a needy cause, said: «1
can’t pray till I've paid,” and suiting the
action to the words,drew five dollars from
his purse, then knelt in prayer. Beloved pastors, to you we eagerly look for
help. Will you rally your own people to
prayer and effort in behalf of our needy
mission in India? The time is short.
The King’s business requires haste. Let
this last month witness the devotion and
the hearty Christian liberality of the
churches.
Brunswick, Me., Sept. 5.
—_—
te.
MISSION WORK.

any

this portion to have gneertion on my individ-

cents a meiaber for

dollar greenbacks might come out of
other boxes, leaving a blessing behind
hem on what remained! And we have

CONDUCTED

in the Work.
ary
:

Formy own part I can not adr 16 the: wisdom of our jeaders at home. 1 their Anan

cial managemen
uring *’
That money goes for (and
I a
Mr. Editor, a 4iése three lionyears,
* of
for the little church

the reinforcement,

the debt.

were

it would seem that that which has been
sent to
our relief has added just so much to the already
formidable debt of the Society at home.
When six of our fellow-workers went home

to which for many years she has been a
regular coutributor, and thet going to
her box; she took from it a ten dollar
oreenback
(=)

Just as we

at our * wit’s end” the long wished for relief
came. But as we have carefully noted, the
receipts in the Star, we see no indication that
thehome treasury has been replenished, 8c

those. good mothers in Israel, who never
forget the Foreign Mission. She spoke so
earnestly of her interestin the work

service for the Master, that time

The work of Christin India calls loudly
for a thousand voluntary helpers.
In
the hour of dire distress, it looks and
1 ongs for that cheerful prompt assistance,
that its friends are abundantly ‘able to

of a crop

The early crop

rying
on our work.
For six months ‘we
received almost nothing for the support of
schools and native preachers, and so ourfl

This very week, in a quiet little New
England village, we called upon one of

tion.

now.

Derhias

The only question is as to its severity.

Shall they go ? Let this ques-

If there Was evel a time when such
hetirty, helpful words could do grand
is

fam-

nothing except on the irriga
‘portions. -Al
best we are destined to have a year of famine.

The night | trials ave a loud call for prayer. Let us
rough and earnestly and perseveringly besicge the

tempest-tossed, still there was light, there
was hope in those words of the Gospel
narrative :—¢¢ He saw
them
toiling in

as ‘our ‘own Sreat

may be a one-fourth crop, if beyond that, then

believing souls!

It was one of our dark days. Our missionary force, always small enough, had
been greatly reduced.” There were other
things, too, calculated to dishearten the

us almost as seriously

ine of 1866 did. Such large
quantities of Tee
have been exported that but little is left.
Wie
have been making
famine allowances to
school boys for. the lust
months, dur
which time the price of rice has been
grac
ually rising till it has reached full famine rates.

tion ring in the ears and through the
heart of every member of our Zion. The
appeal of the Board has been
earnest
sent in a special circular to every one of
our pastors. It is hoped that this appeal
was presented and respended to last Sabbath in many of our churches. Will
every church, whether it has a pastor or
not, give this plea a hearing? That will
settle the question whether the Foreign
Mission can be reinforced this year.

him sympathy again,

JAMES L. PHILLIPS,
—

pletely depopulated; most of the inhabita

for the India

raised

were

dollars

sionaries.

Can-anv-heavier-eue
£2 1
5
alan y HO
CT-cul Se-Tatr-upon

BY

fever?
¢ Y

Bible School. Several fresh helpers stand
ready to accompany the returning mis-

sand

remember him once more in your prayers,
do not give a ready ear to the tongue of

WHAT OAN I DO TO HELP YOU?

you had

dying; a few only, having strength to run
away.
:
i
LETTER FROM DR. BACHELER.
« MIDNAPORE, July 22, 1878:
The Madras famine of last year is affecting

for

Christ,

“ Have

that the Missionary party will sail for | ready burned up, The main crop should all
in the gronnd within ten days from this,and
India. An auspicious day indeed, the an- +be
alarge proportion of the fields are not yet
niversary of that bright blessed day at plowed for want of rain. Should there be
rain to-day we might have half a
Fairport, when in an hour seven thou- copious
crop, ifit is delayed for another week, there

He

————

has

One month from this day, if it please
God, on the fifth of October, it is hoped

may be imperfect; he may have made
mistakes ; he may differ much from you
in his opinion and judgment.
Are you
perfect? Do you never make mistakes ?
May not your judgment be wrong and
his right ? He is the man you so heartily
welcomed at the first. He still desires
your spiritual
prosperity;
therefore,
stand by him.

sis-

she

what

help it at once.
fering cause—and

desirous

pastor!

follows:

*“ Have you?” “ Yes,” *“ Have you?’ * No,’
and so-on. But of the affected ones, some
were having fever every other day; some,
once
a week; and some, occasionally, © Some
were bloated with enlarged spleen, som
diseased
liver, plainly indicating that
without
speedy relief, in a few days or months,
th BY»
too, would be gone. Some villages have been
decimated over and over again; pis mihi

the eternal welfare of millions now sitting in darkness, for your own best good,
I once more implore every man and
woman in our churches to help this suf-

of saving men, not the less prayerful in
the preparation of his sermons,
but, strange
to say, he could not please everybody.
Reader,

foot-

The widow

For the love of

do likewise ?

though they may not be mostly found
amongst those who were so ardent in
welcoming our new pastor. And why
this change? Because our new pastor
in the administration of his duties felt it
right to go contrary to the wishes of some
is none the less

answer would run sometimes
** Two out of six,” * One out of five Ii
occasionally, * None,
one-fourth dead would bea fairer
But what of the living? My next
g
was, “ How many
have had fever
answer was, ‘‘ Everybody.”
Separately questioned each one o
)
men, their answers would vary so

out of ten,” and

How many of
millions over the sea.
those who read these lines will go and

same,and in their hearts brooding mischief
toward him,
and now, where are his
friends?
Well, thank God, he has them ;

he

¢
tion much reduced," In answer
tion, “ How many have died from thi
the

for the benighted

gathered

and

given

of those who

so heartily welcomed him. A change has
evidently taken place.
Ilis sermons do
not reach down into the hearts of some of
his members as formerly they did. There
are not the fervent responses to his
prayer meeting talks that we were wont to
hear; and, strange to say, there are even
those who were among the first to show
their friendliness to our new pastor who
now are busy in scenting out his failings,
hunting after something against his reputation and encouraging others to do the

members;

y
half to three-quarters,”
from house to house, I would

Could just one person feel this for

ter will send in her sum,

first question,

fever? the answer u:

and the light break in upon our darkness.

over our new pastor, he is not quite so
new now—and his heart is made sad at—
what shall I say—treachery? yes, that is
the word,

sound

my

the mission, just one person, man, woman
or child, in each of our. hundreds of
churches, the burden would be lifted,

things, and yet, gentle reader, such is the
state of human nature, a cloud comes

read, and think, and see, and worship.

.

always try to find their happiness as they
found it yesterday, in trying to make others happy ; that they may always seek and
honor truth the first of all, and’ that we
all, having passed the dark and unknown
and dangerous ways in this life may finally reach the everlasting home as safely

“buts”

of the eminences a

from the mountains, and are invariably
show but’ a tithe of their former activity.
brown, in that long handled skillettwhich
cool and retreshing.
The showers are
|
But we sat down to write about an en- he has
learned to manipulate in many an
frequent and copious. © They pour down
tively different matter, and that is a#h-ex
lie
131
EXOT
TRS thts
How-we lingered arownd
om the mountain sides and adjacent valcursion that a party of us made "vesterthat camp-fire in the evening, finishing | leys without warning, and without stint,
day to Chemo luke, partly for the scen- |
>
|
off our meal with water melon and stories
keeping the whole landscape fresh and
,
|
ery, partly for a
pienie,
but
chief- and speculations
about
green.
the
ride
home
|
?
ly for a pickerel
dinner
taken
from through the dark woods by an uncertain
But it is a classical maxim, that nature
the lake itself.
Our party was a select way.
But we finally accomplished it, and
does not confer all her gifts upon one and
one. There was Uncle Ben, who stands
rode safely into the village as the bell
the same spot.
The pringiple holds good
six feet four in his stockings, whose mirth
from one of the Orozo steeples was ringhere and so Coos county has its drawbacks.
and good cheer are MNexhaustible, who
ing the hour of nine.
{ At the time of our visit, it was
had spent a portion of \ais youth on the |
We can not close this correspondence
struck badly with the lightning rod
wan!
Labrador coast, and whose stories of icewithout expressing the wish that all that
While there fifteen men with twenty
bergs and tempests made the very
at- company on yesterdays excursion may
horses had their rendezvous

mosphere of that summer day cocl and
breezy; and Uncle Al, and his friend
Harry, both of whom had seen service in
the California mining regions, and the
accounts of whose adventures, as we drew
them out by skillful questioning, were
cXtremely interesting.
Harry, “in fact,

But—Alas!

mile away, where all by yourseif, you can

ecoffee,—on one
sweet potatoes
the green corn
Uncle Ben doing
exquisite crispy
LJ

not a few members

pastor has graciously been sent by God as
their Shepherd.

any person than that which must be upon
those who persecute a minister of Jesus
Christ ?

after forenoon on some

steaming—not boiling,
for Harry declared

Not only in the

meetings of the church but at home the
new pastor is remembered in prayer, and

slander,

ry Powers build up the camp-fire in true
miner’s style, and to watch the coffee pot

.

led to feel that God has blessed him with
a warm-hearted people.

11, 1878.

ter recently received from a devoted sister in the West, a widow, suggests how
this work may done. She writes that a
¢ feeling of distress” drove her to visit
her neighbors, and gather what she
could for the Foreign Mission debt. That
Jeeling of distress betokens real hearty
sympathy with our suffering mission in
India.” Would that a thousand others in
our Zion had that same feeling! In a
single week the debt would be wiped

knew some responsibilityis theirs; they
invite strangers to attend church, or to
hear their new pastor.
Frequent visits
are
fnade to the 'pastor’s home, and he is

ed from the brook into the frying pan, or,

and perhaps better still,you may be furnish-

.

speak at the social meetings as if they

another. direction,and picnic-on troutjork

will any of us forget it? Weren't we delighted, though,to see Uncle Al and Har-

that would spoil the
wooden prong, and the
gooking by another, and
boiling by another, and
those pickerel to a most

CHICAGO, SEPTEMBER

reaches church members mainly. With the bes!

talent of our mission at home, had they beer.
left untrammeled with their burning zeal and
soul-stirring eloquence
the entire
debt of
$8,000 should have been lifted without detriment to the permanent income of the Society. Ifwe are to see our old fellow-laborers
with their re-inforcement this season, only a
few weeks remain for special effort, and with-

out a very strong special effort it is quite lear

they can not ‘come.
A golden op ortunity
such as will not be available again
for many
years has been allowed to pass. unimproved,
unless a strong and united effort is made af
once.[iyIf we are to wait for the weekly
offering
alone
to be
re-inforeed by, we
may as well be making provision for our funeral expenses,
O.R. BACHELER.
99
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MIDNAPORE LIFE.
*
The air scems dead, not a leaf stirs.
Even .
the light feathery foliage of the tamarind and
bamboo that moves at the faintest breath,i
s
still. The clouds hang low, thick and stiflip ‘
Ah, if they would only burst and.fall upo; tho
a
vari
"ell, we have to move by force 0”
os
'

thrice blessed it is for us, that ov 2 Sill, duc
pels us to move, else we mio?
selves to belittle by little 44 3Iwor & ouroti
native elements.
:
dissolving
into 0

In Zenana work,
«fy
afternoon.
our
house,a mile and
the ladies had
« Malt from home, wa
house is 00
_ &¥he to see some frie

narrow
car
«

-{

his

«tic Marneekpote road,

nding

one,and as wewerein

.a%ewe had tobe taken in ¥s tepping
fog tedious round to get to the
]

I'have never been able to learn the Zenan:

houses by heart, because no two are alike, and ,
because

‘the

differences are, well, justas they

are. This one,however, I have learned perfect

ly, and for the benefit of the favored women
and girls of our own loved America, who can go
and a whe
like, free and ha y, I
bed
will

deseribet
ramce to this, about
Zenana.— First, we skirt around the
ck part of one side, of a handsome
house until we see a small door in the
which we enter, and find ourselves in a
tJ

averfront
brick
wyll
large
Le

3tall SUC oowshol we shall hope to see it |
'| give it. But, let it be remembered, that Fronted wail there hall be a large body unkept court, at the farther sideof which arg

ends of two low-roofed thatched houses,
to be largely effective, aid must hy yep. of Indian youth, éducated under Christian the
A nondescript little path leads under them;
dered promptly. Now is ene hme for | influences, wht will take hold of the On either side cows and Sajves are kept. ‘We
asked how he was going to vote, he would
¥ &, he has come, and thers is
practical Work of the Indian problem stoop and pass ‘on, and enter another open
time
better looking, at the farther side
of that
say, he didn’t know, as the editor of the ‘of general hand-shaking, hearty congrat- quick work. Scores und hundreds have with sole‘chance
of solving its difficul- court
is a section of wall fo
and passing
| already rallied to the rescue, itt we’
“pty fresh water clam shell, would arise Patriot hadn't been round yet!
ulations,
This,
and
ties.
round
that,
t
space
gc
bright
expectations. Ha is need just a3 much
from the reedy shore, and flap his
the thousands hat ‘are
through another gate, and behold, we have
lazy taken together with the impression, that made to fecl that he is
THE
FEVER
IN
INDIA.
amongst
friends,and { left. The ugly debt that frdwes on
ars away toward the forest.
arrived.
Here, far from the outside busy
Cran- it must have been an unproductive
our
We'clip from the Indie Report the fol- world, is a handsome house, verandas, &ec.
many indeed are the wishes for his pros
progress in that most promising field,
eiries without limit grew close down to owing to its northern location;and region,
A
young
wife,
and a step-daughter almost as
mount- |'perity.
lowing extract,
a habit of the old as she, read and
work.
They are bright
° Water's edge, and the white blossom aimous character, could hardly fail to in- excellen For awhile all goes well. How must be wiped ' completely out, not a native mind, andshowing
‘also revealing some- and interesting and receive religious teaching.
t are his discourses, how timely vestige of
it left. How very easily this
of the thorough-wort, with the gayer col- duce an unfavorable
After this house, we went to three houses and
estimate of that part his prayer meeting talks. A fresh supply
i of the golden-rod and
mightbe accomplished if each would do!’ thing of the real extent of the fearful rav- enjoyed it as usual, very much indeed, so much.
hard-hack, dot- of the State.
ages
of
disease
inthee
nsely
populate
of life seems granted to the church
d that I forza the discomfort almost, and came
the meadow in rich profusion.
ome ha py.
And | It is tree that since that'time I have bers, and earnestly they work. mem- a part of the work and do it now.
;
districts of India:
They
Noy
The Zenana teachers al
&s
Es
to
the
ways
and
od an? faith
means.
>
A let-'
os
i)
?
“ Passing» tralitof

Would go flying overhead, sending forth
bis sharp, ringing cry, or the heron,
Startled from his brooding over some

average democrat of Coos county were

BY
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country which had been
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Questions
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endeavoring to organize Sundayschools. He writes;
At one place, called The Level, is a locality for years devastated by feuds, and
where the spirit of lawlessness, strife and
revenge seems to be the chief inheritance
the children have received from their an-

AGAINST
NESS.

Papers.)

COVETOUS-

OLDEN TEXT: “ Take heed, qnd beware of
covetousness.’—Luke 12:16.
Eauke

I entered a cabin and found a mother
with a large family. She said, * They've
a ben a talking about a startin’ a Sundayschool for a year or two,but ain’t got at it

Notes and Hints,
13.

¢ One of the company.”

** An in-

numerable multitude of people” were together. See verse 1. ¢ Master.” ‘“Teacher” is the truer rendering.
*¢ Speak fo
my brother.” A quarrel had already begun between these two brothers.
Evidently; too, the other brother was the eld-

yet.
What denomination be you, mister?
We be perty much mixed up here; there's

« Divide the inheritance

organizing a Sunday-school.
At another
house I found a girl twelve years old unable to read.
They had no Bible or Testament in the house.
At another house a

Deut. 21:17.

with

man said, “ Yes,

me.” » The

youngsters.

estate left by his father. It is evident that
the elder brother was attempting to defraud the younger; for, otherwise, the
latter would not dare to appeal to Jesus in
this public way.
¢ Man.”
Christ did
not often rebuke

one

who

came

with

I

gota

They could

school here if they'd

keep

politics out; them air two

be brought into He

ed another

house,

spot where the

hull

run

and

husband

religion and

did n't ought to

*1 visit-

and

shown

father

the

had

shot down a neighbor. ‘Hé is now in jail
awaiting his trial.
Within sight of this

a

has

been

too - greatly

Undoubtedly there is some
slur that ministers havea
the churches that pay the
« Undoubtedly there are

many in the ministry who have

grist 0’ |

a Sunday-

I think

overlooked.
ground for the
special call to
Jargest salary.

The eyes of the boys and girls

danced with delight when I" talked about

“er, and, as such, had twice as much of the

property as any otherchild.

which

nothing going on at our school-house but

lawsuits.”

K, CHASE.

I am aware that it savors of boldness
for any man to attempt to add anything
to the discussion of this subject.
In the
articles which have already been written
the ministry have received an almost unlimited amount of well-meant advice.
According
to an old adage,
‘there
are two sides to every question,” and
I wish in this article to emphasize
a particular phase of the ¢ other side”

cestors.

12:13-32.

REV.F.

than their Lord.” Butthat
the majority, or that these
these

are

the

causes

of

¢¢ greater

these are
and such
such

in
as

frequent

changes of pastoral relations, Ido not believe; nor can it be proven.
After a
careful study of the facts as they have

_questioned.As well
now all our thoughts |
are known to God.
¢ My barns.” Barns
in the East were commonly made under
ground, with a hole at the top.
They
were safer from thieves when thus built.
To build greater would involve excavating on the sides, ogends.
Hence, the
old wall must be pulled down.
* Soul.”
Used as equivalent to * self,” or ‘ myself.” Notice the four vices to the ens
joyment of which he wasto give himself:
Indolence, gluttony, intemperance, debauchery. Notice the reason for this
surrender to self. He had riches enough
to pay the bills. Where are the poor, the
widows, the orphans, the sick? Forgotten
and not cared for.
‘“ But God said unto him.”
Hereis a
power that the rich man had not remembered. The Ruler of life, man must respect. Consider what James says,
Go’
to now, ye thatsay, to-day, or to-morrow
we will go into such a city,” &c.
Jas.
4:13,14. “ Fool.” Becauseof his utter
lack of consideration of his

“ Soul be

dependence,

required,”

That

is,

“Thy life be required of thee.” ¢‘I#hose
shall those things be ?” Riches invested in
permanent benevolent work pay interest
$0 the donor when heis

dead;

Lhe said, ¢¢ The childrenof this world are

de

wiser than the children of light,” and in
no
way do the ¢ children of light” show
ing the year to the number of nearly a
million and a half.
At the recentanni- their lack of wisdom more conspicuously
versary, some seven thousand teachers as- than in their manner of conducting resembled in St. Paul's Cathedral for the an- ligious work.
nual festival service, and about three
A church calls a man to become their
r thousand in Exeter Hall for the general
meeting.
Last winter normal classes pastor. They place in his hand their
were regularly held atseveral centers in | covenant, tell him what regular religious
‘London, being the first of the kind estab- meetings they have voted to hold, and
lished, and they were attended by more
then, in too many cases,they go their way
than two thousand teachers.
and leave their pastor to carry on the
PrAY FOR YOUR Boys.
The Rev. Pe- work as best he may. They feel perfectter Stryker. D. D., in giving some hints ly free from all personal responsibilities.
on the management of unruly boys in The pastor looks over the Sabbath-school.
Sunday-school, says to the teacher:
He sees but very few of his church-memLet your boys, especially if they are un- bers there. He needs teachers; he needs
ruly boys, understand that you are con- the influence of his brethren in this work,
stantly praying for them, and seeking so the next Sabbath he calls their attenmost of all their conversion.
This will
not repel, but attract them.
With all tionto the matter, and earnestly and
their mischief they have hearts—warmer tearfully urges them to remain. But no
hearts than some of the more sedate boys. sooner’ is the benediction pronounced
They can’t help but love you if you love than nine out of every ten of the prothem, and when they understand that
your love is Christ-like—that it is a love fessed Christians in the congregation go
for their souls—that you more than desire out of the house and go home, paying no
their good—that you agonize for their sal- regard whatever to what he has said.
vation, they will be melted to tenderness. The pastor urges and entreats that the
You will then not only command their atTuesday or Wednesday evening prayertention, but lead them to Christ.
S0-0
0-6
meeting may be heartily sustained; but
4-0-4
week after week he goes to the place of
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS.
The Irish Methodist church has 266 prayer and his heart is made sad by findSunday-schools, with 2,417 teachers and ing only a dozen when there oughtto be
20,868 scholars.
one hundred. He gives notice of a covIn Otoe County, Nebraska, there are enant meeting and urges the members
85 Sunday-schools, with a membership of to be present for the transaction of im-

and mortality
; because, too, of his pure
- selfishness; because he thought riches
were a protection from death.
‘¢ This
night.”
Tu opposition to his ¢ many
years.”

hoe Bd.

but riches

hoarded go to heirs that soon cease to
2,107, and an average attendance of 1,551
give credit therefor.
:
** Treasure for himself.” = Who gets to- scholars and 175 teachers.
The
London
.Sunday-school
Union,
gether riches for himself alone; to buy
which is in the habit of fixing upon days
gratifications of his own desires.
¢* Rich of united prayer for Sunday-schools, has
towards God.”
Riches consecrated to recommended for that purpose, Oct. 20,
God make one rich unto God; that is, 21, 1878.
make one promote the glory of God. | There are 300 or 400 Chinese in ChicaNow the glory of God is promoted by go among whom a Sunday-school has
that getting and using of riches which been organized by Rev. Mr. Jones at
Farwell Hall, with encouraging proshelps and blesses humanity.
To be be- pects. Mr. Jones has worked among this
nevolent to men often is to be liberal to people on the Pacific coast.
God.
Mr. Thomas Morrison has been for
“ Take mo
thought.”
No anxious thirty consecutive years superintendent of
thought,no corroding care about the mor- the Biddle Market Mission 8S. ‘S., at St.
row. Pradence and forethought are not Louis. This is the largest Sunday-school
in the West, and we doubt if any school
meant, but a worrying solicitude.
Here in the country can beast so long a term
is a rule that teaches us to do business in of service for its superintendent.
a way that prolongs life. * What ye shall
The parent, or the teacher, or the
cat.” The question of food and raiment preacher, who can say words which shall
is not to be the primary one with minis- impress children for good, has reason to
ters of God,
Notice that this was net thank God for the hopefulness and the delightfulness of his peculiar mission,—
said to the multitude, but to the disciples.
S. 8S. Times.
They are exhorted to seek first the kingThe Sunday-schools connected with the
dom of God; and they have

of God's blessingif they

the

Pregbyterian church

promise

do this.

6:33.

ter.

Our

anxieties should

$12,-

Dunkards

ber and popularity.
A writer in the
Primitive Christian thus describes the exercises in one of their schools in Iowa:
¥ Our exercises are as follows: First,

and mag.

God, who gives them life which is
raiment.

contrib-

(brethren) are said to be growing in num-

more, will provide what is less, viz, : food
and

Canada,

The Sunday-schools of the

* The life
és more than meat”
Food
and raiment are not the ends of life. They
are the servants, not the owner

in

ged for mission purposes last year

Matt.

singing ; second, reading a psalm or chap-

be

ter of the Word of God; third, prayer;
fourth, singing ; fifth, the whole school

rather for the soul than for these things.
The general principle of our Lord is, seek

(or as'many as can) recite a verse commencing with a certain letter of the al-

portant
come

business,
together

but hardly

to constitute

And yet each and all

have

enough

a quorum.
stood

up

in

the presence of God and man and have
solemnly said, ¢ We covenant and agree
to sustain the Sabbath-school and the regular meetings of the church.”
Now after bearing this for one or two
years, doing all he can, lifting every
pound he is able to lift, is it strange if
that pastor gives up in despair and lays
down the burden? He is willing to work
hard, and to sacrifice for his people, will
stand by them through all their reverses
and trials; he only asks that they will
keep their solemn covenant and support
him in his moral work.
This they will
not do. Many a hard-werking, wearyhearted pastor will echd my words when
I repeat what I have already said.
One
of the most fruitful causes of short pastorates is the indifference of professed
Christians to the regular work of the
church. Nothing is so encouraging to a
pastor as to have his people gather
around him and sustain him by their
presence and prayers and eo-operation.
Nothing will so paralyze him as to find
that those who ought to be a source of
strength are really a source of weakness
and embarassment.

Richard

closing along and

remarkably

Baxter

fal pastorate at Kiderminster

in

success-

sums

up

the main causes of his success; and the
things according te their true value.,
phabet. We commenced with the
emphasizes is
letter one which he especially
Practical Lessons.
(1) That covetous- A, and have
had or used the first four let- that bis people in public and in private
ness is an evil to be shunned with double ters of the alphabet during
the ‘past!
© care; (2) that that which is prudence with month, Quite a number recite together. were his strong helpers. He says ¢ they
men often is with God both folly-and Sixth, commenting on verses.
We ap- thirsted after the salvation of their neigh:
shame ; (8) that Anxiety for wealth is not ‘point two or three persons each Sunday bors, and their holy, blameless lives were
and select

a verse for each to explain the a great advantage to me.” It is a well~ Christian; (4) that trust in God does not following Sunday.
This is quite an in. known fact that in Dr. Payson’s church
invite
indolenceor negligence,
bids anxiety and fretfulness.

but fori

teresting exercise.
ercises,

es, Ej
aining the h,Scripturing
explness
and busi
ing ial
. ~ Nint clos by sia.
| spec

Kansas Sunday-sehools repori 100,000
children,

A

AE

00.

pon

god

ing and prayer.”

gor

i

4

1

Seventh, regular ex-

These exercises consist of read-

I

11,

1878.

alone.

Here then is the great cause of the
evil which we so deeply deplore.
The
remedy is in

the

hands

of

the

people.

They have of their own free choice called
these men to become their pastors.
Let
them gather around and sustain them
earnestly and prayerfully in all their
work. Let the Sabbath-school and other
religious work of the church be faithfully sustained and we shall soon see a
great change in the average length of
pastorates and an increased efliciency of
pastoral work:

men and women formed themselves into
Aaron and Hur Societies to stay up
their pastor's hands,
!
Our most

successful

pastors

are al-

immediately. If you are ruined eternally,
you alone will be to blame. God has

made a full and

sufficient provision

for

BIBLE THOUGHTS,
. ¢ Are there not twelve hours in the

duy ”

(John 11:9.)

your salvation, and he asks youto give attention to it, and to accept it, and
secure it for yourself. Seek then the Lord

It is the Son of God who asks this
question ; he who is the same yesterday,

with all your heart, and do

is as a thousand years, and a thousand
years as one day. What does he mean
by such a question? He first speaks of

it now.

Be-

ware of misapprehension or, self-deception on this subject. You may be a
regular attendant on public worship,
and even a member of the church; and
yet you may be giving all your attention
to the things of this world, and neglecting
the higher and more important matters
of your soul’s welfare. Therefore * examine yourselves, whether ye be in the
faith ; prove your own selyes.”
om

-

W. H.

Danan
gn oo

WAYSIDE SKETCHES.
BY

ERNEST

WESLEY,

to-day and forever ; he to whom

one

day

himself, and silences the fear of his djs.

ciples; as if he would say, I must

finish

my allotted journey ; I must make use of
my allotted portion of daylight; I must

work while itis day;

my

day

is not yet

done, though itis drawing near its

and the night is coming.
1. We have
us fordoing
our
to murmur, and
answer is, “It

close,

:

enough of time allotted to
work here. Itis vain for us
wish it was longer. God's
is enough;” and shall ne

that satisfy ? Threescore years and ten
Perhaps the naration of how -T ‘became are not very many, but they are enough.
We learn from the twelfth chapter of | a believer in the duty and eflicacy of
| The Son of God had a great work to do,
Luke, that on a certain occasion, Jesus
¢¢ Christian experience,’’ may help others

CARE TOR THE FUTURE.

Christ was requested to interfere in a
case of disputed inheritance.
Ile declined to interfere in the matter;
but took

the opportunity to warn those who were
gathered around bim against the evil of
come under my observation, I am
led to
covetousness.
To accomplish this obbelieve that one of the most fruitful caus- ject, he spoke a parable, in which by a
es of these changes is the indifference on reference to the uncertainty of life, he
the part of professed Christians in their showed the folly of those who place all
support of the regular religious work of their hopes on the things of this life; and
the church. Let me illustrate.
I have have no regard to the will of God, and
in my mind the case of a church whose their own eternal well-being.
membership is not far from oné hundred:
This warning was not only important
Not more than two in ten are members to those to whom it was originally given;
of the Sabbath-school.
Their weekly but to us also. A large part of mankind
evening prayer-meetings are attended by live without any decided religious referMany persons nea number varying from fifteen to thirty, ence to the future.
and the pastor is not infrequently left glect religion on the plea of the cares of

house is a store.
The store-keeper in
some way became offensive to a number
of people. Ten or a dozen men went to
magistrate, a probate judge, to settle es-’ the house at night, called the man out and
tates. Jesus rebuked the attempt to turn shot him ut his own door, and the jury
him from his holy mission to earthly failed to find a verdict against the murderers. The dead man was buried withthings.
out Christian burial rites. A heroic wom«« Take heed and beware.” Doubly carean sent off two or three miles for a minisful on this point, men must be ‘* of covet- ter, and such was his fear of the lawless
ousness.” A most common form of world- spirits of the place, that he dared not
liness.
Inordinate desire for riches, or breathe a prayer over the dead man’s
desire for riches superior to that for vir- grave! All this is in a Christian land!
tue. Trench says that ¢¢ it may display
More
CHURCH OF ENGLAND SUNDAY-SCHOOLS. without a brother to assist him.
itself in the manner and temper in which A correspondent writes from London than one good man has gone to that paswe hold and reclaim our own, as truly as tothe S. S. Times:
torate, has done the best he could, and
in the undue snatching at that of others.”
There are now more than two hundred has gone away in discouragement. That
¢¢ Life.” Barnes thinks that the following church Sunday-school associationsin Eng- church is to-day mourning over the great
parable shows that the word ‘ life” is land, each comprising ten or twenty injury they have received from the
here used literally.
On the other hand schools, and each holding monthly or fickleness of ministers. I recall, also,
equally sagacious writers say that the quarterly meetings for conferences, nor- | another church and society in which
mal classes, model lessons, etc.
Theinterm here means the true and best state stitute has four deputation. agents, two there are at least one hundred and fifty
of man. The latter view makes the re- clergymen and two laymen, who are con- professed Christians. Of these not more
mark more profound. Riches can not give stantly traveling about the couniry, or- than thirty ave in the 8. S.
The weekly
‘true happiness
to men; religion can. ganizing schools and associations, and prayer-meetings are attended by from
special services and meetings
“ Spake a parable.”
The parable aims conducting
This church also is
for teachers and scholars, especially in twelve to twenty.
to enforceverse 15.
It does it by show- those districts where the association sys- wondering why their pastor is not pering the brevity of life even of the rich, tem is still incomplete.* Nearly five hun- fectly contented to settle down and let
rnd by urging us to ‘* seek first the king- dred meetings were conducted by them, things drift on in this indifferent manner.
or by members of the committee during
dom of heaven.”
;
These are not extreme cases; they are
last year, one-fifth of which were in our
‘¢ Thought within himself.”
The fidel- immense metropolis, and ils éver-widen- illustrations which might be multiplied
ity to nature of this picture can not be
many fold. Our Lord spoke truly when

request. This word was meantto convey
_areproof.
‘ Who made me a judge.” A

SEPTEMBER

most invariably men who are surrounded
and upheld by their people in their moral
work ; while on the other hand many of
those whose pastgrates are short and apparently barren of good results are those
who have been left to carry the.burden

THOSE SHORT PASTORATES.

is

(For

STAR,

Communications,

WHERE CHRISTIAN WORK 18 NEEDED.
An agent of the American Sunday-school
Union, who is laboring west of the Missouri river, gives a sad picture of the re-

22,

MORNING

business, numerous

trials,

and

frequent

disappointments.
Some are just commencing life, and have a hard struggle to
get along.
Others have sickness and
other difficulties to contend against, And
many say that if their circumstances
were easier, they would act difterently to
what they do. But there are many per:
sons who are to a greater

or

less

extent

free from the above named hindrances
and difliculties, who are yet neglecters
of religion.
Some of them once had
them;

but a change of circumstances has

not produced a change of conduct in this
respect.
And others never had any
special difficulties.
The things of this
world are easy with

them,

they

are

dis-

posed to look on the bright side of life;
and they enjoy more or less worldly pros-

perity.

.-But like others,

they

do not

who may be as skeptical, and

backward

| and little time to do it in; but still it wag
enough.
The Father had measured it

as I once was.
out for him—its days, and hours, and
Some eight or’ nine years ago, F be- | minutes.
came associated with a small but through2.
Wehave not more
than enough.

ly devoted band of Methodists, the only | There is none to spare over
and above
Christian workers in the city of Buenos the needful time. He
who knows both
Ayres.
I was attracted by their’ zeal, what time is and what eternity
is has
love; and earnecstness—which cffered so measured off our twelve hours. Within
the
marked a contrast to the apathy of other period our work must be finished
. Let
Protestant denominations—and attended us make haste. Let us
redeem the time ,
their meetings. + I enjoyed their prayers, for the days are not
only short, but evil
and their hymns, but their ‘¢ experience Let us gird up our loins
and press formeetings” always grated on my ideas. ward.
My known opinions frequently brought
3.
We can neither shorten

me

into

conflict with the good breth-

ren, and on one occasion the
Rev, H. G. Jackson, remarked:

Wesley,

perhaps

the

reason

pastor,
‘ Bro.

why

you

object to experience is because you have
but little.” I could not shut out: the echo
of his words,

which

seemed to ring in my

ears and in my heart all the way home.
Their reproof grew so unbearable that on
reaching my rooms, 1 was forced to cry
out to God for direction. Upon rising
from prayer, something

swer was at hand;
ly purchased Bible

20:9:

told

me

my

taking up
it opened

an- |

a newat ler.

* Then Isaid, I will not{faake

mention of him, nor speak

any

more

in

en a day.

nor length-

The sun will not move slower

for us, nor will it move faster.
It has
measured man's day for six thousand

years, and it will continue to do so.

We

have our twelve hours.
Let us consider
that, and be satisfied.
TLetus consider it,

and be inearnest. We are not independent
of the arrangement of nature. Whether

we will or not the sun

will rise

and

set:

and we must make the best of our day.
{. Waeshall find the twelve hours the
very best for us,both as to time and eter-

nity.
shall

Hereafter, on
be thankful

looking back,

we

hours;

twelve

for our

glad that they were no more and that
they were no fewer. Are we indolent

his name.
But his word was.in my heart
and idle? What a stimulus to work!
as burning fire shut up in my bones, and
Are we overwrought and weary?
What
I was weary with forbearing and could
a comfort that the toil will soon be over!
not stay.” I confess to astonishment not
There are but twelve hours! Are we
wholly unmingled with fear, at so wonlaid upon a sick bed? Be of good cheer;
derful an answer;
wonderful, not beit may be much tribulation, but it is not
cause my prayer was answered, but be~ Are you bereaved and brokenlong.
cause-there is not another.
verse
in the

Weepmake provision for another world; be- whole Bible that’ could. furnish so com- hearted 7Sorrow can notbe Tong.
cause their affections are placed on the plete an answer to my soul's enquiry. ing nfay endure for a night but joy cometh in the morning.” There are but twelve
things of this life.
The application flashed into my soul,
But God sometimes permits the sum- ““ So should every Christian’s heart burn hours forlife’s fever to run its course in,and
mons of death to come while -men are de- with the love of Christ, as to make it || thenall is over. Disciple of the Lord Jesus,
pending on future years, and increased impossible to keep silent when his name lift up thy head, for thy redemption drawworldly prosperity and enjoyment.
The is heard.” I arose humbled, yet joyous in eth nigh.— Dr. Horatius Bonar.
> +O+e ——
man in the parable was counting on this proof of my Master's faithfulness and
‘“ many years” still to come. And so are love,and rejoiced to find that the words of
LESSONS OF LAZINESS.
many now.
They hear of death, and the pastor were no longer true in the exA
German
duke placed a great stone in
they see itin many cases around them. perience of my soul. Since that blessed
the middle of the road, near his place.
But it does not occur to them that they hour I have ever found strength, joy, and
Next morning peasant Hahns ‘came that
are exposed to the shafts of.death.
Of spiritual food in the heart experience of
way with his ox-cart. ¢“ Oh, these lazy
course they admit that they also must die every true child of God; and would ex
people!”
there is this big stone in the’
sometime, and may die soon; but they hort every follower of Christ to never
middle of the road, and no one will take
do not allow the fact to make any deep tire of telling what Jesus the Christ has
the trouble to put it out of the way.”
impression upon them. This man was done for his soul.
Next came a gay soldier, a sword dangED
aiff
calculating on ease and enjoyment.
And
ling by his side, and went singing merso men now look forward to the future,
EXPERIMENTAL.
rily. He did not notice the stone, so he
hoping for better days, and expecting
The day was almost cheerless. The stumbled over it and fell, and he began
deliverance from present trials, incon- spring season was far advanced, but so
to storm atthe people, and call them
veniences and difficulties.
But God said chilly that vegetation could not grow.
¢¢ blockheads for leaving a huge rock in
to this man, ‘ Thou fool, this night thy My heart too was cold. The fruits of the
the road to break a gentleman's shins on.”
soul shall be required of thee.”
And no Spirit did not flourish there.
Then came a company of
peddlers,
one knows when the summons may come
The world, at times, perplexes and
with pads, and pack-horses, and goods to
to him. Sometimes there are premonitory distracts in spite of all effort to prevent.
the fair. The road was so narrow that
symptoms ; but it is Often the case that It has its labors, disappointments and they had to go off on either side. One
these are not regarded. Mrs. Thrale, in numerous
difficulties.
Friends prove cried out, * Did you ever see the like of
her ¢¢ Three Warnings,” tells of the old treacherous, and the wicked annoy.
that big stone lying here, and no one
man who was ‘‘lame and deaf and blind,” ‘Wealth entices, fashion fascinates, pleasstopping to take it away P”
‘and yet expected to have warnings of ures allure, and the dishonest way of
- It lay there for three weeks, and no one
the approach of death. But quite prob- doing business in some, who are liable to
removed it. Then the duke sent round
ably the summons may come to us as it influence us, bring us into captivity of
to all the people on his lands to meet at
did to the man in the parable.
Men at mind.
a deep cut in the road, Each side of the

work in the woods die their.

Others in

From some of tliese, [ suffered

in this

their workshops and in their stores are
suddenly summoned away. And ministers
die while travelling, or when engaged in
the services of the sanctuary.
Those who neglect the salvation of
their souls,
with
whatever
excuse,

gloomy day of spring. The night came
and it was more gloomy than the day.
God's word was comtemplated, but no
precious promise cheered. Others might
be benefited by them, but they did not
seem for me. How strange, that we

and under

should be so faithless, and what a foe

whatever

circumstances,

guilty of egregious folly.

are

God said to

is

unbelief.
But the body needed rest, and slumber was sought. #Fhere was, I think, a

the man, ¢ Thou fool.”
And Jesus added; ¢“ So is he that layeth up treasure
for himself, and is not rich toward God.”
The fault is not in giving proper attention to earthly things.. But it is, that
earthly things engross the whole atten-

degree oftrust. Oh, that we all could trust
more constantly, more fully. The feel-

tion, to the exclusion of attention

higher

interests.

Those

who

ing was, God still lives and reigns.
above the clouds,

the

Sun

Just

of righteous-

to

our

ness shines.

thus

act

soon, and glory shine all around.
On
the Lord then rely, and he will do all

are foolish, because the things
world are given us to use, and

of this
not to

abuse.
And when we place all our
hopes and expectations on the things of
this world, we do abuse them -by

giving

undue importance to them.
Those who
thus act are foolish, because they are
trifling with precious opportunities and
privileges. God offers to men temporal good and spiritual blessings.
But
these persons lay hold of the temporal
good, and neglect the spiritual blessings.
Like Bunyan’s * man with a muckrake,”
they rake together the sticks and straws
of this life, and neglect the golden crown

The clouds’

things well.

may

be lifted

;

Midnight came, when as Young

in

the

‘ Night Thoughts” says, ‘ the world
was wrapped in peace.” An unseen hand
touched my eye lids,

and

I was

awake,

I could not sleep nor was it necessary.
The following passage came into mind
on awakening with a preciousness™that
no passage ever did before. * Be of
good cheer, I have overcome the world.”
The Saviour’s words, and it was now
seemingly the Saviour’s voice: He van- quished satan, and triumphed over all
that assailed, and would work our ruin.

are He brought us aid and strength by’ his
death.” He is the Captain of our salvais no reprieve nor further space for re- tion. He causeth usto triumph and he
pentance. Many are depending on fu- will lead his faithful ones through.
of the future.

Those

foolish, because when

who

death

act thus

comes there

ture opportunity; ** but God now

com-

That night season was a

precious

fiandeth all men everywhere to repent.” “ (od giveth songs in the'night,”
They ave hoping while continuing in let us,
3
:
neglect, that somehow things will come
out right ; but Jesus says, “Except ye repent, ye shall all likewise per ish.”
Is any reader of this paper, like the
man in the parable, acting for time alone?

If so, I urge you to change your course’

one.

Then

“ Trust in the Lord, forever trust,
And banish all our fears;
Strength in his ndme forever dwells

Eternal as his years.”

Raymond, N. H.

:

cut was thronged with people overlooking the road, and there. was a crowd at
each end of the cut. Old Hahns, the farm-

er, was there, and so was the peddler.
Hahns said, *“ I hope my lord the duke
will find out now what a lazy set of people he is duke over.” |
.
* Indeed,
it’s a great shame,” an.
swered the peddler. And now a winding horn was heard, and a

splendid

cav-

alcade came galloping up to the Dornthou.
The duke rode up and got down from his
horse, and with a pleasant

smile

began

to speak to the people thus:
‘¢ My friends, it was

I

who

put

this

stone here, three weeks ago. Every passer-by has left it just where it was, and has
scolded his neighbor for not taking it eut
of the way.”
;

He then stooped down and lifted up the
stone. Underneath it was a round hollow, and inthe hollow a small leathern
bag. On a piece of paper, fastened to the
bag, these words were written : ¢¢ For him
who lifts up the stone.” He untied the
bag, and turned it upside down, and out

upon the stone fell a beautiful

goldring,

and twenty large golden coins.
Then every man wished that he had
had diligence enough to move the stone
instead of going around it and scolding

his neighbor.

They all lost the

because they had not learned

prize,

the lesson,

We
or formed the habit of diligence.
shall lose many a prize, as we go on in

life, if we do not

form this habit.

That

bag of money was the duke’s promise of
But that promise
a reward to diligence.

was hidden away under a stone,

So that

no one could see it. God's promises to
the diligent are not hidden-in this way.

They are written plainly out in the Bible,
so that we may all see them and understand them.— Herald of Gospel Liberty.

SS

THE

WAY IS LONG.

Have merey on us!

The snows lie thick around us.
In the dark and gloomy night,
And the tempest wails above,
And the stars have hid their light.
But blacker was the darkness,

Round Calvary’s cross that day.

Our hearts are faint with sorrow,
Heavy aud sad to bear;
For we dread the bitter morrow,
But we will not despair,
Thou knowest all our anguish,
And thou wilt bid it cease;
O Lamb of God, who takest
The sin of the world away,

ness, the chatter of

conversation

insipid

and the thousand other empty sounds
that intrude themselves in society, it is
ready to catch those more delicate

Give us thy peace!

voices

of earth and heaven that delight the soul.
Moses and Elijah and John, and all who

x

are much alone with God, reveal in

— Adelaide Ann Proctor,
HH

tem-

[| per and in speech a deeper knowledge,
——e
the refining inflyence of self-examination
THE GOSPEL TRAVELERS.
and communion with heaven. John won
It can not be too often remarked that victories over an impetuous spirit by his
kindness is one of the virtues which hard- lonely vigils in the wilderness, and so
ly ever fails to produce an effect; kind- was fitted to guide and mould society
when the hour came for him to be
a
ness ‘‘ in season and out of season;”
voice crying, Prepare ye the way of the
kindness which is in every one's power.
How very much the wheels of life would Lord.” Lange says that John himself
be smoothed, how very much

would add to the

sum

every

total

of

was a sermon, and his life was

one

happiness, if every one were to take hold

school-fellow.

The

not

*‘lose

its

power.

power of God and

poor,

and,

of travelers, a descent

and

to Jericho,

from

ascent

ment to come.

the

wisdom

Let every

But this is no

from

quenches his earthly

to

radiance,

Railroad officials, how very much you
can ease the burden and soften the difliculties of some helpless, solitary creature by speaking a kind word to him, by
showing him the way, by telling him
what he ought to do in the hurry and con-

=

be used for a little to bolster

will

NONSENSE.

majorities.

roughness or disorder in the vast area

of

your multiplied calling! Cabmen, in taking up or setting down some suffering
woman or child, how much in the course
of the day you may add to their comfort

‘and your own happiness by gentleness
instead of rudeness, by courtesy instead
of harshness! Servants, officials, passers
by in our great public buildings, what a
pleasure you can give to all who come
through this or any like resort, by making them feel that they are welcome and
at home ; what a delight you can impart
by a word of instryction, or warning, or
advice! Travelers, whoever you may be,
how far and wide you may make your
own good influence and the good fame of
vour country extend, by an agreeable
turn given to some traveling disaster, by
not pressing hard on your neighbors in a
crowded vehicle, by giving place to those
who are weaker or less befriended than
yourseives, by extending to those around
you, or who come within the reach of
vour notice and protection which
your
superior wealth or strength of health may

have put in your possession!
“The

‘presence

of

mind”

to

catch

these opportunities of diffusing’ Christian
kindness is one of the graces which we

should value as among the most valuable
of God’s gifts, which we should endeavor
to strengthen by prayers by habit, by

re-

membering that God, in whose. presence
we are, is ever requiring of us the special frame of mind which makes us ever
¢* present” with him,and ever ‘‘ present”
to the call of our fellow-creatures.—
Dean Stanley.
0 Sb A

JOHN

THE BAPTIST.

In the solemn grandeur of his character and mission, the great Forerunner resembles Elijah. He comes from the wilderness, a wild, untenanted domain
tween Jericho, the fords of Jordan

beand

the Dead Sea. A solitary ‘specimen of
ancient Nazaritish asceticism, with a
coarse prophetic mantle like that worn by
Elijah, bound about his loins with a girdle ; with a serious dignity
of bearing
and a voice

that

commanded

respectful

attention, he warns the people of their
sins and bids them flee from the wrath to
come.
Without a shadow of euphemism, (says Farrar) without an accent
of subservience, without a tremor of hesitation, he rebuked taxgatherers for extortion ; soldiers for violence, unfairness,

and discontent; wealthy Sadducees and
stately Pharisees for a formalism and
falsity which made theni vipers of a viperous brood.
The whole people he
warned that their cherished privileges
were worse than valueness, if, without
repentance, they regarded them as a protection against the wrath to come. They
listened with accusing consciences and
stricken hearts, and since he

had

chosen

and purification,

‘baptized

baptism-as his symbol of their penitence
they

were

of

him in Jordan, confessing their sins.
Even those who did not submit to his

baptism were willing for a season to rejoice in his light.
So did the prophet of

Carmel

suddenly

appear

in

spectral -

grandeur, bearing to guilty Ahab and his
people the call of Jehovah to repentance.
Solitary and bold, he roused men by his

unique appearance and the solemnity of
his message. He has been compared to.
the mild Bedouins of his native hills,
passing with the speed of an apparition
from place to place, with his long, black
hair hanging thick behind him in shaggy
masses,

and

his - countenancé

unmoved

and stern. In the presence of kings,
neither John nor Elijah adopted the honeyed and laudatory phrases that slip from

courtly

tongues.

Undaunted,

upright,

outspoken, they neither bend their

bod-

ies or their spirits to kingly power, but
stand erect as ambassadors of a kingdom

as it is the perfection

of

|

babyhood

to play with its own absurd fancies.
Perhaps metiphysics, as the first of the
sciences to reach a considerable development, was the first to show this tendency
to he fascinated with impossible nonsense.
It took the form of what is called idealism,

a sober-sounding word enough, but fantastically wild in its Berkeleyan signification. © Some philosopher succeeded in imparadoxieal

suppositions, that what we see

we

of

see, that what we feel we don't feel,

what we know to exist and
not exist and happen,

that

but fancy, that sensation

all

don't
that

happen

does

knowledge

is

is but concep-

tion, and that the objeet is only the picture
of the object; so that instead of living in
the world, the world lives in‘ us, and that
panora-

of

But I do respect propositions

those

‘who

walk

and

There

are

meditate,

on

visiting

by

which Christian trophies stand, more important as marks of the world’s agencies
and advances, than any that

ever

Greek

erected for victory at Salamis or Marathon. I lean on Church history. I go to
its battle-fields and lie on them.
They
are places of spiritual rest.
Gazing on
their horizon, 1 see no narrow prospect,

but a breadth of nineteen hundred victorious years. Looking into the sky as I lie
there, I hear sometimes the anthem: As
it was in the beginning, is now, and ever

shall be, world without end. I obtain
glimpses of a-heaven-opened; and behold
a white horse,

and he that sits on

him

was

the

bewildering,

the cobwebs from the sky.

:

Theology has had its nonsense; not of
infancy, but of weary,laborious thought—
though so long and deeply busy with
truth that it has, as it would seem, out

of

a pure contrariety, born of weariness, rebounded into the wildest absurdity. It
has founded systems of faith on free will,
imagined fo be always enslaved. It has
invented a personal guilt which should be
the guilt of some other person, and has
delighted itself with the intellectual gym-

nastic of fancying the human activity of a
million

million

men

so

wrapped in another human

completely

en-

activity that

his moral act should become theirs, and
that they should sin in him and fall with

him in his first trangression.
But just now it is the natural sciences
that in their second childhood are crooning baby songs. Great and learned volumes of physiology are devoted to proving by microscope and scalpel that

what

we have been in the habit of calling mind
is nothing more than the register on the
fibers of the brain of the molecular
changes which it undergoes under nutrition, and that thought and consciousness
and knowledge are but the twists of bulgings or currents in cerebro-spinal matter.
And great schools of biology are devoted
to the development of the chimera that by
so-called evolutions nothing can- become
something, death can become
matter mind, and then
that

life,
the

and
life

transcandental mathematics into what

will

space.

designate

Space is

as

we

quadridimensional

tridimensional,

having

the three dimensions of length, breadth,
and thickness. These are all the dimen-

loved

The love of things created is dedhitrl

and inconstant; the love of Jesus is faithful and constant.

must

SE

on

his

head

ER

ONE KIND

sirable church covenant,

Ministers Manual,
just issued, designed especially for ministers,
but useful for all church members,
It contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen

be- sep-

fail,

can

Cannabis Indica

King.
:
If thou couldst empty thyself perfectly

away as the flowers of the field.

Thou wilt

be deceived,

outward

if thou

appearance

men.
For, if thou seekest thy comfort
thy profit in others, thou shalt often
loss.
.
If thou seekest Jesus in all things,
shalt surely find Jesus.
But if thou seekest thyself, thou
“also find thyself, but-to-thine own

of

thou
shalt
de-

For if a man do not seek Jesus, he is
more hurtful to himself than the whole
world and all his enemies could be.—
Thomas a Kempis.
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ber
of fine sheep out of his flock,and whatever might have been his suspicions,

5

viet the person suspected of the criminal
act, Just about this time, in a season of
religious interest, a person of very. indifferent previous character became interested in the meetings, and finally came
to brother C. ‘and confessed that he was
the offender, and had wickedly stolen his
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an assurance,

that
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isnot a little of this qualified
in our day—Zion's

times,

is
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obtained for mechanical devices, medical or other
compounds, ornamental designs, trade-marks and
tr
Cavedts, Assignments, Interferences, In-

to

There

fringements, and all matters relating to Patents,
promptly attended to. We make preliminary examinations and furnish opinions as to patentabili-

penitence

ty, free of charge, and all who are interested in
new inventions and Patents,
are invited to send
for a copy of our “Guide for obtaining Patents,”
which is sent free to any address, and contains

complete instructions how to obtain Patents, and
other valuable matter. During the past five years:
we have obtained nearly three thousand Patents
for’ American and Foreign inventors, and can give

religion,”

satisfactory referencs, in

Take a chair. ¢ Unless it is in religion,”
he added, with an emphasis on ‘¢ unless.”

of devout spirit of benevolent deed, a
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anh 1

Students
are received in the following departments:
Collegiate,

Theological,

Scientific,

Commer-

cial, Preparatory, Music and Art.
Some studies are elective, both
sexes
are
admitted
to
equal

privileges,

moral

and

religious

influences

are good, and the advantages are «of the “first
or
D. W, C. DURGIN, D. D., President,
ws

»

. '

in

Or, No. 11%, will weigh 400 lbs.
!
Dover, N. H.
I. D. STEWART.

need not exceed $112, for Tuition,

fall Tom om
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SUPERIOR COUNTRY.

of readers
-

Hotel

of Hotel Cars, through, between

«(mb ne uissouri River.

and Jdigrtle

single copy,

of our

copy;

Postage, 1 cent per copy.

I. D. STEWART,

the publisher.

class

a

rols

save

-

older

account

cents

For sale also by
.
FAIRBANKS & Co., 46 Madison St., Chicago, Il}
PENFIELD & Co0., Hillsdale, Mich.
D. LotHROP & CoO., 32 Franklin St.,Boston-

are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternate
weeks, on superior Papen peautifully illustrated
is

an

10

Send your orders to

Pillsand

«+

each

Little Star

societies,

Price,

SRPPURSE

Phiiadelpnia.

ad
in advance,
.
Special ofters, strictly in advance,
with no commission paic :
One old and one new subscriber,
Clubs of six or more, one-(kird new
Postage is paid by

con

he above named books are sold by the dozen,
at 20 per cent. discount for cash with the order,.
| or on receiving
the books.
Z

Western Department, should be sddvressed to Ik

scribers,

J. Butler,

i

which

me Toe

»

author’s -views

Twenty Fish.

communications,

year

the

a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,church pol
ily and institutions.
Printing Establishment
is a brief historical statement, &c. Publisl
ed - by orderdistrib-utio
of the Géneral Conference, and ; for

fifty-third volume.
It is able, literary and progressive. The publication offices are Boston apd

Terms per

postage

Tracts
were not stereotyped till within the last few
years, and we can furnish only the following:
cts. per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.
Denominational,

Freewill Baptist Publications.

ver, N. H.

and

$7 a hundred.

ots.

The Morning
Star.
is a large religious paper of eight pages, inits

HITT.SDATLE
The

&c.

KOTA, NEBRASKA,

all

reading it. 25 cts;

Lectures

Send for Catalogue of useful novelties and mention this paper.
3
13625

but

postage

ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excellent book for all who would ‘search the Scripe
tures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most ime
portant points of Bible study, 1.00; pos tage, 9

Seatby mail.
J, BRIDE & CO.,
Mfrs. 297 Broadway, New-York,

Chicago,

of

of their

10 cents.

author,—Prof. J.

benevolent

isters, &c.,

& GAME.

Packages of ten or more to one ad-

IN CHARACTER.
it

NE

body

$1.00,

literary institutions, obituaries of deceased

Onebaitwillcatch

.

by

theology,

by the same

EACLE CLAW.”
ANIMALS

|

Terms:

Herald.

unless

“THE
FISH,

Baptists.

tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
‘excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00 ; postage, 12 cents,
The Register
:
contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, ay
ranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Year]
meetings, with’ their statistics; the names of
‘ministers and their post-office addresses, officers

MYRTLE.

« [Tow isit ?'said he; «“ I don’t know of
anything in which there is not shrinkage
in these

bottles for
60.
Address,

Baptists
of this

till the time

Butler's Commentary

to us direct.

CRADDOCK & CO., 1032 Race St,
N. B.~CIRCULARS FREE.

STAR

————i
ee
Aes

SHRINKAGE

CANNABIS

progress

York,

are those generally accepted by the denomination.
$1.60 postage,12 cents.

SINGLE

if they fail you, send

be benefited

of doctrinal

Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE

C., very

sheep!”

JAMES’

and

“per bottlé,
or three
Ointmerft, $1 25 each.

to dealers. No peddling.

receiv-

quickly ; ¢ but I don’t want the Lord
of my

A

and

$1.00; postage,

One bottle will satisfy the most skeptical. $2 60

Expenses paid. Permanent employment. address 8, A, GRANT & CO,
2, 4, 6 & 8 Home St., Cincinndti, 0.

forgive-

brother

DR.

IDICA,

Dowd& Co.,

to come and pay you, and to give you a
dollar and a half apiece for the sheep.”
then,”

for

a $5
CO.

ed him with his usual good nature; and
instead of setting a prige himself upon
the sheep, said ‘ Well, well, brother,
what do you think they were worth ?
With a pathetic tone of voice, the new

it

NOT

rise

Butler's Fucslogy
7
discusses briefly,
but clearly, all the questions

Iowa.

SYMPTOM of Consumption that this remcdy will not dissipate, andit will break a fresh
cold in twenty-four hours.
Ask your druggist

:
.
52t52
Salary. Salesmen wanted to sell our
Staple Goods

ness, and proposed, very properly,to pay

Pay

.

of the Free

in New

cents.

is a valuable little work, and every Christian

JANE A. ASHBROOK.

IS

-

on

05»
04
»

The Church Member's Book
Fond
3 cts.

=]
=

Best Mixed Cards, with name, in case, 13c¢.,

Bristol, Ct.

failed to obtain adequate evidence to con-

penitent answered, ¢¢ The: Lord

history.

JACOB TROUT.

THERE

-

»
n

0

Memoir of George T'. Bay,
contains a Narrative of his
Life, Letters, Sermons and Lectures. Price 75 cents, See * Club
Rates’ with the Morning Star.

is the only thing that

:

and
feel

struction.

$66

time brother C. suffered the loss of a nam-

Brother C,

soon

only look to the

post, 10

= 50
- 50

The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century of our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
| detail, the early events of our denominational

was perfectly cured, and I used to keep the
medicine on hand to accommodate my
friends. I have taken a cold lately, and
as I am fearful of it settling on my lungs,
you will please send me a $9 box of your
medicine.
Respectfully,

thereof shall wither

all the glory

and

$1.00,

Christian Baptism
:
a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.;

—————

is grass,

for that all. flesh

by the wind;

75

cents.

three bottles

DEEP’ RIVER, PowEsHICK,

Leather,

-

union with the Freewill

‘The best Trap in the World for catching

flashes of homely wit. Every minister
that has preached in the vicinity has rare
specimens of it at his command. At one

for the stolen sheep.

ive the

Christians

Respectfully yours,

:

-

Daniel Jackson,
John Stevens,
-

The Memorials

~~ ~GENTLEMEN ==I-have-just-seen—yourlingly dwell with thee.
in my paper; I know all
Whatsoever trust thou reposest in men, | advertisement
about the Cannabis Ag
Fifteen years
out of Jesus, is all little better than lost.
azo itcured my daughter of the ASTHMA;
Trust not nor léan upon a reed shaken
she had it very bad for séveral years, but

are

OF PENITENCE. -

asked

,

BRONCHITIS for twenty years, and tried

gives her relief.

Flexible

of

-

William Burt, - « -

Ointment. Mother has been suffering with

heart alone, and sit on His own throne as

CE

He quite humbly

send me

Price,

David Marks,

IIA,

Gents :—Please

bodies.

Biographies

LovrLACEVILLE, BAaLLARD Co., Ky.

most all kinds of medicine, and says the

all

iberative

cents; Cloth, 60 cents, postage paid.
Sabbath School
estion Books
re for adulig an children. 15
ESSONS for Eve
unda;
ostage ,02
STORY of Jesus, id
Ys . hd
a
02
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
“
02
Rules of Order.
are the same as those in the Manual, thicl
paper covers, 10 cents.
The Book of Worship
only a few copies left, All gilt edge, $1,0a
postage, 10 cents,

Previous to using the Cannabis Indica, I

Thy Beloved is of such a nature that Le
will admit of no rival ; but will have thy

when

different Jueetings; Formulas and Suggestions,
The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet
very concise and well arranged ; stating in fifteen
Jages all the important parliamentary rules of de-

Asthma.

Cannabis Indica, box of Pills and pot of

tible humor as well as of sincere loyalty
to his church and devotion to Christ.

sheep.-

and

alone

fulness, who,
help thee.

called the Word of God, King of kings,
and Lord of lords. He is clothed in a
vesture dipped in blood: but his eyes are
as a flame of fire, and
many crowns.— Cook.

Bronchitis,

\

Our Faith and Covenant
is a confession of 17 articles of faith and a de.

had used all the medicines usually
prescribed in my son’s case (CONSUMP ION)
I had also consulted the most eminent
physicians in the country, and all to no
purpose; but just as soon as he commenced using the Hemp Remedies he
began to improve in health until I regarded him as about well.
HENRY W. KIMBERLY, M.D.

arated from all, whether thou wilt or not.
Keep close to Jesus, both in life and
death, and commit thyself unto His faith-

thus developed is not conscious and Whether the unless implied a doubt, ‘or
intelligent, but that it runs by cléck-work,
whether it was simply his way of pointwith wheels and cogs, self-wound up ing a moral and preparing a thrust for
and automatically, in a manner that is himself, or as a compliment to his serious,
at the same time intensely active and ut- agreeable, but not shaky friend, one may
terly inert. To this bewildering result,
not know.
completely destructive of all our instinc- "He had been at the head of that banktive beliefs and contradicting all our inm- ing house for years, and had seen shrinknate certainties, does this science, grown age in banks, this one and that; in presmad and childish by too much. study, idents, one and many; in these directors
try to lead us.
and in those ; a vast shrinkage in claims
It would seem as if there weve one’ sci- and securities, in paper and in real esence that would never lead us a will-o'- tate. How about character ? Ile said
the wisp chase after the incredible and ¢ religion.” #¢ Unless it was in religion.”
unimaginable—and that is ‘mathematics. He evidently intended to discriminate
But mathematics is now proving in its between the ideal, the abstract religion,
last developments the most wildly crazy and the professor, the church member.
of all wild sciences. Its vagaries are
It would have been a joy to know who
called to our attention by the address of was that serene ard radiant lover of our
Mr. Spottswoode, president of the British Lord and of his Christ, that shone full- |
Association. A considerable portion of’it orbed upon” his" vision, the example of
he devoted to a ‘consideration of the in- unquestioned piety, of love and zeal, and

vestigations of what might well be called

be

alone above all things.

is

The whole vicinity is full of his inimitable

This

will

Sometime or other thou

the truth, is the faculty that can do
ing but lie.

Jesus

thee, nor suffer thee to perish in the end.

The late brother C. of W—, northern
New Hampshire, was a man of inexhaus-

suicidal result reached by metaphysics
when it mounted on a broomstick to sweep

for

forever.
Love Him and keep Him for thy friend,
who, when all go away, will not forsake

ma of dreams in the mind (if there be a
mind) that conceives them, and so that
consciousness, the one faculty that tells
noth-

Beloved;

acy —of—Christianity
inthe nineteenth “of all created things, Jesus would wil-

there is no substantial existence except (if
the exception may be made) the

Consumption,

Miss.

He that cleaveth unto creatures shall
fall ‘with that which is subject to fall; he
that embraceth Jesus shall stand firmly

ness ‘of scholarship isthat it should contend
with scholarship, not once or twice, but
century after century, and
come
out
crowned. But the intellectual suprem-

to delight in the impossible, so the more
acute and developed scientific mind seems
to reach a second childhood and to love

agining, as the most

but

that have seen honest and protracted battle, but not defeat. The test of the sound-

and fondles and caresses its absurdities century “is not a novelty.
with sober and affectionate silliness. In- other battle-fields worth

| deed,

belief;

PLACES OF SPIRITUAL REST.

railway sta- and its dish that ran away with the spoon,
tions! Policemen in our great cities, how and its little woman with her petticoat
very much you can do to ennoble your ex- { cut short in her sleep who doubfed if I be
cellent vocation by a readiness to guide, I, that delight in absolute nonsense; for

“the friendly hand or encouraging word
in the crossing of the streets, by the unceasing vigilance to avert every kind of

Instead of devoting a column to the
merits of this strange and wonderful plant,
we remain silent and let it speak for itself
through other lips than ours, believing
that those who have suffered most can
better tell the story, as the following extracts from letters verbatim will show: @
GAvoso, PEmiscoT, Mo., Nov. 18, 1877.
Messrs. Craddock & Co.:
2
GENTLEMEN :—I must have more of
your invaluable medicine, and wish that
you would place it here on sale, as the
cost of delivery is too high to individuals.

the

sense

because it is ancient, or in the mouths

from-sanity;

— Home

@

tage, 1 cent.

LAWRENCEBURG, ANDERSON Co., Ky.
Feb. 10, 1873.
Messrs. Craddock & Co.:
GENTLEMEN :(—Please send me twelve
bottles of Cannabis Indica, one each of
Pills and Qintment, for a friend of mine
who is not expected
‘to live; and as your

bottle will satisfy the most skeptical of
its positively and
permanently curing

Treatise

contains a brief statement of the doctrines
held by
the denomination,
and our general
usages in church-building, It 18 published by authority of the General Conference. 25 cents; pose

CONSUMPTION.

Blessed is he that understandeth what
it is to love Jesus; and to despise himself
for Jesus’ sake.
:
Thou oughtest to leave thy beloved for

chaos

T do not respect any proposition merely

has its simitar-tapse

The

or

palm!
One little hour! and then the hallelujah,
Eternity’s long, deep thanksgiving psalm!”

roms
peor m——

It is not the childish imagination alone,
with its cow that jumped over the moon,

by-a-willingness-to-give-information,
by TSTrienc

the

it will soon undermine all possible foundations of faith. John Stuart Mill said
‘his wisest word when he refused to worship any God who is not good in the
sense in which we speak of human
goodness.— Independent.

=

THE FASCINATION OF

* fusion of our multitudinous

than

and consciousness.
The philosophy of
the unknowable and the incredible may

hereafter shine like the stars for ever and
ever.— Church Union.

Jerusalem.

werse

as we anchor ourselves in common

of

but

man-

.

THINGS.

into which we are thrown by the vagaries of physiology and biology. Wild
all, they tumble us into. a- tumultuous
anarchy, from which we can escape only

of God.

messenger

hours;

I AM ONE WHO WAS CURED

OF THE LOVE OF JESUS ABOVE ALL

And Chaos, ancestors of Nature, hold
Eternal anarchy.”

reader.

God, then, whether in the pulpit or by
the wayside, who heralds Christ, take
courage, knowing that he who commissioned John will stand by him, if heshun
not to declare the whole counsel of God.
One who is here *‘ a burning and a shining light” will lose no glory when death

we

Jericho

of the

A wicked Ahab, a bloody Tiberius, a
time-serving Pilate and a cruel Herod,
can not but feel the menaces of these
preachers of righteousnes and of a judg-

reward.”

land,

salvation

But when breathed by such lips as those
of John or Elijah, it is emphatically the

may almost say, the whole civilized
world, at this season of the year, a world
Jerusalem

291

>
+4

Night

When read by the eye it is often

blessed to the

Think of all this, all those who are concerned in the movements backward and
forward which make our

——* a dark
Illimitable ocean, without bound,
-~
Without dimension, where length, breadth,
and hight,
And time and place are lost; Where eldest

preaching, God means
to instruct and
save.
The truth itself has an imminent

solitary and wayworn man or woman
never forgets the pressure of a kind, feeling hand, the glance of loving, sympathetic eyes.
‘“ A cup of cold water”
given unexpectedly at the right moment,
indeed,

an earth-

uake.
The other feature is the wonderful power of God's
spoken truth. It is by

human

of any of the many. opportunities which
every situation offers to be kind, courteous, easy and agreeable toward the
chance traveler that he meets in his journeys—toward the chance sufferers that he
comes across! It is never forgotten. The
boy at school never forgets the kindness

will,

1878.

hood’s happy home; the opening bud
and promise of childhood: (I know of farcould be turned wrong side out without ‘away little graves,sweet graves,into which
had shrunk); palatial dwell‘bending or breaking it; it would be im- his hopes
medicines cured me of CONSUMPTION,
ing ; flattering accumulated stores ! Blesspossible to tie a knot; and a yardstick
some three years ago, I want him to try
them.
I gained fifteen pounds while takcould not be moved from one place to ed realities of the passing hour!
But
ing the first three bottles, and I know it is
another place without having its measures they may, they do, they must ‘shrink.
just the thing for him.
Respectfully,
changed and yet without any expansion But this work of my Master, my toil, and
. V. HULL.
or contraction in its parts. This is the treasure given there; the open or hidR ————
kind of crazy bewilderment to which the den charities of faithful personal crossDr. H. James’ CANNABIS INDICA, or
highest and latest mathematics asks us to bearing devotion; the ministrant gifts
East India Hemp, raised in Calcutta, and
submit ourselves. And when we ask Mr. of all those unseen hands, that fill this prepared on its native soil from the green
Spottiswoode whether he means to say treasury—Ilike vital seeds they will enleaf, has become as famous in this country
Like the grain of as.in India for the cure of Consumption,
that such space of four or forty dimen- large and grow!
sions may really exist, he replies with a mustard seed! I can not always see it Bronchitis, -and Asthma.
2
¢ We now inform the public that we Lave
delightful uncertainty, which leaves it to to be so. Itis sometimes dark. There
made the importation of this article into
be inferred that very possibly beyond our
are storm-bursts;
rocky
ground; no
the United States our Specialty, and that
sphere of knowledge there may be other deepness of earth. But the Eternal King
in future the afflicted can obtain thesc
universes in which another dimension be- has spoken, and will make it good. “1
remedies at all first-class druggists.
As
sides length,breadth, and thickness exists,
have chosen you, and ordained you that
we have, at great expense and trouble,
in which there can be no knots, in which
ye should goand bring forth fruit, and
made permanent arrangements in India
a shell on the way from a cannon may that your fruit should remain.” ‘ Whofor obtaining ‘‘ Pure Hemp,” gathering it
soever shall give you a sup of water to ~at the right season; and having itextracted
turn itself wrong side out, and that without bending or breaking, instead of turn- drink, in my name, because ye belon® to upon its own soil from.the green leaf
ing wrong side out the fort at which it Christ, he shall not lose his reward.”
by an old and experienced chemist (said
was fired. We are bewildered. We ask : | 1 will take the risk of faithin him with- ( chemist being a native), we know that we
ourselves what is the use of science, if its out fear of shrinkage, come what may.
have the genuine article,
task is to buffet us with absurdities, to Let me pass on, and serve
IN ALL ITS PURITY AND PERFECTION,
contradict the fundamental axioms of mind “ One little hour! and then the glorious and feel that we are entitled to credence
and matter, and to land us in absolute
crowning,
when we say that Cannabis Indica will do
The golden harp-strings, and the victor’s
chaotic confusion.
all that is claimed for it, and that one

But the solitude of a devout soul, closeted with God and his Holy Word, is far
different from that cynic separateness of
pride, or the guilty solitude of crime, or
grief. The best
the dismal seclusion of
| preparation for society is solitude. As
the ear is relieved of the noise of busi-

O Lamb of God, that takest
The sin of the world away,
Have mercy on us!

of love and trust, of bridal

conceive that it could be conceived to exist, and, as Mr. Spottiswoode shows, ' it
would follow that in such space an egg

“I loathe the squares and streets,
«And faces that one meets, ,
Hearts with no love for me.
|
Always I long to creep
Into some still cavern deep;
There to weep, and weep and weep,
My whole soul out to thee.”

The sin of the world away,

elder

11,

sions that are conceivable by us, and on
I had been in that back office’ more
this common-sense notion of space the than once, and had known the yearning
Euclidean geometry is based. But it has of that heart, retired, sensitive, not at
occured to. some mathematicians to inves- rest, for something in which there neitigate what would be the properties of {ther wasnor could be shrinkage or failure
space if an additional dimension were con- for evermore. He had not yet found it.
ceived to belong to it. To be sure, it is
On all things here below; man’s eyes
impossible to conceive of such space; but look with apprension. On tha rosy tint |

not of this world. Each of these histories reveals two noticeable features:
‘One, the sanctifying' influence of solitude sweetened by God's presence. But
for the resources thus gathered their public life would have been shorn of its
power.
We have no sympathy with asceticism, nor with the maudlin grief that
found vent in the lines:

0 Lamb of God, who takest

an

SEPTEMBER
t

The way is long and dreary,
The path is bleak and bare,
Our feet are worn and weary,
But we will not despair.
More heavy was thy burthen,
More desolate thy way,

of

STAR,
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Selections.
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class.
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Catalogues,

address,

Rev, CB. MILs, Secretary.
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»

THE

MORNING STAR,

|
| with their families

commended for the result. The church
in homes that they
| have made for themselves in the vicinity, ‘has spiritually prospered under Bro. Kd| they being allowed to® draw the usual in- wards's pastorate—proof that he is'a man
|
dividual pay and rations at the Home and | ‘of spirituality as well as of good sense.
WEDNESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 11, 1878.
The general aspect of our cause in the
devote them to that purpose.
Brave felAa All communications designed for publication
lows. They deserve such ahome.
And State is hopeful. Loyal young men are
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
atthe end of all comes the final conquer- taking the places so numerously vacated
on business, remittances of money, &e., should be
or Death, and a roomy grave with its by the aged toilers. They receive a noble
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.
neat marble headstone in the beautiful heritage. May they make every five
grove
where two hundred of their com- talents ten and more. There is much
RW The Western Editorial Office is at 1571 Dearborn
St., Chicago,
rades already sleep.
The average an- room for and great need of missionary
nual death-rate at the Home is about and evangelistic work. We trust that
this may be pushed vigorously, and that
EDITORIAL CORRES
ENCE.
thirty.
WEEKS’ MiLLs,
M&,, Aug. 31.
A few practical observations: One can these waste places may be redeemed for
oN

arbi

1

RE

EE

This is familiar

Freewill
John

Baptist

qa

a dma—

ground

to “the

Ulmer,

mansions, have

hardly enter the State without thinking at
once of Neal Dow and ¢¢ the Maine law.”
Close observation throughout thé State,
from the Aroostook to Portland, has con-

Maine.

many others who have with them
the heavenly

older

in

Knowlton,”

1) .

-

ministers

Stevens,

fa

and

entered

in other days

vinced us that while

preached Christ to this people, and seen
powerful revivals. Many of the living,
among whom we recall the: names of |
Mariner, Tracey, J. A. Varney and Couliard, have also witnessed great outpourings of the Spirit here and welcomed

‘many into the church.

Those were bless-

ed days. We love to recall them.
The
church had a regular pastor, the weekly
prayer meetings were well sustained, the
Sunday-school flourished,

and

the

little

village had a good name far and wide,
as a sober, well-behaved, enterprising
and industrious hamlet.
It is painful to witness the change that
has come over the place.
There. is no
minister of any denomination here, there
are

no meetings

on the

Sabbath,

there

is no Sunday-school, and there is a lack
of the old-time moral tone .in the community.
But these are not the only
changes. Fire has removed many of the
old places of business, and death has taken many of the old inhabitants.
The
grave yard is rapidly filling up.
The
old homes and the old farms are occupied
by the sons and daughters of the "parents
who are dead, and the cries and laughter
of children show that these too are bringing forward heirs to inherif by and by
the property that they themselves have
aberited. Thus death itself is baflled
nd the census js kept good.
We said there were no meetings on the
sabbath. But there are a few persons,

the

public

sale

of

liquor is practically suppressed its use is
by no means prevented.
In all of the
cities in the State that we have visited
we have seen persons intoxicated.
At
Orono, one night during our stay, there
was a drunken fray on the street, and one

young fellow was fatally stabbed.

Asa

—

:

te

etre

ah

OOMMUNION AND CHURCH MEMBERSHIP.
Mz. Eprror: If the basis on which
Free Baptists put communion is that of
¢¢ Christian character,” ought they not, to
be

consistent, to put

church

on the same basis?
“Inquirer”

raises

query in the above,

membership

INQUIRER:

a not

uncommon

one

susceptible,

but

we think, of a satisfactory answer.
The church is to be considered

in a

two-fold aspect, the one generic,
the other

matter of fact, liquor can be had in almost any town, and those who really want

specific.

it are rarely without it. But we do not
detract from the value and significance of

prehensive aspect is the whole
accepted believers, everywhere;

body of
viewed

the work that has been

specifically it is a particular body
lievers organized with an eye

of beto the

done

in

Maine.

The church

in its broad, com-

It furnishes a worthy example for imitation. The Good Templars, through their Zreatest efficiency, both
efficient Grand Worthy Counselor, L. 'W.
Starbird, Esq., are exerting a wholesome

influence for temperance.
.
But while the use of liquor is restrained, the use of tobacco seems

to be stead-

ily increasing. The young men, especially,are sadly addicted to it. {They snuff
it. They smoke it. They eat it.
It is
killing them.
‘Who will undertake. to
check its use? Is there no Neal Dow to
inaugurate a tobacco reform?
The crops are looking well.
There
has been a large yield of hay. The grain
harvest is abundant in most

sections, and

culture of its own

in the spiritual
members and in the

promulgation of the gospel

in the

world

at large.

Two things, at least, are essential to
secure
this efficiency, viz.: harmony

:

:

The difficulty seems to be the same one
thaf has crippled Christian activity in so
many similar villages.
There are here
_the remnants of a Freewill Baptist, a

A church is not ornamental in its character, a mere dress parade

sentiment,

but

affair, neither

a

real,

living,

practical organization for warfare against

in the autumn.

Methodist, and an

Advent

church,

with

two places
of worship among them.
Neither society alone is now able to sustain worship.
Why will they not ig-

| lowed.
One getsat the real bearirg of
things in that way.
The Conference sermon was preached Tuesday evening by
Rev. Dexter Waterman,

and was

ful exposition of the unity

a faith-

of the mission

of Christ, of the Church, and of the Christian ministry, which is to save sinners.

themselves an injury to permit such a
state of things. Let us see how it works.
A dozen or twenty years ago real estate

This and the Yearly Meeting sermon by
Prof. J. A. Howe, which portrayed the:
history and struggles of the early church,
and dealt with the problem, How shall the
church to-day repeat the successes of the
early church? were full of thought and
value. ¢ Make Christian living harmonize
with Christian truth.” Who shall say that
that was not the key to the problem ?
Missiondry and educational work received timely attention. Dr. Phillips gave
an address on Foreign Missions, setting
forth the duty of the pastor at home in relation to the work in an eloquent and effective manner. The Yearly Meeting
also voted to assume its proportion of the

was held at high

present

nore minor differences, and all unite in
the support of some Godly minister, who
shall be the means of leading the place
back to its old position of Christian activity? Here are boys and girls, young
men and ladies, growing up with almost
no religious training.
It is deplorable.

It is wicked.

God never meant that the

denominational feeling should so
the very spirit of Christianity.

These business

the religious

belie

men here are doing

figures

here,

because

and educational privileges

in the place were so excellent.

It is far

different to-day. Dear friends, the money that you put into the support of
kchools and
religious instruction at

Weeks’

Mills during

Mission

debt,

and

renewed

its

pledge to support a missionary in the
field. The Woman's Society, which has
a place regularly assigned it on the Year-

ly Meeting programme, and has an efficient organization here, was also address-

the next twenty

ed by Bro. Phillips, and likewise by Rev.
A. H. Morrell,each emphasizing the great
the money that you put in banks.
value and usefulness of woman’s work in
This correspondence is digressive. Yes- their several fields of labor. Bro. Morerday we accompanied some friends to rell was to occupy an hour Thursday:
a district Sunday-school conventoin held evening, and we presume he still farther
in the grove adjacent to the Soldiers’ presented the nature and needs of the imc in the Shenandoah valley.
Home near Augusta.
The convention
is exception, the time given to
was a part of the system of Sunday-school
me missionary interests was principally
work that is now being carried on in the
State.
There was a large gathering, devoted to a consideration of the work
with reports from the various Sunday- and needs of the State Society. This
‘schools in the district, and public speak- Society is becoming a real power in the
ing by several persons who are interested State. It has already accomplished much,
in the work.
Such gatherings will stim- and deserves the aid and sympathy of
ulate the Sunday-school spirit, and will, every Maine Freewill Baptist. An hour
we trust, be of real practical benefit to Thursday forenoon was given to a discusthe cause. They will at least be a bless- sion of the condition, prospects and needs
* ing to the children whoattend them. We of the State and denominational educationmarked the happifges that they manifest- al interests. The discussion took a wide
ed yesterday, and the attention that they range, including the subject of publicapaid to'the good things said to them from tions as well as schools, and revealed a
the stand. When they are old men and hearty determination to support and pat‘women, that day’s experience will be ronize our own institutions.
among the things that are fresh in their
Other special features of the Meeting
Years, will pay

you better interest than

memory.

deserve more attention than we

We improved the opportunity to visit
the Soldiers’ Home.
It is a capacious,

give them.

can here

A sermon by Rev. C. F. Pen-

neatly kept place, with all the appoint-

ney, Thursday afternoon, on the wonderful love of God,
was one of the sweetest

ments,

and

attractiveness

and comforts

of a

most

comforting discourses

of the

home.
The kitchen with its brightly week. The prayer and devotional meetscoured copper coffee tanks and the bar- ings were full of life and earnestness, and
rel and a half of potatoes ready for the
pext morning's breakfast; the large din-

the business

sessions

were

straightfor-

ward and orderly.

ing hall with its clean white crockery and

The Brunswick church entertained the
guests most generously. The house of
well ventilated
dormitories, in all of worship recently erected here is a model
* which the soldiers do. all the work; the of comfort and economy. It is neat,
library and reading-room, the hospital cheery, well-lighted, and roomy—that is,
with its dispensary and nurses, the chap- its aisles are broad, and you put five perel, the broad piazzas,the flower-bordered gonsin its slips and they are not crowded
walks, and the well-kept lawns are feat- beyond endurance. The brethren built

prderly arrangements;

the sweet and

ures
of the really beautiful home that the

what they could pay for.

They did not

Government provides for those who were incur a debt in erecting a spire, or inaddcrippledin its defense. There are at ing fresco and stained glass, but they put
at nine hundred inmates ofthe Home their money into the real comfort and
besides
about two hundred who dwell, tastefulness of their house, and are to be

grasps the hand of such an one;

but let

, OURRENT TOPICS.
——TuE House of Bishops of the Protestant Episcopal church did a very welcome
and proper thing last week when by a

him, midst the babel of strange tongues,
chance to meet a countryman, nay more,
a neighbor and friend, and how his heart

fairly leaps and his hand-grasp becomes
unanimous vote it deposed from his office
more eloquent than speech with the thrill Bishop McCoskry of Michigan. The pubof joyous sympathy which tells of the find- lic have not forgotten the unsavory and
ing, not of an 'Anglo Saxon simply, not shameful scandal about the Bishop pubone of the same tongue and garb,
but the lished in extenso in some of the western
finding of a fellow countryman, oneof journals and alluded to generally a few
the same national household.
Just so months since. Beyond a tardy denial of
the points of agreement, the things held his guilt, no steps for his vindication have
in

common,

of the

ever been taken, but, on the contrary, the

same denominational household constitute a bond stronger than can be possible where the things held in ‘common are

Bishop turned his back alike on his duties
and his accusers and went off to Euro e.
&he case must have been a clear one in
the judgment of the assembled Bishops,
for prompt and unaminous action was
taken in the matter. It is high time that
wickedness in the high places of the
Christian church be dealt with in the
vigorous manner of the Master when Iy-

fewer,
tinct.

between

and

the

members

relationship

more

dis-

A church has no right to peril the peace
of its members and impair its efficiency
as a working force by the reception of
those who are not in substantial accord
with its doctrine and polity.
We trust
that «“ Inquirar” may be able to see’ how
we can not safely make ¢¢ Christian character,” alone, the basis of church mem-

pocrisy was found in the chief seats of the

synagogue.

This decision of the

House

of Bishops will be hailed with satisfaction
by the friends of pure Christianity’ generally.
?

bership.

—Ir

is estimated

|

ning of the year. - Nature seems to begin
her year’s work in the spring, but man has
adopted the autumn as the. comniencement

efficient

army

moves,

with

steady,

even tread, and with the strength of each
individual member directed to a common
end. There must be not only agreement
as to the divine and funda-

out.

so,

year

in

and

But there is the margin, left to each

of us, and how

to

it says: ¢ Let the rich spend

their money freely on any and everything thay
costs honest industry,”

The Universalists lead off in’ the mattep of
Women preachers. Another comes before the

public in the person of the “ Rev.” Miss Flop.

ence Kallock, of Towa, who becomes pastor of
a church at Blue Island--a Chicago subur,

The Free Church of Scotland seems to pog.
sess at least one of the characteristics of pure
and undefiled religion. In has a Widows’ ang
Orphans’ Fund with a

$1,170,000,

of

capital

and which is increased at the rate of from fifty
i

to sixty thousand dollars a year.

A correspondent writes to know if we can
tell him the specific object and work of the

Chautauqua gathering,

“Is it mainly in the

interest of the Sunday-school, or for the promotion of general piety, or is it a kind of good
folks’ summer resort?” Well, we confess that
we have been a little puzzled to tell just what
* Chautauqua” has come to stand for, and pe.
spectfully refer the questions of our corres.
2
pondent to the managers.

Denominational Hefos,
The Rio Grande College.
The catalogue of this institution for the

academical year 1878—9, has been rethe aggregate | ceived. The first term of Rio Grande

that

WITHOUT WASTE.
| weekly circulation of the flashy, sensaThe vacation season is over, and those tional story papers, of the New
York
‘eckly type, published in New York City
who have been favored with few or many
days of restareagain called uponto exhibit alone, is over 300,000 copies. This would
indicate at least a million and a quarter
renewed zeal.
This is really the begin-

and

better times, when

Fr]

Pe

.

~

of-readers, a large

y

proportion

of

whom

are young boys and girls. It is no. longer questions among thoughtful observers

to do just about so

ed for its promulgation.

mental
truth,
but agreement in the
use of the most effective human means
for its .propagation, as well.
Men are
never at their best as workers in any
cause save when
working in the line
of their convictions. It therefore comes
true that ‘a conscious and zealous foland Capt. Percival the veteran—Post-mas-—work-of Evangelists ——The—Study—ef-+tower-of John Westey, fully imrsympathy
ter, with others, who still try to keep the the Bible,” and kindred subjects, were with the Episcopal idea, would be ill
altar fires burning. - They will have their read, and discussion and criticism fol- adapted.to work in the harness put on by

reward.

SEPTEMBER 11, 1878.

religious

of the Word to be preached, and unity in
the adoption of the means to be employ-

an

still living

-

is it an organization for esthetic culture.
nor a vehicle for the promotion of mere

interpretation

all that is evil and encouragement of all
that is good.
A church must move as

BruNswiCcK, ME., Sept. 5.

a i

that the influence of ‘all this poisonous
of his yearly labors.
There is a small margin left to most of | stream is doing more to educate candidaes
us to choose what we shall do, how we for the police courts and penitentiaries
That much
shall do it, and how much we shall at- | than any other single cause.
good
is
mingled
with
the
bad
in these
tempt.
Yet that small margin is worth
much to the human family. Some have papers only makes them more dangerous.
to choose a profession or calling, but.these The views of life as presented are unreal
are a small minority. Most have their and distorted, and yet the glamour of fine
sentiment is thrown over the really vicious
regular occupation,and they are expected

among the members in the

the fruit crop is almost unlimited.
The
Maine farmers ought to have generous
tithes to contribute to benevolent work

. The Maine Central Yearly Meeting bas
closed a most interesting session at this
place to-day.
The exercises of the Min“ere, and they do not fail, if circumstanisters’ Conference, which occupied Tues-.
‘es permit, to meet in the old meetingiocuse Sunday mornings for an hour of day afternoon and evening and an hour
prayer and praise. Here is Deacon Chad-, Wednesday morning, wére of a practical
Brief papers on
wick of blessed memory in the Freewill and valuable nature.
Baptist church, and Bro. Daniel’ Starrett such topics as “How to Make the Prayerwho is like him in the Methodist church, nieeting. interesting,” . ¢* The office and

ome of the salt ofthe earth,

Christ.—G. ¥. M,

48th

improve

that without

actions

the
youth

of the

story

heroes

and

so skillfully

is led to a life

of

heroines

that
shame

of

incautious
or

crime

College was opened Sept.

13,

1876;

and

thus owing to the short timé it has been

in operation, its highest class at present
is the Sophomore class of the Scientific
course, but students are afforded the privilege of pursuing the studies of the entire
college courses. The summary shows
total of 109 students—8 in the Literary
department, 21 in the Preparatory depart
ment, and 80 in the English and Normal
department.
The faculty and instructors
consist of the president, whose place was
not filled when the catalogue was issued,
A. A. Moulton, A. M., G. A. Slayton, A.
M., Rufus D. Jacobs, M. D., Nellie M.
Phillips, M. S., Ida B. Haning and T. J.
Morgan.
Rev. I. Z. Haning is the president of the board of trustees.
Lectures
are frequently delivered

to

the

students

on educational and general topics. The
lectures of the past year have been given
by Rev. R. Dunn, D. D., Rev. James L.

waste is full worthy of careful thought.
| unsuspected and unintended at the first.
Unless a teacher wisely uses the mar- What can be done to place in the hands
| of the young a safe substitute for this
gin, he naturally falls into ruts and bePhillips, D. D., N. B. Sisson, M. D., and
trash? Here is a field for philanthropic
comes dried up into as shriveled a mind |
the different members of the faculty. It
as can well be imagined. There must be || publishers, especially, and pure minded is proposed, if there is sufficient demand
indirect studies and reading and society men and women generally.
for it, to have a special terme of six or
and all the other inspiriting influences
Mx. HENkY VARLEY, the English re- | eight weeks during the long summer vawhich alone can make the direct efforts in’ vivalist who conducted meetings in this cation, - the work to be of a Normal charbehalf of the scholars most effective. The | country two or three years ago, is meetacter, the
minister must use his margin for someing with large congregations in Australia. | suit those
thing else than preparing sermqns or at- | He has created quite an excitement
by have two

if he would | taking up the wages paid factory girls in | spearean for the gentlemen and the Lion the spirit- | Adelaide,-and-publiely-attributes—att-the--brary-Lalon-for-the-tadies—Fhe—cottoge—
ual welfare of his people.
sin and shame of that place to low wages | is situated in a quiet, healthy locality,and
It is wonderful how division of labor | given young learners in the factories. | it is surely a recommendation. that there
facilitates the production of all our man- | These get only about thirty cents a week, | are no saloons in the vicinity.
Two coma follower of Roger Williams, the vigor- ufacturies. But it is a recognized fact |
while experienced factory girls are said | modious buildings, of brick, three stories.
ous exponent of the democratic idea,— tht one who confines himself to a sin gle | to get good wages. The manufacturer
s | of modern architecture, furnish well adapteven were they in agreement on points of set of motions, and those very limited, is |
naturally
resent
this
denunciation; | ed accommodations. The buildings and
dectrine.
:
in a direct way to grind himself into a ‘ but the result is,that all the appréntice grounds considered to be worth more
The Lord's Supper is a grand memori- machine, and unless he arouses. himself |
girls go to hear Mr. Varley, and that thay forty thousand dollars, have been
al service, commemorative of a common
by using the margin of time allotted him niore than one M. P. has taken up his
ated, free of all incumbrance. Funds
salvation for all believers, and, therefore,
in a change and in a healthful and recre- cause.”
have been supplied from friends of the in,invites all such in a common celebration ative diversion, he will become disordered
stitution, two furnish the buildings and
of the great event, precious alike to all. mentally and physically, and his life be- ——GENERAL SHERMAN is not the first
meet the running expenses.
Parents in
The one supreme fact that Christ died to come not only a burden to himself but to father to learn by bitter experience that that section of the country will do well to
save men finds unchallenged recognition his family and to all who meet him. often a Catholic wife and mother in fanat- send for a copy of the catalogue and make
in the hearts of all the true disciples, . Monotonous faces are a burden which the icism for ‘‘ the infallible church,” d elib- themselves acquainted with the adyantwhatever diversity may exist among them whole human race has to carry. The erately sinks the mother and wife in the
ages here afforded before decidingto send
on subordinate points of doctrine, or farmer by constant and exclusive attention zealot and regards the claims of ‘the
their sons and daughters
elsewhere.
methods of labor.
The commemorative’ to his business becomes as blind as a bat church” as more sacred than those of hu- Catalogues and other information may be
sign belongs of right to every heirof the to all the influences of the green grass manity, or even of honor. Neither is he
bad by applying to members of the faculgreat salvation which gives significance and the blue skies, the howling and whis- the first to find that a son or a daughter, ty, or Rev. I. Z. Haning, Rio Grande,
to the sign.
Church membership in- tling winds of winter and the floods of committed to ‘the church” for an educa- Gallia Co., O.
volves far more than belongs to any sin- spring, amid which his life is passed.
tion, will be systematically and insidiousIn planning for the year’s work, if we ly trained with exclusive reference to the
gle act. It means both multiplicity and
To the Oburehes and Pastors of the
continuity of action, the length and would do the best and most that we are propagation of the dogmas of that church,
Wisconsin Y. M.,
breadth of an entire life adorned with capable of doing, we must not think that and not for practical, catholic usefulness
Rev. B. F. McKenney has accepted
‘precept and made eloquent by example. the margin of each day, however little it in the world at large.
the appointment of Home Mission Agent,
It is not an end, but involves very im- may be,can be abused and then a summer
O-4-0-0-0
+4
to work for the present year under the
portant means to an end still more im- vacation at the end of the year’s work be
THE BiBLE-scHOOL EXDOWMENT. We advice and direction of the State H. M.
portant. Unfortunately, perhaps, Chris- made to take its place, Five minutes of have been occasionally asked why the retians are so warped by the bias of educa- needed rest, when one can take it, may be sult of the effort to raise an endowment Board, and for several weeks has been
tional influences, so perversely opinion- of more real worth than a week’s time in fund for the India Bible-school has not in the field. But he can not do the work
alone, which the interests of the Y. M.
ated and so miscellaneously independent, dog days. To .work constantly without been reported in the Star.
The reason
demand at this time. The principles of
that they are found wide apart on impor- waste we must as constantly waste time.
is both a commendable and a painful one. identity
and co-operation must be recogtant, if not essential, points of doctrine
ee.
We take the liberty to give it in Bro.
nized and carried out practically. In
and polity as. taught, or supposed to be
Phillips's own words, as they appear in
SOUTHERN BAPTIST ASSOCIATION.
other words, we must unite cordially and
taught, in the New Testament.
Those
We have received the Minutes of the a personal note just received :
heartily with our Agent in this work to
who find themselves in the same way of
The reason why the Bible-school report
thinking naturally gravitate to each other “First Annual Session of the Southern does not appear is simply this: The en- secure the largest measure of success.
Baptist
Association,convened
with
Friendby the force of a law as inevitable in the
We must have money. Bro. McKendowment 18 mot yet secured.
Not but
mental as in the material world.
Com- ship church, Wayne Co., N. C., Sept. 20 that money enough has been subscribed, ney must be paid while giving his time
mon sympathy begets common helpful- —22, 1877.” The opening sermon was but because some of our good friends, and energies exclusively to this work.
ness and common effort, and while the preached by Rev."B. W. Nash, the moder- who subscribe, have not paid the money We must have money to meet some, at
nor secured it to the Bible-school by Note.
love of every true Christian is large ator of the previous convention, and of Only cash, and notes bearing interest, least, of the earnest and important apthis
Association.
Four
of
the
six
local
enough and warm enough to embrace in
peals which are coming to. the Board.
can be counted in the endowment.
v
its sympathy all the members ‘ of the associations were .represented by deleSome of our churches are without pasThe commendable thing is that Bro.
household of faith,” yet finer chords and gates. These were the Mount Zion Asso- Phillips means to make a report, when tors, and are hungering for the gospel tidstronger bonds must, by the very law of ciation and Pee Dee Conference in N. C., he makes it, that will stand.
The. pain-. ings again,but-are unable to give a minisbeing, bind closer together those hearts the Ogeechee Association in Georgia, and ful thing is that he should not have been ter an adequate support. Some of our paswhich open to the light revealing the the Mount Moriah in Ala. The Piny allowed to make it long ago.
The best tors have been preaching to feeble churchsame views of truth and duty.
Once Grove and Cape Fear Conferences in N, honor considers a verbal pledge as strong- es on starvation salaries
for months, till
bring into a band of sueh Christians an C. had no delegates present. The aggre- er than a note. Brethren, are any of you they can bear the pressure no longer.
element which naturally gravitates to an- gate of their statistical reports is 66 going to break those pledges ?
We must help them, or the work in which
other center and the usefulness of the churches,68 ministers,and 3108 members.
Ee.
|
they have been engaged with a fidelity
ROUTE TO THE ANNIVERSARIES.
The
whole at once becomes seriously impair- They also report four ¢ Corresponding
that is born of loving and loyal devotion
ed. Itis not a question of who is the Bodies” in South Carolina and Georgia, route to the Anniversaries, by the Port- must be abandoned. We must have funds,
¢¢ best,” for that, outside of omniscience, embracing 52 churches, 50 ministers and land & Ogdensburg road from Portland,
and there is no earthly or other reason
can not be determined, and we at once 1906 members.
the particulars of which may be found in why they should not be forthcoming.
The time of the meeting was occupied another column, will accommodate the
freely grant that the various Christian
God has money enough in the Wis.
sects rise to about the same level of in business, preaching service and social Rhode Island and Massachusetts breth- Y. M. to carry on this work grandly and
¢¢ Christian character.” ' The question i worship. Committees were appointed on ren, who can proceed to Portland by the kuccessfully.
The
practical question
largely one of affinities, and has to do the Constitution and Articles of Faith, Monday night boat from Boston, all of I wish to impress, and the one which we
Correspondence, denominational litera- Maine and a portion of New Hampshire. as churches, pastors: and people should
with the true relation of things.
It is quite possible that ¢¢ Inquirer,” ture, Sabbath-schools and temperance. The route extends through the famous entertain is this, What is my duty in this
like many others, has not apprehended The reports on these questions were brief, White Mountain scenery, and presents work ? And this question prayerfully
the very important and clear distinction out-spoken and truly refreshing. The some of the grandest and most interest- asked upon our knees, before God in
between Christian fellowship, and Church Baptist Review, that comes to’ this office ing views oflany railroad on the conti- our closets, will not fail of a ready and
fellowship. Now we may have fellow- as an exchange paper, is a live, enter- nent. Free return tickets willbe given intelligent response.
ship for” high church Episcopalians, or prising sheet, the organ pf the Associa- over the Concord & Montreal and the Pas
Bro. McKenney is raising means as
even for some Roman Catholics, as Chris- tion, and edited by Rev. B. W. Nash. The sumpsic roads.
he goes among the churches, and reports
|
tians, believing them to be followers of prospectus says that it was undertaken in
gratifying success. But he can not raise .
our Lord, but by what stretch of imagi- support of Free Communion Baptist prinall that is needed, neither should we exBRIEF NOTES.
nation or twist of logic can ¢ Inquirer” ciples. « Motto, “Free Salvation, Free
The Golden Rule prefers stupidity to levity pect him to do it. Pastors have a duty
possibly make us-to unite in the same Communion, and the Immersion of be- in the pulpit, hut wisely adds that both are out here, they should preseat the subject to
church covenant and subscribe to the lievers in water as the one baptism.” We of place.
their churches. You say that you have
The Methodist Episcopal church has a good preached on the subject of Foreign Missame church rules with either, to say bid these fellow labors God-speed in their

nothing of the articles of faith?

Every

American in a foreign land hails with
joy all English speaking people, and’ his
heart instinetively grows warmer as he

Th
N

tending to pastoral ‘duties,

studies elective, as will best
in attendance.
The students
literary societies, the Shake-

exercise the

utmost

Christian work,

influence

and if their success is in - foothold in Iowa. It is estimated that it has a
church for every two thousand inhabitants in

proportion
to what
we
believe to
be the correetness of their faith thousands will be added to their number.

that State.,

i

The N. Y. Obseryer gives a bit of good

ad-

vice, and which if followed would soon create

sions recently.
give them one
work in Wis.,

Good, glad of it, now
on our Home Mission

its present needs and de-

mands. We must aid in sending the

wu wu

THE
gospel light across the seas and ocean,
and we must ¢ lengthen the cords, and
strengthen‘the gates” of our Zion at home,
Let the pastors present the subject to
their

churches,

take

collections,

raise

have a neat, tasty and pleasant house in which
to worship the anthor of all that is lovely and
beautiful in nature. The delegates
and visiting

brethren

received

a very

cordial

reception

from the friends at Loudon, and their comfort
and convenience most carefully studied. Several requests were received for the next session. Lower Gilmanton having the precedence
their request was. granted,
J.T. WEEKS, Clerk.

funds by cards, pledges, or any legiti-mate way, only be sure to raise the funds.
1 believe the pastors are generally more
NosLe Q. M.—Held its last session with the
dt faultin this matter than the churches.
Defiance church, August 16. It was truly a
Give the churches and people an oppor- good Q. M. session.
Quite &« number of deletunity to do something, and I have no gates from the other churches, besides others
came as visitors. The preaching Was
fears of the result, and with this pray who
very-good.
Revs. Hosier, Vaughn and Kenisfor the success of the work, pray for Bro. ton were the ministers present, besides W. H.
Myers, whose license was renewed to preach
‘McKenney in his efforts, encourage and the gospel. The Defiance church i$ enjoying
inspire by your prayers; as well as cor- a good degree of revival interest. There has
a branch of the church organized at
dial, willing co-operation, and pray God been
Ayresville, which is in a prosperous condition.
for salvation’s power to fall upon us, and After the sermon on Sabbath morning there
“was
a large company of people assembled on
work and pray. Men,begin at once.
the bank of the
Monroe River, and witnessed
All churches desiring a pastor, and all three happy persons baptized by Bro. Hosier,
then repaired to the M. FE. church, at
ministers desiring a field of labor, should and
Avyresville, and partook of the sacrament.
correspond with Bro. Mc Kenney.
Next session to be held with the Garret
commencing
Oct. 18, Opening serAll funds raised should be forwarded church,
mon by Elder Vaughn,
;
to the writer, who will credit the same.
:
J. R. MYERS, Clerk.
A. G. Branp, Sec. & Treas. Wis. Y. M.
Board.
Waupun, Wis., Sept. 2.

Winisters and Churches.
Rev. 8S. M. HAGGETT died at
Springfield,” Me., August
may be expected soon.

his home

23.

THE Greenwich Street Free

An

in

obituary

Baptist

church

of Providence, R. 1., at a church and corporation meeting héld Aug. 22, voted, * The clerk
be requested to give public acknowledgment
through the Morning Star of the bequest of
fifteen hundred dollars towards paying the
church debt, from the late Mary
Ann Franklin, of Johnston, R. I.,” the same having been
received and applied to that purpose.
P. A. SHERMAN, Church Clerk.

A

BUTLER, GA.
Ihave been having a very
interesting meeting in the churches that IT attend.
Five were added to one, and nine to |
another, and I am looking for more.
I would.
like for some of the brethren of the North to
attend our association, whieh convenes Friday
before the 3d Sabbath in Oct., at Smithville,
12 miles south of Ammencus, Ga., on the S.
W.R.R.
J. APPERSON.
WATER VI
oN. H.
Agreeable to engagement, on the fird{ Sabbath in August last
I entered upon my labdsg with the society at
Water Village. . Bro. N.
A. Avery,now in Col-

lege

at

Lewiston,

Me.,

had

for

some

two

months previous to my settlement with the
people, supplied the
pulpit very acceptably
and profitably, one-half of the time for awhile
and three or four Sabbaths in succession, the
last part of his stay.
In this time Bro. A.
helped some of the young converts of last
Spring’s revival to a decision to follow their
Lord in baptism.
The ordinance was admin-

istered. on the
yen

cong

sécond

‘Sabbath

forwardinthe-nct:

0OscrorA Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Sherman church, and we had a glorious
time. The Lord was with us to own and
bless us. Bro. Lord, of the MontcalmQ. M.,
was present and gave us two able sermons.
A number is being added to our churches at
almost every™ covenant meeting.
There is a
large opening in this Q. M. and we need ministers to look after the work. . *
* SmiTH I. CARPENTER, Clerk.
Mouxp Crry Q. M.—Held its 27th session
with the 1st Mound City church, Aug. 9-11.
A full delegation.
All the churches but one
represented by delegates.
This church has
been for the last five or six years trying to
build a house.
They have it enclosed with the
windows and doors inthe floors laid, and have
reached the end of their means.
If they could
be helped by some one it would be thankfully
received.
Their strength has been divided hy
the organization of a second church in the
city. But they seem determined to push it
through.
The meeting left a good impression.
All hearts seemed to be united.
A. J. JOHNSON, Clerk.
CARBONDALE Q. M.—Held its August term
with the Pleasant Union church.
The churchés all represented.
This session was Joonly
attended.
But little interest manifested, the
chusches all small and scattered over a large
territory.
The meeting was made interesting
on the Sabbath by the ordination of Bro. E.
Woods, a young man of great promise and
beloved by all that know him.
We are in
hopes he will do good and prove a blessing to
the cause and Q. M,
Clerk.
CAIRO Q. M.—Held ‘its August term with
the 1st Cairo church, Aug. 2—4.
This session
was appointed to be held at New Madrid, Mo.,
75 miles below Cairo, but as the yellow fever
was prevailing along the river, it was thought
best not to venture down there, so we held our
meeting at Cairo.
Seven churches reported,
and the meeting proved a great success in
uniting the hearts of the people and in quickening old professors.
The churches are becoming more steadfast and are assuming a
higher type of Christianity.
Old difficulties
are settled and love instead of hate seems to
control them.
Clerk.

in August,
“Fhe

people

Ol

.Water Village have done a creditable thing in
the erection of a house of worship, and in furnishing the same.
The ladies of the society
have doné a noble deed in furnishing the
house entire with cushions of their own make,
under the charge of a Mr. Doe, of Wolfeboro’.
We hope the good work of the Lord will
advance in Water Village. It seems that it
must with such ready hands and willing
hearts.
A. D. FAIRBANKS.
St

Western.
REV. C. A. GLEASON, of Chester, O., acknowledges the receipt of a donation of thirtyfour dollars cash.
WE are glad to learn that Rev. R. J. Poston
is rapidly recovering from his late severe sickness, and it is hoped will be ready for pastoral

duty before many weeks.
POMEROY,
OHIO.
The
brethren
of the
First Free Baptist church will raise their new
building Thursday, Sept. 5, and the work will
be pushed forward as fast as possible. The

brethren are much embarrassed for funds.
Nothing has been as yet received from the
public. Thus far the brethren: have carried
their own burden.
They naturally expected
some assistance from neighboring churches,
but not a dollar has come.
Their prospects
for a strong eity church are good if they can

secure a good meeting-house. Any thing sent
to the writer for the Pomeroy church will be
thankfully received. Strong pressure is being
brought to bear on the brethren to change their

didate for baptism and immediately

ward in that ordinanee,

CLEVELAND (0.)

and

on

went for-

the

sion 28—25, with the Cleveland church.
The
occasion was made interesting not only by the
presence of the delegates and pastors from the
M., but especially so by the
churches of the Q.
presence and earnest and faithful preaching of
visiting brethren, Rev. Mr.
by
the Word
present is
Jones, Regular Baptist, who at

preaching in Kirtland, O., where

once

prevailed,

with

prospects of

Mormonism
success;

Bro. Jones is open communion and he harmonizes with F. Baptists in doctrine; Rev. Davis, Lenox, O., Rev. Gleason, Chester, O., and

Rev. J. C. Steele, Chagrin Falls, O. "A good
impression we believe was made on the consion, and we trust

the

great good will be

all directed by the spirit”
God will give us success.

held

ses- |

re-

gospel preaching
our membership,

sult. Earnest, faithful and
and its faithful practice by
Next session to be

M.

Q.

gregations assembled during that

and

power
:

with the

of our

Hinckley

church, Friday before 1st Sabbath in Nov.
G. H. DAMON, Clerk.
j

BELKNAP Q. M.—Held the Sept. session
with the church at Loudon Center, Sept, 3—b.

The attendance was very
good, most of the
churches reporting favorably.
All the pastors
residing within the limits of the Q. M with
two exceptions, were present at the opening
of conference, thus showing their interest in
+ the cause of Christ. ‘ By gheir fruits ye shall

know’ thém.” A spirit of union, love and
harmony characterized the business of conference.

The discussion on resolutions

estihg and we trust

profitable.

The

inter-

meetings

of worship were well attended.
The sermons
warm, earnest and to the point. Rev. C. W.*
Griftin, Messenger from the Weare Q. M., was

present and preached the word with good acceptance.
The social gatherings from first to
last were

spiritual,

+ bless and the Holy

Jesus

Ghost

was.

present to

overshadowed

place. It was good to'be there.
of Belmont, Lower Gilmanton

the

The societies
and Loudon

five theroughly repaired their churches.

The

oh ter have a new bell and beautiful chandelier,
© list: presented by a friend, They now

are

divided as follows: 12,000 are in the High
Church Party, 5,400 in the Low, 2,500 in the
Broad, and 2,700 are for the “ most part colorless.”
The ministers and foreign missionaries of
the United Presbyterian Church of Scotland,
to the number of 600, have lately received
copies of the new edition of Dr. William Anderson’s
“ Exposure of Popery,” the gift of
six liberal gentlemen of that church.

One

of Mr. Spurgeon’s

sermons

has been

translated into Servian, and copies have been
sent to each of the 1,800 priests and teachers
of the Greek church in that country. There

is not a single
via.

Protestant

preacher

in

Ser-

The American Board of Commissioners for
Foreign Missions
will hold its sixty-ninth
annual meeting at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, beginning October 1st, and closing October 4th.
Rev. J. M, Manning, D. D., of Boston, will

:

:

Pere Hyacinthe’s recent lectures in Paris are
by so eminent a thinker and critic.as De
Pressense, pronounced to be much superior to
his course of last year, though the attendance
was much smaller.
Mr. John P. Jones, a native of Wales, graduate of Western Reserve College of class ’74,
and member of the last class at Andover, was
ordained at Hudson, Ohio, Aug. 20. He sails
this month, with his wife, Sarah A., daughter.
of Prof. H. B. Hesford of Hudson, for Madura,

India, where they are
the A. B.C. F. M.

to

be

missionaries

Sabbath

of

The subscription to the Presbyterial
Fndowment Fund of Adger College, amounted
on August, 8th to $5,195.
It is believed that
the $10,000.necessary to secure the permanency of the college, with'its $20,000 of local endowment, will have been obfained before the
fall meeting of the Presbytery of South “Carolina.
From the returns recently published it appears that the Canadian Conference of Primitive Methodists has under its jurisdiction 8,174
church
members,
98 ministers, 262 local
preachers, 339 class-leaders, 214 connexional
chapels, other preaching places 88, Sabbathschools 154, teachers 1,250, scholars 9,098. At
the late Conference a.large majority negatived
the proposed union of the Canadian churches
with the Methodist church of Canada.
The Reformed Episcopal church now has
07 ministers, including 6 Bishops, who all have
pastoral charges.
Of the 97 ministers 64 are
in the United States; 14 in Canada, and 19 in
England, where the church is increasing more
rapidly at present than it is in the United
States.

The

wealth

of the

Church

of England

average $9000 each; there are also

Next session with the first Sparta

church,

commencing Friday, Nov. 29,at 2 o’clock, Pp.
M. Opening sermon to be preached by
Eld.
A.J. Wood.
L. OBERDORF, Clerk.

Religions Bliscellany.

It is computed that there

000 parsonages,

which

or nine thousand

at the

is

Lutheran

Three Moravian missionaries to Labrador
have been murdered by the Esquimaux.
The dome of St. Paul's is to
at an expense of $250,000.

be

redecorated

The London Tract Society has already distributed 850,000 of its publications at the Paris
Exposition.
The Presbyterian church has about four and
a half millions of dollars invested. in Theologicul Seminaries and in endowments
therefor.
'
The new Episcopal church built by American residents in Geneva, was consecrated regently, the Bishop of Rhode Island officiat-

ing.

’

Canon Knight, for nearly sixty years Rector

of St. Michael’s,

Bristol,

England, is dead..

When an infant he was takén into the arms
John Wesley, who gave him his blessing.

The four colored missionaries

of

recently sent

to Africa from Fisk University, Nashville,
have arrived out in good health, and entered

hopefully upon their fields of labor.
The average salary of the Irish Presbyterian
church last year was $925. In addition to this
a large majority of churches furnish manse
and glebe.
A new Welsh Presbyterian chugelrhas been

opened in David-street, Liverpool, making the
third place of worship opened in Liverpool by
the Welsh Presbyterians within a year.
Some of the Lutheran pastors of Pennsylvania hgve very large charges. Four pastors

serve five congregations, four others serve six,
three serve seven, and two serve eight. The
largest confirmed membership in any of these

charges is 1,726.
oder
It has been arranged that Dr. Sandford,
Bishop of Gibraltar, shall have the Episcopal
superintendence of any congregations, churches, and clergy of the
Cyprus.

Church

of

England

in

11,eight

have firm

buildings worth from $1,500 to 2,000 each, or
a total of upwards of $110,000,000; and the
1500 churches and chapels represent a total
valuation of $500,000,000.
And these figures.

present only a partial estimate.
Bishop Tyrrell, the bachelor Bishop of News
castle, Australia, isa shepherd in more than
owns

over

a dozen

South Wales

from which he reteives, it is said, a revenue of
$125,000 per annum.
He has executed a will
devising the whole of his property, having a :
capital value of $1,250,000, to the various
Church funds of his diocese.
This is probably
the largest sum ever devoted to public uses in
Australia.

A

(YOREIGN

HOME

The annual meeting
Mission Society, for
transaction

of

the

decided

J.

C.

AYER

nervous

and

arriving at
will be giv-

H.

DURKEE.

MONTCALM Q. M. will be held with. the Crystal
church at the new meeting-house, commencing
Sept.
13, at which time it is expected that the house will be
dedicated. Programme of Q, M. exercises: Friday,
aprayer and praise meeting; preaching at 10, A.M.
Ministers’ Conference at7 1-2, P. M.
Saturday, 9, A.
M., business conference: 2, Po M., covenant meeting:
71-2, p, M., preaching. Sunday, A.
3, prayer and
praise meeting;

10

1-2,

A,

71-2, Pp. M., preaching.

M.,

dedicat®y

exercises;

i

Cor.

attendingby

teams,
=.

rail will stop

at

Lowville

and

be met

A full attendance is desired.
WN.H, MERRIMAN,

Clerk.

commencing
Friday
before the
fourth Sabbath in
Sept., beginning at 7, P. M. Rev. Mr. Evans will preach

D.M, MILLER, Clerk.

A

MINISTERS’

AND

Rochester,

ALA

LAYMAX'S

+ QM.

INSTITUTE

wil convene

of the’
the Mur-

with

ry churen, Sept. 12, at 7-80, P, M, The following is the
programe: Opening sernron, Mev. I. Hyatt, I'ne Un-~
pardonable Siu, Li. A. Crandsil, Permanent Pastorate,
J.
M. Crandall. Romanisu, No. 2, J, Luitweiler,
Sabbaty-schools und their requirements,
#. J. Wooden,
& Is it 10 Preach the Gospel, C. B, tart.
Subject

not aNnounved,

C. A, Hilton.

toral Visitation

, C, H.

Burden Bearing,

Hoag.”

N. I.

HILTON, Scribe.

C

Post-Office Addresses,
Rev E H Prescott New Hampton N 1.
Rev D Clay Rawlins, Carbon Co Wyo Ter,

Money

Letters Received.

8 Aldrich—C Broeckway—B I Boller—B A Bishop—B
S Bowen—dJ F Batchelder—A H Chase—E S Coftin—N
J Dunn—J H Durkee—L E Fairfield—J R Foster—E L
Fitch—N H Farr—J S Frost—E Graves—W
E Griswold—L Greely—H Hammond—C Hutchins—S F Hall
—A C Hogbin—H A Hart—H B Hazard—E R Hunt—F
L Jones—D
Johnson—P McKacland—T F Millett—F D
Millett—L Malvern—E Peck—B W Pool—G W Page—
O Richardson—S H{ Remick—R Swinburn—A L Secor
—C Vaughao—D
R Whittemore—H H Wells—H J
White—J D Waldron—E Whittier—J Westlake,

.

A J
Rev
F M
Rev

Johuson Pulaski Ill.
N L Rowell
352 W 24 St N Y city.
Warren Lincoln Ill.
T J Furguson Lee QO.

Foreign

Missions.

657.79
Treas.

N.BROOKS,

Manchester, N. H.

State of New
&

In Bristol,N. H., June 5,by Rev.
Mr, Rufus D. Brown and Miss Martha
of B. Junel2, in Candia, Mr. John
Miss Etta M.
Thorn, both ofC., July
Charles P, Sanborn and Miss Annie F.
Hebron. July 4,Mr. Benj. Q. Fellows
vina Gerry, both of B.

N.C. Lothrop,
J. Hight, both
H. Movre and
1, in Bristol, Mr,
Davis, both of
and Mrs.
Lo-

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Ayer's Cathartic Pills,
Costiveness,
Dyspepsia,

Erysipelas,

ticle.— Port Jefferson ( L. 1.) Leader,
>
lpr

of Cincinnati,

guished elocutionist and tragedian,
the Shakespeare Lectureship
in

has
the

the

distin.

accepted
National

School of Elocution and Oratory, Philadelphia.

=

SEs

=

Tetter, Tumors

and

Salt

Rheum, Worms, Gout, Neuralgia, as a Dinner Pill,
and Purifying the Blood, are the most congenial
-purgative yet perfected, Their effects abundantly
show how much they excel all other Pills. They
are safe and pleasant to take, but powerful to
cure. They purge out the foul humors of the
blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered
organs into action; and they impart health and
tone to the whole being. They cure not only the
everyday complaints of everybody, but formidable
and dangerous diseases. They are the safest and
best physic for children, because mild as well as
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are easy to
take;

and being purely vegetable, they are

The

Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.
[No. 4.]
em29
THE

ELOCUTIONIST’S

200 pages.

lished

MANUEL,

Latest readings, dialogues,

No. 6.

etc.

by National School of Elocution and

Pub

Orato-

ry. Sent postpaid.
Paper 85c.; cloth 75¢. J. W.
SHOEMAKER & CO., 1418 Chestnut St., Phila.

CENTRAL ILLINOIS Y., M. will be held with the
church at Camiivel} Hill, Jackson €o., Ill., on Cairo
& St. Louis R,
R. beginning on Aug. 80.. Ministers’
Teetiy
‘G. A. GORDON, Clerk.
3 Et days earlfer.
VERMONT Y, M. will beheld at E, Farnham,P. Q.
Sept, 12—15.
Arrangements have
been made wit
the Passumpsic, Vt. Central, and the South-eastern
roads for half fare, Those paying for their tickets to
E. Farnham will be furnished with return checks free.
E. Farnham isa station on the South-eastern road.
Those residing in the easterly part of Vt. will take
the Passnmpsic to Newport, then the South-eastern to
KE. Farnham. Those in the westerly part will take Vt.
Central to St. Johns, then the South-eastern to E. Farnam.
A. VILAS,
2435

BY

R. P. HALL & Co., Nashua, N. H.

Printing Establishment.

The Corporators of the Freewill
Baptist Printing
Establishment
are hereby notified that the annual
meeting 6f said corporation for the choice of officers
and transaction of other business,will be held at their
office in Dover,N. H., on Wednesday, Sept. 18, at 11, A.
M.
I. D. STEWART, Sec.
Dover, Aug. 20, 1878.

:
MANUFACTURED

yOIER

Mrs

SELLS

ed

Sohool,

ied,

low-priced

Catalogue with 700 testimonials, prices, etc., sent free,

Blymyer Manufacturing Co., Cincinnati,O«

a
seat Free,

STYLES

Reed,

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin
for Churches, Schools, Fire
flarmg, Farms, etc. FoLLy
"AR RANTED.
Catalogua
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati,
}

52649

THEIR

ORGANS

at. reduced

Cash

Prices;

3100; NINE

for

Superiorily,

prices,

FIVE

from $54 up-

OCTAVE,

DOUBLE

STOPS, $108; in ELEGANT

Up-

RIGHT CASE,
NEw STYLE, 8126; in JET AND GOLD
Broxze
$135.
Sold also for installments or rented until rent pays.
A small Organ of best quality
may be obtained by payment oft $7.20 per quarter,
for ten quarters.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES and
PRICE LIST, free.

MASON
&
154 Tremant St.,

HAMLIN
ORGAN
CO.,
‘25 Union 8q., 250 Wabash Ave.,

tf,

NEW

YORK.

CHICAGO.

—

from disorders

Address,

Bs
=
TZN ©
608° Washington Street, Beston.
H. E. HIBBABD, Principal and Prop'r.
(Established

PULVERMACHER GALVANIC CO.,
212

Broadway,

pay Avoid

New

York.

Our Pamphlet explains

distinguish the genuine

how to

from the spurious.

in

tile housés in the Sey.

Completed,

’

It has an established reputation

and standing

.
and broader

has

very

field for its

little

in

common

with the so-called * Business
Colleges” scattered
throughout the country.
<3
It hasa select and ihoroughiy practical course
of st

intended to meet fully the wants of those

who know by experience that the majority of our
schools (public or private) are not
prepa
the
oung in any direct manner for active duties of
ife. Kor admission, or Progpecius containing
terms, address the Principal
. E. HIBB
y
Washington St., Boston.
For

SEMINARY

Young

Women.

AUBURNDALE,

MASS.

A Practical Education Possible to Girls.

Michigan, in the

Boston

Mil-

Acre Grant of the Grand Rapids
and Indiana Railroad Company.

Strong Soil,
Sure Crops,
Plenty of Timber,
No Drought,
. .
No Chinch

its

pupils for business. life in the widest sense. Its
graduates may be found in all the leading mercan

LASSELL

$4 to $10 PER ACRE.
lion

years.)

Next School Year begins Sept. 2d.

sphere of action, and

SURE REWARD!
Beech and Maple Land

20

The instruction given in this School prepares

ca.
It has taken a higher

bogus appliances claiming elec-

tric qualities.

nearly

second to no other institution of its kind in Ameri-

home.

privileges,

with

delightful

Unusual advantages in

suburban

Music,

Blocution,

&c. Special care of health, manners and morals.
Personal oversight of habits of rowing girls.
Pioneer

in

introducing

instruction

in

Dressmaking, and Millinery. Send for catalogue.
C. C. BRAGDON, Principal.
ADAMS

Bugs,

Fits

;

through

Centre

NEW NEW-ENCLALAND

ACADEMY.

2

QUINCY, MASS.
for our best colleges.

boys

y

The

next

school year begins Sept. 18th, 1878. For catalogues
and information, address
the Master, or J. P.
Worden, Quincy: Mass.
y
© 4th
William Everett, Ph. D., Master.

of

HOW

TO BE

Y Oo u R

HONE.

Oo W

N

DO CTOR

Use Dr. Case’s Liver
Remedy and Blood
Purifier.
Cordial,
Tonic, Anti-Bilious

BOc and 25¢ bottles.

And save Doctor bills. Sold VEL Dropeiste, en
eral Stores and Agents, AGENTS
ola

This Land and State are specially suited
to the
hhbits of the THRIFTY NEW ENGLAND
FARMER, and is the qest possible opportunity
for placing sons and daughters in a new home,
witb a far better beginning than that of their Fa

THE

thers.

WITH NOTES, is a splegdid sori for
nts.
Nothing like it. All want it.
$2.00. Address
IL.3 GOODSPEED & Co., New York or Cinciina-

Send for pamphlet, English or German.
Address W. 0. HUGHART,
Land

Title perfect

HOME

ABBOTT'S

ti.

UNIVERSAL

TYPE

HISTORY.

%

per day at home. Samples worth
#0 free. Address STINSON & Co.

e

1y5

Commencing with the Earliest Periods, and end-

wv A Day to Agents canvassing

3 books in one:

uick sales, extra terms.
3t12
J. C. McCurdy

y

Low price,

Address,
& Co., Philada.; Pa.

CARDS, no 2 alike,
CLINTON

printed in Crim

BROS., Clintonville,
ly2:

GoL

Dass: worker can make $12 a day at home,
Costly Outfit free. Address TRUE & Co.,
ugusta, Maine.
1y5

MISFI

fer the Fire-

side Visitor.
Terms and
Outfit Free.
Address P. O. VICKERY, Angst, Me,

g

ing The Turco-Russian War, the Administration of

0 BEST

(Illustrated)

t16

9

ing with the most recent Important Events, includ.

son or Jet, 13c.
onn.

Ce

1y2.0Elp*

FOR THE ILLUSTRATED

A Clear and Concise History of all Nations

President Hayes; &c.

Philady

O.

ortland,
WANTED

LARGE

COMP’Y,

NEW TESTAMENT,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

BY~AGENTS

MEDICINE

Commissioner,

entire-

ly harmless.

Hotices and Appointments,

NEW
wards.

Schools.

matism, Eruptions
and
Skin Diseases, Biliousness
pLiver Complaint, Dropsy,

{

HONORS

Demonstrated

Ready Markets,

Rheu-

AWARDED

CABINET

.
PULVERMACHER’S
ELECTRIC BELTS AND BANDS

Railroad

Piles,

York.

peculiar to their sex, and who, from false
modesty or neglect prolong their sufferings.
Why, then, further neglect a subject so productive of health and happiness when there
is at hand a means of restoration ?

Running Streams,
Pure Water,

Jaundice,
Indigestion,

New

LISZT.

MASON & HAMLIN

‘mptoms ? Are. you timid, nervous, and
tiul and yourmind--continually-dwela
ing on the subject? Have you lost confidence
in yourself and energy for business pursuits ?
» you subject to any of the following sympRestless nights, broken sleep, nightare, dreams, palpitation of the heart, bash=
fulness, confusion of ideas, aversion tosociety,
dizziness in the head, dimness of sight, pimples and blotches on the face and back, and
other despondent symptoms? Thousands of
young men, the middle-aged, and even the
old, suffer from nervous and physical debility. Thousands of females, too, are broken

No ‘‘ Hoppers,”

Dysentery, Foul Stomach
and Breath, H e a d ache,

York

Co., of Lowell,

HAVE

5 YEARS to PAY FOR A FARM.

Married

Broadway,

Bs HIGHEST

BOSTON.

ies mailed free.
215.24
200.00
10.00
2.00
6.30
1.00
100.00
1.00
100.00
5.00
8.70
3.31

incomparablie

« Paris, 1867; Vienna, 1873;
Santiago, 18753; Philadelphia, 18706;

READER, ARE YOU AFFLICTED?

|

Cen Asso per D M Stuart
J L Phillips on reinforcement
T Graham Denon IIl
T Tibbetts Concord Minn
Prairie City
QM
J Evans Ill on debt
A Brown Ossipee for support of 10 boys in India
Mrs M Covey Orchard Iowa,
N Durham Q M for B school per E W. Ricker
id
** col on debt
haf
Rochester Village _ -*
Concord N H per W A Chesley

one

WORLD'S EXHIBITIONS
of BECENT YEARS,

after drugging in vain for months and years.
Send now for DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET and
THE ELECTRIC QUARTERLY, a large Illustrated Journal, containing full particulars
and INFORMATION ForTH THOUSANDS. Cop-

M Edwards Brunswick Me.

is the
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HEALTH, STRENGTH, AND ENERGY,

Mrs L. Fox Ashford on debt and outfit

Shipton

Matchless — Unequaled,—FRANZ

cure these various diseased conditions, after
ail other means fail, and we offer the most
convincing
testimony direct from the afflicted themselves, who have been restored to

MAIL.

EXPRESS

B

Mrs.

or perfection.
Published by
THOMAS Y. CROWELL,

and wish
to recover the same
degree of
health, strength, and energy as experienced
in former years?
Do any of the following
symptoms or class of symptoms meet your
diseased cendition?
Are you suffering from
ill-health in any of its many and multifarious fornis, consequent upon a lingering, nervous, chronic or functional disease?
Do you
feel nervous, debilitated, fretful, timid, and
lack the power of will and action ? A
subject to loss of memory, have spells o
ing, fullness of blood in the head,
1
moping, unfit for business or pleasure,
subject to fits of melancholy ? Are your kidstomach, or blood, in a disordered

Forwarded.
BY

writes: —

pietist for me.
With her, the feith.life and lovelife in Chivist is all; embracing equally the greatest and the least concerns.
At the same time, the
specinl wonder is her remarkable freedom from
two faults to which pietists are prone: the rash
assumption of revelations, seraptural or personal,
and spiritual presumption or ¢ensoriousness.
she
is far too finely sensitive to spiritual short-coming,
ever to think of an assumption of personal holiness

These noted Curative appliances have now
stood the test for
upward of thirty years, and
are protected by
Letters-Patent in all the
principal countries of the world.
They were
decreed the only Award of Merit for Electric
Appliances at the great World's Exhibitions
— Paris, Philadelphia, and elsewhere —and
have been found the most valuable, safe,
simple, and efficient known treatfhent for

[a

Books

touched,

BANDS,

spirits

de-

fresh ahd renewed satisfacand appreciative veaders in

hid | ate scanned the devotional
literature
of
former and present times with
a gold-washer's
greed
of the treasure and impatience of the rubDish.
And of all that I hive over explored or

The most learned physicians and scientific

and

by

One of them, (thie New York religious corespond-

ent, * \idi”)

men of Europe and this country indgrse them.

in health

yevised

ity and breadth of the work, with its fresh and

vout spirit, will give
‘tion to her numerous
America.”

meet every requirement.

down

newly

the Author, and now first collected in one volume:
—u valuable aid to impress religious truth, and encourage Christian effort in Mission Work.
“The Sure Mercies of David” is the latest and
best book of Mrs. Shipton’s, havihg occupied several years in its preparation,
The spiritual matur-

The affticted can now be restoredto perfect

by

OTSEGO Q.M. will be held with the Exeter . church,
the opening sermon.

“ Precious Gems ” are sketches

tiie cure of disease.

JEFFERSON, N. Y., Q. M, will hold its next session
with the church at Harrisbarg,Sept. 13—I5. Delegates

vital

deceive the public.
This decision of the high
court includes all dealers who sell any similar ar-

Murdoch,

M.,
boat

J.

We take pleasure in announcing
two new books,
now ready, from the pen of the gifted and popular
Christian
writer,
MRS’ ANNA SHIPTON.
The

For self-application to any part of the body,

Syracuse (over the Delaware, Lackawana & Western
R. R.) at 5:40, A, M., 2:50 and 8:10, Pr. M. There is also
en free return tickets.

Published

“The Sure Mercies of David.”

health and bodily energy, at home, without
the use of medicine of any hind.

ANB

seems

Uniform with Mrs. Shipton's Previous Works, Mal:ing in all Ten Volumes.
16mo.
Cloth
76 cts. Paper covers, 25 cts.

ELECTRIC BELTS

purleave

DOth =

“Precious Gems for the Saviour's Diadem.”

PULVERMACHER’S

CURING

tion against F. V. Rushton, of New York City, for
selling Rushton’s Cherry Pectoral or Cherry Pectoral Lozenges, or any other use of the name to

E.

anniversaries

but can not promise those who fail to give us notice
of their coming.
W.L. NOYES.
Lyndon Center, Vt.
St
,
.

a steamboat Jeaving Svracuse at 3, P.
Phoenix at 6, P. M.
Those coming by

HGS mumm——
00

TWO NEW SHIPTON BOOKS

Aperient.

NERVOUS AND
DEBILITATED!

be=

Det, 1-3, are requested
to
notify the undersigned
at
their earliest convenience;
also whether
by railor
carriage.
We desire to give free entertainment to all

Delegates to the CENTRAL ASSOCIATION will
chase tickets at Syracuse for Lamsons.
Trains

Seltzer

= HELP!
FOR THE WEAK,

For all the puopues of a Femly Physi

have the sole right to use the words CHERRY PECTORAL for a medicine, and has issued an injunc-

James

attend the

Just

2t32

ENTERTAINMENT.

to

DOLISE YENEWEN,

of opinion

a remedy for disorders of the stomach, liver, bowels, kidneys and nervous system.
Small doses of

ing-house at Lyndon Center, Vi, on Thursday, Oct. 3,
1878, at 10, A. »M.
G. C. WATERMAN, Rec, Sec.
Dover, N. H.. Sept. 11, 1878.
S37

All persons purposing

Unanimity

it achieve astonishing results.

EDUCATION,

tl

that

Tarrant’s

The annual meeting
of the Freewill Baptist
Education Society will be held in‘the Freewill Baptist meet-

T. INMAN,Station D., Bible House,
y:

THE Supreme Court of the
has

come

110

It is everywhere regarded as a standard article
and is held in particularly high estcem by medica
scientists, well qualifiied to judge of its efficacy as

fore it, will be held in the Freewill Baptist church in
Lyndon Center, Vt., Thursday,
Oct 3, at 21-2, pr. nM,
3t37
G.'F. MOSHER, Sec.
Dover, N. H., Sept. 6, 1878.

forces; its success is marvelous.
The recipe will
be furnished free of’ charge.
For circular giving
full information, send self-addressed envelope to
fon, JOSEPH
« Xo

may

ORGANS
onennsemsesn

mores WASHINGEON,
N. J.
There |is a Marked
concernigg

MISSIONS,

that

4

Another battle on high
prices. War on the PAGING

Beatty’s latest Newspaper full reply (sent free) before buying PIANO or ORGAN.
Read my. latest
WAR Lowest prices evet given. Ad. |
dress,
DANIEL ¥. BEATTY,
A

M1ss10N.
JN EEE MPR

of any other business

i

I R
4

of the Freewill Baptist Home
the choice of officers and the

CARD.

as a restorer

\

The annual meeting of the FREEWIL BAPTIST TonEIGN Miss, Soc, for the election of officers and for
the transaction of any other business that way legall
come before the meeting, will be held in the
Freewill
Baptist church, Lyndon Center, Vt.,, on Wednesday,
Oct, 2,at2, P.M,
(See legal notice in the Lewiston,
Me
Journal™),
Citas. 8. PERKINS, Rec. Sec.
Portland, Me., Sept. 4, 1878,
Z
:

The Great South American Remedy for all special diseases, discovered in the great valley of the
Amazon,

!

LAR
3

Anniversary Notices.
RATES OF TARE.
Grand
excursion to the Anniversaries over the
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R., through the notch of
the White Mountains. Cars leave Portland at 7.15, A.
M., reaching St, Johnsbury in season to ‘connect with
the train for Lyndon, Fare from ortland to St.Johns=
bury and return $4.50. From all other stations on the
road,one fare for the roundtrip. Tickets good 10 days,
Persons going over this route willbe entertained in
Portland,Monday night,Sept 80, free of any expense by
addressing R.®Weering, Portland,Me. stating the num=
ber. Please notify me by the 25th inst., that I may
make arrangements with the railroad.
RUFUS DEERING.

Busiess Fotices,

Rev. Joseph Cook’s Monday lectures at Tremont Temple will commence November 4th.
Dr. Weikert, of Greenford, Ohio, has given
$20,000 to Wittenburg college, in that State,

some

benefices which

the Scriptural sense, and

evangelist,

is

lowest figure

stations in Queensland and New
colored

are

1878.

PERSONS paying full fare to attend the anniversaries will receive free return passes over the Passumpsic, Boston, Concord and Montreal, and the Portland
and OFdsnshure railroads,
W. L. NOYES.

The Young Men’s Christian Association of
Philadelphia reports 47 religious services held
for the month, the aggregate attendance at
which "was
2,222, The attendance at the
rooms of the asséciation was 6,805. “The lbrary now contains 4,334 volumes,
:

preach the annual sermon,

11,

THE CENTRAL A880. will meet with the church m
Phoenix, N.Y,, Sept 17—19,
Dr, J. L, Phillips will
preaczh the Asso. sermon.
335
L.A, CRANDALL, Reg.Sec,

ERE

Thirteen have been baptized by Bro. Walker,
astor of the Scottsburg
church.
Since our
ast Q. M., God is greatly blessing us, as he
always will those that are willing to work and
sacrifice for his cause.
’

Prof. Landerer, a distinguished
theologian of Germany, is dead..

Q. M:—Heldits August ses-

the

‘Bro. Wm. Walker, in behalf of the church,
extended to her the right hand of fellowship..

Amanda Smith, the
working in England,

OTSEGO Q. M.—Held its May session with
the Oneonta Village church.
All the churches were reported at this session.
Fair religious interest during the meeting of worship.
Most of the churches report good religious interest during the past year, with some addition. The Exeter and Burlington Flatts are
yet without a pastor.
The Franklin church
temporarily supplied.
D. M. MILLER, Clerk.

authority

22,600 ministers of the Church of England

enormous.

the brethren will stand and build if homes
have to be mortgaged to do it. «

Quarterly Meetings,

Church

SEPTEMBER

GRAND RAPIDS QM ==HeId Tt Tas session
of England is shown by the following statistics
with the Casnovia church, August
16—18.
Twenty-one
Churches mostly represented by delegates and. presented at a recent conference:
years ago the Free Church’ began with 110
letters.
Next session with the Plainfield church, at
ministers; it has now “374, Its membership
Plainfield Village, Nov. 1—3. (
was theh 39,986, now it is 72,997.
It then had
The following was passed ¢
e last session
769 chapels and now has 1,331. The contribuof Q. M. Conference, and the Female Mission
Society :
tions to missions in 1857 were about $13,000;
Whereas, in the providence of God he has
last year they amounted to nearly $89,000.
seen fit to remove by death, sister Ruth Cilley,
The Russian Greek Chureh possesses 38,602,
by which her children have lost a loving mother, her husband a faithful wife, the church an
churches, including cathedrals; 12,860 chapels
efficient worker and the missionary cause an
and oratories ; 18,887 arch-priests, priests, deaearnest advocate, therefore,
Resolved, 1. That while we deeply deplore cons and precentors; 56,500,000 members, of
her loss we bow Subinissively to the will of whom 29,000,000 are women and 27,000,000 are
God believing our loss to be
her infinite gain.
men.
The sums received by the church dur2. That we tender to the bereaved
family
ing the year amount to about $9,000,000.
our sympathy and will not cease to remember
them in our prayers.
The Christian Mirror says:
Two deaf3. That we will double our Sifigence in the
mutes, man and wife,”on profession of their
Master’s service, and ‘strive by
his assistin
faith, were received to membership in the Congrace to do our whole duty, that when deat
gregational church, at Topsham, Me., Aug. 19.
shall come to us, we may
also ready.
. F. BAILEY, Clerk.
They then presented their three
children to
the Lord in baptism. The scene was a rare
FrREepoM (N. Y.) Q. M.—Held- its Sept. and an impressive one. The Rev. Samuel
session with the Burnes church.
The churchRowe, the Maine deaf-mute missionary, ases were all represented by letter and delegates.
sisted the pastor, Rev. N. W. Grover, in the
The reports were encouraging save one. One
sister united with the Burnes church as a canservices.
i

I believe

T. J. FURGUSON.

According to a High

STAR,

_The growth of the Methodist. Frees Church

denominational name for money to build with,

but I see but little wavering as yet.

MORNING
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NEW

MEN
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OF MARK;

Church

DES] RABLE

or,

History.

y
BOOKS.

Heroes
By Wm.

of

English

Marshall,

D. D.,

12mo. $1,235.
:
th
Lives of Thomas A. Becket, JY elite, Wolsey
Cranmer, the Lollards, &c., with interesting and
satisfying glimpses of their times.
(
ILLUSTRATED
BOSTON:

CATALOGUES
DLOTHROP

FREE,SEND FOR ONE

& CO.PUBLISHERS

CARPETS.

T

(Trade Mark Copyrighted.)

English Brussels, Three-Ply and Ingrain. Elégant Stair Rods; also Stair .
Carpets, Carpet Lining, Velvet Rugs, Oil Cloths, Crumb Cloths, Mattings, . &e., &c., very cheap, at the old place,

112 FULTON STREET, NEW
Carpets carefull
a0

packed

D., free of E xpress Charges,

and Price List.

YORK.

and sent to any part of the United States,
Call or send for Explanatory Circular

J. A. BENDALL'
l
i
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Poetry,
THE CROWDED

‘Tortoise, brave fellow, where are most amiable and most inoffensive dog in
« My legs are, quite short,” said he,
the world, and that she never did a wrong
sharply, “ but I can run as fast with you?”
them as you with your long ones.”
¢ Already here,” sounded the answer, in her life. She never was ugly or selfish;
but had a sense of the humorous that
This greatly amused the deer. He the sanre as before.
threw back his head and laughed hearti- | “Well, well,” said the deer to himself, wouldn't let her be quiet, and that this
ly. As soon as hegeould speak, he said | I shall have to bestir myself or lose the same cat was always leading her into
day.” And the next hundred yards he mischief. Andif she had committed all
to the tortoise:
for the crimes, no coroner could have found
“If it be true that you are so swift traveled like the wind. Stopping
this little black-and-tan dog other than
footed, I suppose it wouldn't be unfair to breath, again he questioned,
white because of the poor Tittle orphan
¢¢ Tortoise, how is it now?”
propose that we try a race together, just
“ Already here,” said the tortoise’s sub- dog left behind.
for a little friendly sport.”
But sadder than Tat, the dead dog, was
¢ Suit me to a T!” said the brazen tor- stitute.
The deer could scarcely credit his sens- the sight of Tit, the living cat. She walktoise. ¢¢ When will we run?”
ed around her dead companion, and lookes.
« To-morrow,” said the deer.
ed her over carefully in the most hopeless
‘*
Never
yet
was
a
deer
beaten
by
a
tor« At what time?” screamed Clumsy.
«In the early morning,” replied His toise,” said he, excitedly; and he ran and and disconsolate manner, as-if saying:

STREET.

Let'me move slowly through the street,
Filled with an ever-shifting train,

!

Amid the sound of steps that beat
The murmuring walks like autumn rain.
How fast the flitting figures come!
The mild, the fierce, the stony face—
Some bright with thoughtless smiles, and some
Where secret tears have left their trace.

They pass to toil, to strife, to rest—
To halls in which the feast is spread—
To chambers where the funeral guest
In silence sits beside the bed.
And some to happy homes repair,
Where children pressing cheek to cheek,

Grace.
“ Eng, eng,” (yes,

With mute caresses shall declare
And some who walk in calmness bere
Shall shudder as they reach the door
‘Where one who made their dwelling dear,

to the deer, who good-naturedly
aside to let him pass.

Youth, with pale cheek and tender frame,
And dreams of greatness in thine eye,

and collected them together.

Or early dn.the task to die?

line,

called
more,

They were

t The deer who lives in the forest
a mile from here,

that

beast, has got to die.

stuck-up,

hateful

kill

Such a bold design from such a little
fellow made the relatives tremble for his
fate, and, shaking their heads disapprovingly, they murmured, ‘ How will you
bring it about?”
¢ Pay attention now,” said the surly
creature. ‘‘ The deer and I met togeth- |

untimely dead?

Who writhe in throes of mortal pain?
Some, famine-struck, shall think how long
The cold, dark hours, how slow the light;

And some, who flaunt amid the fhrong,
Shall hide in dens of shame to-night.

er, and he at once picked a quarrel with

Each where his tasks or pleasure call,
They pass and heed each other not;
There is One who heeds, who holds them all
In his large love and boundless thought.

me, as he does with every one. He
passed remarkson the shortness of my
legs, and treated me with great scorn.
The upshot of the business was I offered
to run a race with him—"
¢ To run a race with the deer!” broke
in his ‘companions, excitedly.
¢¢ Hear!

These struggling tides of life, that seem
In wayward, aimless course to tend,
Are eddies of the mighty stream
That rolls to its appointed end.

— William Cullen Bryant.
0-0-0
0

AFTER ALL:
The apples are ripe in the orchard,
The work of the reaper is done,
And the golden woodlands redden

In the blood of the dying sun.
At the cottage door the grandsire
Sits, pale, in his easy chair,
While a gentle wind of twilight,
Plays with his silver hair.
¢i

cackling,

sig-

forepaws

and

trickery.

Elated by their comments, the

tortoise

proceeded to unfold his plan.
“ Come to-morrow morning early,”
said he, “and place yourselves on the
outskirts of the woods close to the open
field, but sufficiently concealed. Don’t
stand too near together—a certain num| ber of yards apart; and don’t crawl about
—remain quietly mn your places; and

Then the grandsire speaks in a whisper—

‘ The end no man can see;
But we give him to his country,
And we give our prayers to Thee.”

The violets star the meadows,
The rose-buds fringe the door,
And over the grassy orchard
The pink-white blossoms pour.

don’t whistle or sing,

‘catch flies.

or

But when

even

dare

the deer

to

passes

by, and asks, ¢ Where areg/you, Tortoise?’

But the grandsire’s chair is empty,
And the cottage is dark and still,
" There’s a nameless grave on the battle-field
And a new one under the hill.

the one that stands just ahead

of him

the woods must then answer for

me,

in
‘I

am already here.’ ”
Then all the tortoises broke out into a
coarse laugh, threw handsprings for very
joy, and looked wickedly into each other'’s eyes.
« Already here ; already here. Eng!
‘eng 1” (yes, yes,) said -they, and thrust
their, noses in the mud, another way they
had of expressing their delight.
Punctually in the early morning the

And a pallid, tearless woman

By the cold hearth sits, alone;
And the old clock in the corner

Winter.

ircle.

She shed not a tear, but
from the dead dog,

hold, the

Tit was the cat

street,

all

the

small

basthen

and thereafter with more than the milk of
human kindness from her own breast.
And the little baby dog grew up under
her care, along with the baby Kitten, into
a very manly dog manhood.
And peace
prevailed.
And the mother kit grew lovely by
reason of the divine pity expressed in
acts.

That is, they bore each other’s
with well-bred
forbearance.

And this jis a true story of the way
there was returned * tit for tat.”—Emma

They slept in the same outhouse in peace,
and ate off the same dish with no greater
fuss than the close, firm laying back of
meant

and

ried him off, and put him in her own
ket with her own kit; and fed him

and Tat was

have

away
house-

She went straightway to the kennel,and

the dog. One was a fine, pure Maltese;
and the other was a slick black-and-tan.
Very good looking they both were.
In the first place all went well in their
behavior.
infirmities

policeman,

the

took the small baby dog by the nap of his
neck, just
as if Ira. were a kitten, and car-

in a certain city (the name of which, this
being a true story, may not be mentioned)
dwelt a cat and a ‘dog who were not

friendly.

walked

the lamenting

Burt, in the Christian Union.

together,

and

“That

Ned

Lane," said

Tom

doubling up his fist and stamping his-feet,
‘“ is a mean, spiteful, wicked boy.

Ihate

HEI tever chase my chickens no more.

There was Tit
for

Tit. If Tat walked past, ever so demurely, the particular basket where kitten Tit
lived, mother ‘Tit would fy at mother Tat
in the most fearless and {frantic manner; 3
and slap the otaer, both sides of tue head,

NED LANE.
“ O mother !” cried Tom, *‘ look. at poor
Fawn! See what that cruel Ned has
done! Oh, how 1 hate him ! SL be re-

venged!”

:

Fawn had been a favorite

with

all

the

ment.

Bixby family, and in spite of the fact that
claws he would pursue chickens and tear the
dresses of passing ladies, or catch and
in them.
On the other/hand, if Tit happened to hide away stockings and handkerchiefs
stroll the way pf Tat’s kennel, Tat showed when they were laid upon the grass to
her pretty white teeth, and growled terri- bleach, Mrs. Bixby had born with him.
ble threats, and slowly and awfully made She had hoped that his youthful taults
for that cat.
would be cured in time. She knew that
It was always in this wise : if Tit could

Ned Lane had been made very angry, be-

only back herself out of danger she was
quite safe; for then she made her two
eyes flash and burn like two coals, and
made the hair stand up all over her body,
and her tail grew bigger than two tails;
and she would hiss and spit and splutter,
and make herself something much to be

cause of the loss of two rare fowls which
Fawn had shaken and torn to pieces,
and she felt that Fawn had been a great
annoyance to the neighbors—a
great
transgressor. But what to do with Ned

feared, so that

Tat

was

sure

to

beat

a

was the question, for Tom’s heart was

al-

most broken.
Tom,” she said, “‘you

say

you

hate

deer came bounding toward the tortoise,
Who had just returned from stationing

One day in the long ago, when animals and their ways were better understood and. appreciated
than they are
now, an ugly, low-bred tortoise in his
wanderings through the wood, found
himself in the neighborhood of a beautiful, high-toned, deer.
Now the deer
‘could spring farther on his slender legs
in a minute than the clumsy tortoise on

his friends'on'the edge of the woods, deccording to his plan of the day before.
¢ Good morning, Tortoise.”

The only way that Tat could possibly
get the better of Tit was to take her un-

not wonder that you are very deeply
grieved ; but, my son, he that hateth his

awares when her back: was. turned.
If
Tat came upon her in such a case, Tit was

brother is a murderer.”

his short, fat paddies could

will not only race with you, but I will let
you run in the open fields along the border of the woods, while I travel just inside through briar and brush.”
This offer created no suspicion in the
mind of the honest deer, but nearly took
his breath away for a minute, it so sur-

AND THE

DEER.

(Adapted from the German of Grube.)

waddle

in

“Good morning, Deer.”
« Are you still willing
the latter.
«J am,”

ready,” giving the

tortoise,

ness of little Hard-Shell, answered, politely :
* I am seeking something to eat. Bat,
Tortoise, whither do you travel 4
“Igo alittle in all directions,” said
the tortoise, tossing his head, ‘* and seek
water when I am thirsty.”

heart

was

the tortoise to himself,
through.”

up.

in his

filled

with

compassion for the toiler.
« How long may it be,” said he,

in

look.

‘I

¢ I was only thinking of your welfare.”
« You'll think of your own,” muttered

coat of mail to drag himself even a short
his

evil

field, though, if you wish.”
¢¢ Oh, no; suit yourself,” said the deer;

The deer looked down upon the little
distance, and

an

¢ quite

through the wood?”
«Certainly ; that's nothing,” said the
tortoise, carelessly. ¢¢ I'm used to the
woods. I like to keep my shell cool in
the shade of the trees. Ill run in the

impu-

dently and familiarly, ‘ what are you
hunting for here?”
The deer, paying no heed to the rude-

animal, who had to Workso hard

deer

former,

prised him.
“ What!” said he, ‘¢ you little short
legged fellow, will you undertake to run

selves in a brazen way into the company
of their betters.
said the

the

«« And what is more,” he continued,

a

day. It would seem as if the tortoise
ought to have remembered his own shortcomings sufficiently to have bowed himself in the grass and kept silence until
the noble deer passed by. But that is
not the way of the ignorant and lowlived. They are always forcing them-

« Eh, deer,”

replied

to race?” said

a

¢ before you get

Then aloud he cried, ¢¢ Time's

Let us start!”

The deer took an easy pace; he did
not wish to discourage the tortoise at the

outset. Bunt that tortoise, far from being
disheartened, was sitting still in the dewy

vantage of the other if possible.

¢ Ned has done a cruel deed,

dog,

espied

her,

and

said,

he

was

not

sufficiently well-bred to conceal it.
“ Why do you ask such a question?”
demanded he, in a snarling manner.

"

ih

get through.”

When the

deer

had

run a hundred

yards or more, he called out, -

the bottom out of tle faster gait, but still did not ezert himthe deer just knocked
He did not want the tortoise to make
the tub, as people say. The tortoise was self.
80 angry he nearly jumped out of hisar- too painful an effort. After running
another stretch,he called pleasantly again,
mor.

5

this,

yet

way

to

Tom's heart.

to scare the wits out of any cat, be she
ever so brave and facing the danger.
Tit sprang up in the air, and then fled
up the stairway like a flash of light. Tat.
flew after, barking wildly at his victory.
On they sped, across another hall, up

and she passed her soft hand over his hot

another flight, across still another hall, up

Bixby on his way to sehool he was rather

still another flight, into the attic, and up
through the open scuttle on to the roof, on
and on—would you believe itP—under
such headway neither could’ stop. Tit
went straight off the roof, gver and over
she tumbled in air, down upon the walk
below. And Tat went straight after her,
over and over in the air, and down upon
the walk below.
:

mortified to hear nothing about Fawn.
He was prepared to defend himself if at-

Tit being a cat, and having nine

lives,

came up on her feet all safe and sound
and quite as usual, except her tail had
reached its utmost dimensions, and her
ears were pinned back in the most ex-

and having only a life or two instead of
ten, fell flat on her side upon the walk,
perfectly senseless,the blood oozing from
the nostrils,and her four legs stretched out
as straight as four sticks,
.

brow and

He sat down by his mother,

sgothed

him

tenderly.

Then

she gave him her plan for being *¢ quits,”

as he called it, with Ned, and for getting
the vietory.

The next day, when Ned Lane met Tom

tacked, but Tom passed on in silence. He
tried to say, * Hallo, Ned !” but failed in

the attempt. All the morning, however,
when the boys were in their classes together, Tom looked and acted as usual,
and at recess he engaged heartily in
games with the other boys.
When Ned, feeling more and more uncomfortable, went home to dinner,

prise awaited

him.

A

supurb

a sur-

pair

Brahma-pootra fowls had arrived, with

writes enthusi-

* College Fellowof the progress of

American stitutions in post-graduate educa-

and I do

and

G. B. McClellan.

story of West Virginia.
ships” is a short review

Tit with a shrill yelp, which was enough

¢ Tortoise, where are you?”
¢¢
Already here,” shouted the voice of
She never groaned nor opened an’ eye,
nevolently upon the indignant one, ** you
a tortoise, just ahead.
| nor expressed a shadow of violence or rehave such Short little trotters,”
With this open-hearted explanation, | This surprised the deer. He took a lit proach. She was dead and gone, and no

Because,” said the deer, smiling be-

for

“Now is my chance,” and slid slyly keep your own self-respect.”
across the hall and sprang at the heels of
The gentle tones won their

grass, and laughing contemptuously at
traordinary way upon her head, and she
sympathetic tone, “ before you will find his companion in the distance.
pjocked very much bewildered.
water?”
:
“ Run to your heart's desire,” : bef} But, alas! poor Tat, being only a dog,
This question and its voi vexed the a youd hhave a hard enough time
©
pride of the tortoises and

make him very sorry

Gov.

can life in Dresden.
Molly,” by Julia
Schayer (the author’s first appearance), is a

‘He's not my brother.”
utterly defenseless, demoralized and, pan‘In one sense he is; yet I am sure you
ic-stricken.
do not mean that you wouldl really like to
One fine day it fell out that Tit had left see him dead and cold, like your dog. 1f
her baby kit asleep, and ‘Was leisurely you think of the meaning of your words,
walking in-the hall toward the stairway, I am sure you wish him no such ill. I
lost in reverie and unprepared for danger. think there is a way by which you can
Tat, the

Other good

“catch.”

his

Several well-known writers aid in

the other contents,

Many

good

furnishing

items

of

in-

formation and amusement are crowded into |
the Departments at.the close, and in the Letter-Box there is a capital short article which
calls the children’s attention to Mr. Bryant's

of
a

string and card attached :

tion, in which the Johns Hopkins University,
though the youngest of the colleges, is said to
be the most advanced.
*‘ Days and Nights in
Concord,” from unpublished MS., by Henry D.
Thoreau, is a characteristic paper, full of poetry

and natural history.
partments are well

The various editorial desustained.

In the Sunday Magazine
Henry C. Potter gives
of a visit te the great
London.
Mr. George
graphic history of the
nacle,”
a structure

for October, Rev.

an interesting account
Foundling Hospital of
F. Davenport gives a
old * Broadway Taberwhich was, for many

years, identified with all the

leading

benevo-

lent and religious enterprises of the day.
The
paper by George M. Beard, M. D., onthe
“ Nature and Treatment of Inebriety,” is
worthy of special consideration; and in connection with it,and almost a commentary upon
it, is a powerful story, ‘ My Uncle John,” by
Henrietta M. Holdich, which we are assured
Js no fancy picture, but, with some changes in
accompaniments, literally and exactly true.
Margaret J. Preston contributes an appreciative sketch of Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
The Invalid’s Portion” is unusually valuable,
being an account of the life-work of a woman
who has
heen for years a confirmed invalid.
Among &
most
noteworthy poems are:

“ Writtenon the Sand,” by William Williams;

Mrs. Clara Lucas Balfour, the author of
many well-known tales, chiefly connected with
temperance, died at Croyden, Eng., July 3, in
her 70th year.

During the month of June, 86,071

volumes

were issued from the Boston Public Library,
an increase of nearly 7,000 over the corresponding month of last year.

Dr. Reinhart Hoerning

is about

at Leipzig, fac similes of the

to publish,

original

text of

S016 NNPOTANt ASSyTiah INSCriptions, accompanied by a translation and commentary,
Mr. Tennyson is understood to be engaged
upon a new play,which will complete the triology of dramas originally contemplated by the
poet upon English historical subjects,

It is claimed

that

the publishing

house of

Hachette & Co., at Paris, is the largest in the
world. It exports every year 200,000 packages,
handles 15,000,000 francs, employs 5,000 persons, and publishes a book a day.

I can not say truly that the two from this
—that Ned Lane was thoroughly ashamed
of his mean and unworthy action, and

never was after guilty of the like cruelty;
grave,

that forgiveness is sweeter than revenge.

— Angel of Peace.
AEATITRR
fo Ss TET IE
Westmoreland is the smallest county in
mistake, and that was all; and it was
-| Virginia, but it wasthe birthplace of three
quite enough.
So now-it was the most natural thing in Presidents— Washington, Madison and
the world to say she was the best and Monroe.

is the title of a volume, now in the press, by
Mr. James Buchan Brown, of Selkirk, N. B.
Mr. Brown is a frequent contributor to various periodicals, his nom de plume being *“ J.

B. Selkirk.”

:

Anedition of the works of Virgil has been
found in the library of Lincoln College Oxford,
which is said
to be of the year 1512, and is
considered very rare.
Neither the Bodleian
Library nor the National Library in Paris pos-

sesses a copy.
Chas. Scribner's Sons’ first September book
is Edward
Eggleston’s
story of * Roxy,”
which has appeared as a seriul in Scribner's

Monthly.

A new edition of his

well-known

story of ‘ The Circuit Rider” will be issued by

this house at the same time,
Messrs Lambart & Byng, Dublin, have in
the press and will shortly publish * Lectures
on Domestic
Economy, by the Duchess of
M——
The work in question is the produc:
tion of a distinguished lady, who wishes to introduce habits of thrift amongst the people of
Ireland.
The most voluminous and important
Catholic publication ever undertaken

country

is

the

publication

“ Church

History.”

have been

engaged

The

of

upon the work

and Dr. Deems also dis-

courses editorially upon such topics as “ Spontaneous Regeneration,” ** Trusting in Riches,”

Church and

the Theater,”

‘Taken

fifty separate papers in prose. and verse, and
aboat seventy illustrations—will be found of

more than usual value and interest.

The current number of S¢. Nicholas is pervaded with the spirit of the season, and the
delights and doings of September days are well
represented in its pages.
Near the beginning

is an interesting short article on ‘ Mackerelfishing,” witha fine picture showing a fleet of
mackerel-boats ; ¢ My St. George” is a strong,
exciting story of the sea, admirably

illustrated

by Alfred Kappes; and we catch a pleasant
glimpse of the beach in Walter Satterlee’s
picture “ By the Sad Sea-Waves.” . There is,
also, a good story by Emily H. Leland,entitled

editors

for six

years,and have taken every care to make it one

of the best, if not the best, manual of universal
The
church history in the English language.
concluding volume will be published by Robert Clarke & Co., Cincinnati, early in September. The three volumes make nearly 8,000 8vo

the Unitarian pastors of Brooklyn,
contain some account of the age and

itual-Mindedness,”

Roman
in this

Dr. Alzog’s

American

subject of the Sermon, by the editor, is ‘ Bpir-

time became fast friends, but this I know

at Fawn's

It is understood that Gen. James 8, Clark,
of Auburn, has ready for the press a work on
the ‘‘ Homes and Migrations of the Iroquois.”

pages.

in all, this number—which contains more than

Tou Bixsy.

even

ment.

¢ Churn Slowly,” by Sarah Keables Hunt;
Watches of the Night,” by Nellie C. Hast
ings; “Ministering Spirits,”by Benj. G. Smith;
“ The Gate of Prayer,” by Margaret G. Sang:
ster; and
Denial,” by Paul H. Hayne,
The

and “The

For those my poor Fawn chased.

while Tom felt,

The Rev. John Wordsworth, of Brasenoge
College, Oxford, is preparing a critical edition of Jerome's translation of the New Testa

astically of “ The Engadine,” with views, by
Thomas Moran, of glacier, and other Alpine
scenery.
The manufacture of “ A spool of.
Thread,” as carried on at the Willimantic Line
Mr. W. T. Greenup’s course of 20 lectures on
en Company’s Mills, is described by Charles |
¢ Food and its Preparation,” delivered to upH. Clark, and profusely illustrated. Mr. Shir
ward of 500 girls from elementary English
law’s drawing. for ‘* Roxy” depicts the legitischools, is announced by Bemrose & Son, Lonmate but unorthodox
climax
‘of the story,
don.
.
which will make way in the November numMessrs, Smith, Elder, & Co. are about to isber for Mrs. Burnett’s new story ‘‘ Haworth’s.”
sue a sumptuous edition of the works
of
‘“ My Wolves,” a timely poem by Francis GerThackeray in twenty-four volumes, beamifully
ry Fairfield, is accompunied with a drawing by
illustrated. Only one thousand copies will be
Alfred Fredericks.
There are other poems by
printed.
Bret Harte (*‘ Miss Edith Makes it Pleasant
The work to which the late Sir W. Stirling
for Brother Jack”), George Edgar MontgomMaxwell devoted a great deal of research,
The
ery, ‘ Lucrece,” James T. McKay, Anna C.
History of Don John of Austria,” hus been left
Brackett, Mrs Dorr, and Henry S. Cornwell.
in n complete form, and will soon appear in
The second installment of Mr. Boyesen’s** Falconberg” is given.
‘* Eine Junge Amerikanethree volumes:
rin,” by Charles de Kay, is a story of Ameri.
¢ Ethics and Esthetics of Modern Poetry’

with the velvet paw-pads that had

hasty retreat.
Ned. Do you wish what I heard you say
If there was any choice, Tat was the just now—to be really revenged?”
more peaceable of the two; but both were
“Yes, mother; I want to see him sufbad enough, and either would take ad- fer. I wish all his chickens were gone.”

THE TORTOISE

Scribner for Septergber "opens with an engraving by Cole of Mr. W. M. Chase’s painting,
‘ Ready for the Ride,” recently exhibited in
New York, and now owned by the Union
League Club of that city. A rondel, suggested
by the painting, is contributed by Mr. H. C.
Bunner, editor of “ Puck.”
The leading illustrated paper is entitled *“ Huntihg the Mule
Deer in Colorado,” and Mr. J. Harrison Mills
appears in the treble capacity of writer, wooddraughtsman and engraver.
There are also
drawings by George Inness, Jr., W, M. Cary,
and Frederick Dielman.
Dr. William J. Morton follows up his paper - in the August number, entitled ‘“To South Africa for Diamonds,”
with a second and concluding installment of
personal experience at “the diggin’s.” Maurice
Thompsonof archery fame, has a paper, narrative and philosophical,
with the title “Glimpses of Western Farm Life.” Following appropriately is a discussion by Stephen D. Dillaye,
of ** The Transportation Question,” in advocacy of a nsrrow guage ‘* pure freight” highway, organized and controlled by the govern.

Bixby,

couldn’t

for Tat all the time there was not Tat

with

through the
out-door pictures are scattered
number, and the installment of Miss Alcoty’s.
serial, “ Under the Lilacs,” contains a large,
and beautiful brook-scene, by Thomas Moran, *

ers.

strange coincidence, came to pass.
Then all was changed.

178) to 1885,” by

TOM'S VICTORY."

fear,

him. I wish he was dead, I do!”
Then Tom broke down and fairly burst
keep away from ‘each other. Tit couldn't
into
tears. His mother, who had heard
paw a mouse without the attention of
his
angry
words, came out to the garden
Tat; nor could Tat worry any cat in a
to
see
what
had caused them.
She, too,
tree without. Tit was in the window to
was indignant at what she saw. There
observe it.
Ina word, they seemed necessary to was Tom's pet doggie Fawn stretched out
Around his
each other; and as I said, all went well stiff and cold on the grass.
for a time. That is, until Tit came into neck a string was tied, from ‘which danOn it these words were
possession of a kitten, and Tat was the gled a card.
written,
in
a
scraggly,
blotted hand:
mother of a wee dog; -which,
by
a
ed, were always

from

difficulties

John Watts Kearney, is a singularly clear account of the financial condition of this country
poetry, and points out in the collection a large
after the revolution and of the methods adoptnumber of beautiful poems which the majority
ed to pay the national debt; in * Some French
of young folks are fully able to understand and
Novels,” My. T. 8S, Perry reviews recent stories
enjoy.
of Daudet, Henry Greville, Haller, Zola, and
The September-October number of the North,
a recently discovered novel by Balzac; Horace
E. Scudder begins a story, * A House of EnAmerican Review
contains the following
tertasinment,”in which Shakers and Shakeresses
articles: * Is the Reformer any Longer Needfigure, and their views and worship are des- ‘ed? by George W. Julian; “ The Readjust.
cribed; William F. Apthorp discusses “ Addiment of Vocations,” "by William T. Harris,
tional Accompaniments to Bach’s and HanLL. D.; “ Torpedo Warfare,”by D. D, Porter,
del’s Scores,” a paper of special attraction to
Admiral U. 8S. Navy; “ What is Inspiration?’
musical readers; Axel Gustafson contributes
a Symposiow, by Rev. F. H. Hedge, D., D.,,
a short but uncommonly interesting paper on
Rev. E. A. Washburn, D. D., Rev. Chauncey
Giles, Rev.J. P. Newman, D. D., Most Rev.
Count Shouvaloff, who is now so large a figare
James Gibbons,D. D., Archbishop of Baltiin Russian politics and bids fair to be yet larger; Dr. Holmes is represented by one of the
more, and John Fisk; “Civil Service Reform”
tenderest and most touching
poems he has
by John Jay, Chairman of the Commission on
the New York Custom House; * Alfred de
ever written, ‘ The Silent Melody;” Arthur
G. Sedgwick, apropos of Laveleye’s * PrimiMusset,” by T. 8. Perry; “ Kin beyond Sea,”
by the Right Honorable W, E. Gladstone, M,
tive Property,” writes of * Primitive Communism,” an article that deserves tobe wideP.; * Contemporary Literature.”
Published at
551 Broadway, New York, and for sale. by
ly read now ; Richard Grant White discourses
booksellers and newsdealers generally.
once more of ‘ Americanisms,” in speech;
and General Francis J. Lippitt contributes a
paper which will probably attract more inter— LITERARY NOTES.
est and excite more discussion than any other
Mr. GeorgeC. Mason, of Newport, is writin the number.
It is a carefully studied reing a very full biography of Gilbert Stuart, the
view of ““ Pope's Virginia Campaign, and Porartist.
ter’s Part in It,” giving an account of each
Liberal
supplies
day’s movements and operations, and making
of Rev. Joseph Cook’s
“ Monday Lectures” are ordered - from Melthe whole very.clear.
The Contributors’ Club
bourne, Australia.
is varied, bright, and pithy, as usual; and several new books, —Warner's * In the WilderE.P. Dutton & Co. announce a volume of
ness,” Dr. Clarke's * Visions,” James Freesermons by Dr. Phillips Brooks, of Boston,and
man Clarke's ‘“ Memorial
and Biographical
also one by Dr. Morgan Dik.
Sketches,” Ruskin’s # Ethics of the Dust,” and
John Payne Collier,the Shakespearean scho lothers, are reviewed.
A large variety of artiar, is going to bring out a new edition of his
cles that can not fail to please magazine read‘* History of Dramatic Poetry.”

boys assembled, and entered the house.

TIT FOR TAT.
In a certain house, in a certain

to

opens

with along poem,
The Vision of Echard,”
by Jobn G. Whittier, who preaches, or rather
sings, the faith he so much loves very persunsively;a very interesting installment of Mr.
Henry James’s new serial, ¢‘ The Europeans,”
gives fresh proof of his skill in depicting character and of the rare felicity of his style;

¢ American Finances

———

“ How Lily-toex was Caught in a Shower,”
with a capital picture by Jessie Curtis; and a
series of very funny cuts, called * How
He
Caught Him,”representing a queer fisherman’

MAGAZINES,

The Atlantic Monthly for September

That very ‘way,

dejection from the end of the nose
tip of the tail.

or nervousness, or aversion. At any rate
it was not perfect comfortableness.
And yet they were very well acquaint-

rubbing them together. ‘To
Um! um!” (good, good.)
=

croaking

The tortoise strutted before them for
a minute or two, filled to the top of his
shell with vanity. Then looking down
on his little black propellers, he said,
loftily :
« My legs, it is true, are much shorter
than the deer’s, but what does that signify?” If fair means won't win the hii
for me, then I will resort to trickery.”

spitting excitédly on their

——————Against-his-aged
breast:

and

the ears, which might

nificant laugh.
¢ To trickery. Eng! eng!” (yes, yes,)
applauded the whole tribe of tortoises,

‘A woman is kneeling beside him;
A fair young head is prest
In the first wild passion of SOITOW

forth

hear!”

And he gave a wicked,

Ticks on with a steady drone.
— William

waddled

came the victim of the-low-bred,deceitful,
snail-paced tortoise. ‘The deer committed
no sin, it is true. But any one can see at
a glance that his ‘life would have been
spared had he kept out of bad company.
‘|
— September Golden Hours.

him!”

‘Who of this crowd to-night shall tread
The dance till daylight gleams again?

And far from over the distance
The faltering echoes come,
Of the flying blast of trumpet
And the rattling roll of drum.

who

Thus a noble,honest,fleet-footed deer be-

not

I myself will

see.

cried,
¢¢ Already here.”

words:

Keen son of trade, with eager brow,
Who is now fluttering in thy snare,
Thy golden fortunes, tower they now,
Or melt the glittering spires in air?

you know, that people pick up and fit
together the thousand-and-one bits of the
porcelain cup that has fallen upon the
hearth, and wonderif there is a cement
that will make it whole again.
She said not a word, but drooped with

longer

and, staggering a few yards, fell lifeless
to the ground, hearing in his dying moment the voice of the last tortoise on the

not a little surprised,as he,in the most excited tones, gave vent to the following

Go’st thou to build an early name,

«If IL hadn't done it.”

grew dizzy, and he could no

With full force he bounded against a tree,

stepped

Once in the wood, the tortoise
on all his relatives, a hundred or

Its flower, its light, is seen no more.

Family

the

tortoise, and waddled off to the wood
without even as much as a parting nod

The tenderness they can not speak.

‘Who sorrow o’er the

yes,) snapped

ran, the foam flew from his mouth, his head

Witerary Hebietv,

i

G. P. Putnam’s

Sons

will

the fall a volume of lectures

publish early in
on

the Bible,

to

be called ¢ The Bible of To-day,” by John W.

Chadwick, well known asa poet and as one of

It will
author-

ship of each separate book, with an analysis of
its contents, and is intended to be a sort ‘of
popular introduction to the Bible from the

rationalistic standpoint.
The forthcoming part-of the ¢¢ transactions”
of the Royal Society of Literature will contain,

among other papers of interest, the following
an Unblemished Charter of
articles: “On
library of
Uhtred of the Huuiccas, in the

Birch;
Worcester Cathedral,” by W. de Gray

|“

On the Etymons of Musical Terms,”

by Ww.

the Thirteenth
"2. ~Barrett; ¢ Dante and
M. A.;
Century,” by C. H. E. Carmichael,

a Nation« Phe Modern Greeks, considered as
the

¥on
ality,” by Sir Patrick de Colquhoun;
” by J+
Signification of the Term * The Turks,
iptions,”
W. Redhouse;*‘ On two Greek Inscr
Two Anglo:
by C. T. Newton, C. B:; and “On
m,”’by
Museu
sh
Briti
the
in
s
Saxon Manuscript
W. de Gray Birch.
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THINGS TO REMEMBER.
is

the

outside’
,

of

love.—Home

There are & thousand joyous things in life,
‘Which pass unheeded in a life of joy.
Hew can We expect a harvest of thought who
have not had a seed-time.of character.— 7%ho-

reau.

Arbitrary power is easily established on the
ruins of liberty abused to licentiousness.—
Washington.
thyself blameless of what thou rebukest.

He that cleanses a blot with blotted fingers
makes a greater blot.—Quaries.
There are lots of folks

in this

world

whose

only importance consists in their being exclusive.~Josh Billings.

Age

is not all decay; it is the ripening, the

swelling of the fresh life within, that withers
and bursts the husk.—George MacDonald.
What we have to do in this world is not to
make our conditions, but to make the best of

them.— Rufus Ellis.

As the heart is, so is love to the heart.
It
partakes of its strength or weakness, its health

A contemplative life has more the appearance of a life of piety than any other; but it is
the divine plan to bring faith into activity an
exercise.— Cecil.
.
A

men

:

distance in broad daylight by a man

brandishing a naked knife; that trains
of cars are taken possession of by a comparatively small party of miscreants, who
pillage as they please? How is all this to
be accounted for, except on the theory
that we have been placing so much stress
on kindness and love and the kindred
qualities, to the disadvantage of the sterner and heroic

virtues,

that

we

have

al-

réady taken a long step downward and
backward toward barbarism and chaos?
Inthe cases of violence above referred
to, and a multitude of similar

ones, there

have been plenty of witnesses; but they
seem to have been so far overawed as
either to sit quietly by or make off to a
place of greater safety, instead of ¢¢ pitching in” by common consent, and with
united effort cowing the assailants.—Co2ngregationalist.

:

MR. EDISON.

Though the word and the spirit do the main
work, yet suffering so unbolts the door of the
heart, that both the word and the spirit have
easier entrance.— Baxter.

and

communities,

:

or disease.~Longfellow.

Women

our

How else is it that an inoffensive
gentleman is murdered on a New
York
street car; that in Troy a bank official
in a similar conveyance is robbed of a
bag of money ; that a woman is chased
through the streets of New York for a

long

— Talfourd,

Be

upon

like quality?

Anxiety is the poison of life.— Blair.
" Loveliness
Journal.

loose

ready to re-enforce and back up the army
of tramps and vagabonds, thieves and assassins, by an unlimited reserve force of

of retiring

timidity are

cowardly only in dangers which affect si
selves, but the first to rescue when others are
endangered.— Richter.
Mankind are always happier for having been
happy ; so that if you make them happy now,
you can make them happy twenty years hence
* by the memory of it.—9 idney Smith.

Mr.

Edison,

while

in

Virginia

City,

Nev., stepped into a telegraph office, and
a local paper describes him as ‘‘the worstdressed man in the room by all odds. -An
old black hat, a cheap shirt with the studholes in the bosom unoccupied, a two-bit

necktie several months old, coarse pants
and vest, and a mouse-colored linen duster completed his attire. One of the office-boys asked him to puthis name in an
autograph album. He wrote a line that
looked like print and fixed his name at
the bottom. - Everybody admired the
marvellous penmanship, which was emphatically a new style. The letters were
awkwardly made, taken singly, but when

grouped in a line all looked exactly alike,
MARY LAMB,
oo
Last week we gave an extract from a
Saratoga letter, concerning a worldly
genius. Now let us look at another side
of the picture, and by a contrast bring
vividly before us a life that was not a life
of selfish indulgence.
The following is
taken from the Argosy:
:

[5

as if engraved

on

copperplate.

* You

couldn’t take thirty words a minute and
print like that,” said one.
“I can take
forty,” was the reply. The fastest operator present took one end of a wire, and
Edison, sitting at the receiver, picked up
a sheet of paper and said, ‘‘ Let the message come.” He sat there three minutes
and took 130 words with apparent ease,
doing better than he had promised. The
dispatch was written in the faultless hand
that graced the autograph album.”

hood ‘“ educates cross dogs to be

gentle

and well-behaved.” ¢ Ladies’ and gentlemen’s feet and hands are professionally and artistically treated by the job or
season,” in an upper apartment not far
from Broadway.
Young ladies” are
invited to ¢‘ come in and learn the name
and

calling

of

their

husbands,”

in

a

neighborhood that looks anything but
reputable.
‘‘ Round-shouldered persons
made straight” is another announcement
in;the Bowery, and in the same thoroughfare ‘“ perfect grace is taught in twelve
lessons, and satisfaction guaranteed.”
‘“ Sore eyes in poodles effectually cured”
is a bit of valuable information that comes
from East Broadway.
¢¢ Ladies deficient
in wardrobe .are fashionably dressed
very cheap by the month or year,” in
Catherine street; and in Division Street
¢¢ babies or children are hired or exchanged.”

In Sixth

Avenue,

‘¢ first-class

nerals are thoroughly equipped,”
far from Tompkins Square

fu-

and not

‘‘ country the-

aters are supplied with every necessary.”
““ False noses as good as new and warranted to fit,” reads a placard in a region
where it is probably the fate of residents
to have their noses bitten off during
amiable discussions with their neighbors.
“ Marriage certificates are furnished at
once” in Elizabeth Street, and in Rivington Street, black eyes are painted over
neatly.” In various places ¢* dress coats
are furnished at reasonable rates,” and
‘‘ trustworthy information given as to
lucky lottery-tickets.”

If one-half of all

the announcements made here were true,
no woman in New York would need to
be other than graceful, beautiful and accomplished, possessed of fortune and
happiness, and every man might be rich,
ifted, healthy, vigorous, celebrated and
imperishable.
What
a new paradise
Manhattan would

be,

if advertisements

could he strictly depended

on!—N.

Y.

Times.

males practicing as doctors, 420 as dentists, 5 as lawyers, and 68 as preachers.
Every
man that has been drowned at
Cape
May or Atlantic City this season has
been a good swimmer.
‘
As they Passed a man whose optics
were terribly on the bias, little Dot murmured : ‘ Ma, he’s got one eye that don’t
go.
Amelia Folsom, Brigham
Young's
favorite wife, has married

John

Leavitt,

general passenger agent of the Utah Cen-

tral Railroad.
A woman may not be able to sharpen
a pencil or throw a stone at a hen, but
she can pack more articles into a trunk
than a man can in a one-horse wagon.
Mrs. Brown :—My

dear,

what is

—A

Quite an idea, don’t you

think so?

All my own!
¢¢ Silence in the court-room!” shouted
a Texan police magistrate.
** The Court
has

already

committed

four

prisoners

without being able to hear a word
testimony.”
‘ How long

are

you

going

The Little Rock (Ark.)

‘‘ The man or woman

who will

go into a plague-stricken city to nurse the
and

of the

dying,

and

minister

to

their

leaves

to

stay

years,” he replied.

" % | J. & R. LAMB. 59 Carmine 8t.,N. Y,
Pulpits,Commumion Tables,
Chairsete., for church use—constantl
in
stock at reasonable prices.
Silk 8, 8. Banners in colors and
gold $5. Collection dishes in carved
i} walnut, etc., from $1.50 to $6 each.

+ 1lustrated catalogues of

and library fees, only

$15 a year.

husband as
whose
of

talk in the best literary circle in Europe.”
It was probably a young man from
Middle Haddam, who made his first advent to the metropolis by the midnight
train, and who respectfully asked the
night clerk at the Astor House ¢ if it
would be any trouble to Mis. Astor to
keep him all night.”— Hartford Times.

Furniture,

10 cts. post-paid.

Tlustrated

Catalogues of

|

New

Chromo

ners and Decoration, 10 cts. post-paid.

ILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan.
Collegiate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Preparatory, Music and Art
Departments.
Elective
studies.
Admits both sexes.
Best of religious influences.
Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
buildings in the Northwest.
Tuition, incidental

ELEGANT

Style

name, 10c¢, post-paid.
Nassau, N.Y,

Gro.

!

Ban.

1y42 .

Cards, with

I Beep

&

Co.,
1y40

Board, $2 to

$2.25 a week.
Room, 40 to 75 cents a week,
Scholarship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30.
Music 812 and Painting $12 a term.
Fall Term commences Sept. 4.
For Catalogue address,
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
Hillsdale, Mich.

Sept.

Olive Logan writes of her

ay, VINE TVRITIRG

a

here?” ¢ Why, my little dear?” ‘Cause
I'm hungry; and mamma says we shall
LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
have dinner as soon as that dreadful Nicuors
of the school is to prepare the students for colnuisance goes away.’
lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible.
Expenses are moder‘ Each heart knows its own sorrows ate.
Send for a Catalogue.
best,” thought a pious farmer as he sat
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.
down on an egg which he had forgotten
to remove from his coat-tail pocket before PAzES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
—For further information address the Presgoing to church.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FU
“Does our constant chatter disturb LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
:
.
J. A. HOWE, Sec.
you? asked one of three talkative ladies
of a sober-looking fellow-passenger. *No, | APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
ma'am; I've been married nigh on thirty
This Institution enters upon its fiftieth
year

Welch studies have made a great deal

Gazette of Aug.

He

dear.

Youknow how subject Iam. to rheuma-

tism.

reward.

Of American History
on
64 cards. This 26th
thousand reduced 75 to 50 cts,
“They stand without a rival in the home ecircle.”—
d Philip Phillipe Singer, Al.
80 a new Bible history pastime : (The Ten Plagues80
pt, 4 new
é8 on
ane
1iltistrated a. 50 cts.
ts wanted. E. A, TREAT, 805 Broadway, ATS
N

Eoucational.

that

wather-proof bathing suit, my

650 New Parlor Games.

wife and two children to mourn their loss, and
strive to meet him above.
HY. W..

2, 1878."

For

the Principal.
No

‘ Wirt Sikes, our Consul at Cardiff, now

HELP FOR MEMPHIS.

sick

labor, and gone {o his

you've got on? Mrs. Montmorency Jones :

on summer leave of absence, and
31 says:

DEA. STEPHEN BANGS died in Sabattis, Me.,
Aug. 18, aged 71 years.
Inthe death of Bro.
Bangs the church of Sabattis loses” one of is
earliest and most devoted members. , One ever
loyal to her interests and always ready to sac- |
rifice for her success. When health would
perinit his placein the pew on the Sabbath and |
n the prayer-meeting during
the week was
seldom vacant, Those who
have labored in
Sabattis will remember him as one who knew
how
to be kind to his pastor, and was not
afraid to speak words of encouragement.
To
the writer his memory is blessed. Many of
our older ministers will remember his kind
hospitality, his, being a home to whose table
and comforts the servant of God was always
made welcome.
But he has ceased from his

further

particulars

By its greatand thorough blood-purifyi
roperHee oh Pierce's Golden Mea
Diane. P ores

all Mumors, from the worst Scrofula to a common

Blotch, Pimple, or Eruption.
Mercurial discase,
Mineral Poisons, and their effects, are eradicated,
and vigorous health and a sound constitution established.”
Erysipclas, Salt-rhcum, Fever So
or Rough Skin, in short, all diseases caused
by bad
blood, are conquered by this powgriul, purifying, and
invigorating medicine.
Especially has it manifested its potency in curing
Tetter, Rose Rash, Boils, Oarbuneles, Foro Eyes,
Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, White Swelllngs,
Goltre or Thick Neck, and Enlarged Glands.
If you feel dull, drowsy, debilitated, have sallow
color of ‘skin, or yellowish-brown spots on face or
body, frequent headache or dizziness, bad taste in
mouth, internal heat or chills alternated with hot
flushes, low’ SpiTits: and gloomy forebodings, irregular

address

VJ. W. STOCKBRIDGE.

Scituate, R.¥.

Appetite

AINE

CENTRAL

IVI
Maine.
College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.

Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
Spring
term begins Monday, Jan. 28, 1878. Summer term
begins
Monday, Apr. 19, 1878. Fall term begins
Monday, Aug. 19,1878.
Send
Principal for a Catalogue.
T

to

the

Secretary

and

tongue

coated, you

arc

sutlering from

Torpld Liver, or ¢Billousness.”
In many cases of
* Liver Complaint” only part of these symptoms are
experienced.
As a remedy for all such cases, Dr.
Picree’s Golden Medical Discovery has no equal, as
it effects perfect and radical cures,
In the cure of Bronchitis, Severe Coughs,
and the
early
stages of Consumption, it has astonished the
medical faculty, and eminent physicians pronounce
it the greatest medical discovery of the age. While
it cures the severest Coughs. it strengthens thesystem
and purifies the blood.
Sold by druggists,
R. V. PIERCE, M. D., Pro; ’r, World's Plspensar:;
and Invalids’ Hotel, Bullulo, N. XY.
D :
:

INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,

or

»

REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.—Waterbury
wants is a moral hero of the highest
Center,
Vt.
Fall Term. begins
September
type, and challenges the highest admira10, 1878.
Lizzie
COLLEY,
Principal;
ADELLE
L.
BALDWIN,
Associate.
With
competent
tion and reverence of his fellow-men.
assistants.
Expenses are moderate.
For further
yesterday 30 of these noble heroes left
)articulars address the Principal, at Hill, N. H., or
It is said that John Brown, Queen VicRev. A. M. FREEMAN, Waterbury Center, Vt.
our city to go to Memphis to act in the
capacity of surgeons and nurses.
They toria’s favorite servant, owes his position
ORTHWOOD SEMINARY.*-Northwood, N. H.
were escorted to the depot by a band of to his willingness to do any kind of work,
J. H. HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal, with a
music, and will carry with them ther without inquiring whether or no it lies complete
board of assistants. For further particulars address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Secblessings and prayers ot all our ‘people. within his special province.
She was no great beauty that a sculpretary.
The party consists of Dr. E. T. Easley,
Nathaniel Hawthorne's grave is marktor would have chosen for a model, and
rr Or
Fall Term commences Monday, Sept. 2, 1878.
one of our most sucessful and highly es- ed by a simple granite stone, worn with
vet she had a face which, from its charm
Northwood Ridge, N. H., Aug. 1, 1878,
THE
ONENESS
OF
MENTAL
AND
teemed
practitioners,
and
E.
D.
Taylor,
the weather, its edges softened by the
of expression, the eye loved to rest upon,
YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
S.
Phil Boyte,A: T. Rhodes,A. Vogel, Moses clinging lichen, and bearing only the
even as it loves to rest on running water.
BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent asname ‘‘ Hawthorne.” The mound is cov- sistants.
No doubt some men would soor have
The intimate connection between the Vogel,A. L. White, J. H. Hunt,Ferdinand
Fall term begins August 27, 1878.
A
found out the treasure that the clerk's
physical man and his moral ‘actions is Bunger, Augustus Hoch;J. W. Dickinson, ered with the sweet white clover, and first-class school. Three complete courses of study,
—Collegiate,
Scientific,
Ladies’,
English
and
ClasTJ.
Carr,
Mrs,
Amelia
Smith,
Gus
household had within it, and have borne
overshadowed by pine trees.
often overlooked, and perhaps as often
Being entirely vegetabl
sical. Send for Catalogue.
Address,
quired while using thems
y Spe.
her away to be what God had created her misunderstood where it is taken into con- Smith, D. Beurer, Mrs. E. L. Jones, J.
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
Lightening came very near killing a
turbance
to the constitution, diet, or occupation.
Schnelling,
Mrs. tree agent in this state one day
Lyndonville, Vt.
to be, a home queen, if it had not been sideration. On the one hand we. have W. Fabern, Henry
For
Jaundice,
¥eadache,
Constipation,
Jur
lood, Pain in the Shoulders, Tightncss of the ©
Rose Junes, Charles Thompson, John It hit him three times, and if itlast week.
that the fatal shadow that was to cloud
schemes of education of the SHUmming
Dizziness, Sour Eructations from the Stomach, Bad
had got
ILTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE.—WilThomas
Rogers,
William another good whack at him would
Taste in the Mouth, Billous attacks, Pain in region
her whole life began so early to hang kind, where every effort is made to fil Powers,
ton, Muscatine Co., Iowa.
Special arrangehave
of Kidneys, Internal Fever, Blonted feeling about
around her; it troubled the serene depths the mind with facts and theories, with Bush, H. Bowmer, John W. West, J. fetched him, sure. But by that time the ments for the coming ‘year. Spring term begins
Stomach, Rush of Blood to Head, take Dr. Plerce’s
March
26,
1878.
For
particulars
address
the
PrinPleasant Purgative Pellets.
In explanation of the.
M.
Trigg
Trigg,
Mrs.
Baier,
Sam
B.
Going,
of her eyes, it thrilled: in melancholy
little or no regard to the body's wants. |
cipal
CLARENCE KE ~BROCKEWAYagent suspecte
what d
was the ‘matter,
pay
VASO
ATO
IMMUDGES
~remedial-power-of
1 tin
144
“Peltets-over-so—
whose names we were and got away.— Burlington Hawkéye.
great a variet of diseases, it may be sald that thelr
Secretary.
Wilton Junction, Iowa.
| Children
are made myopic, their brains | and two others
action upon the animal economy is universal, not ao
drooping head and languid step; but over-stimulated, their growth stunted, unable to learn, they not being on the
gland
or
tissue
escaping
their
sanative
impress. Are
A gentleman praising th
EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—Six regular
ersonal
does not impair the properties of these Pellets.
ae
still those who loved her seem never to and their senses left untrained
to per- books of the Secretary.”
courses for both sexes. Four terms of ten weeks
charmsof a very plain wom#®
They are sugar-coated and inclosed 1n
2
*
before
have caught a glimpse
of the terrible ceive the glories and the teachings of the
Commercial College.
Cheapest and best of
their virtues being thereby preserved uni
Foote, the latter whispered him, ¢ And each.
any length of time, in any climate, so t
any in New England. Spring term begins Monday
truth. We shrink from the attempt to natural world around them; or, on the
always
fresh and reliable.” This is not ti
why
Jan.
28,
1878.
Summer
term
begins
Monday,
April
don’t
you lay claim to such an acCOLONIZING THE PACIFIC COAST.
ills put up in cheap wooden or pasteboard boxes.
look into that once happy family grou
other, the cry is for muscular Christians,
15,
and
closes
Thursday,
June
20,
1878.
Fall
term
complished beauty?” *¢ What right have begins Monday, Aug. 26. Send for Catalogue and
For all diseases where a Laxative, Alterative, or
" Several new colonies, says the San Ito
on the day when that truth
burst in suc
Pargative, is indicated, these little Pellets will give
and base ball, rowing, running, turning
her?” replied
other,
¢ Every circular to
the most Jorfect satisfaction. Sold by dru
i
sudden and awful horror upon them. somersaults, and boxing take the place of Fracisco Call, ave being founded through- right, by the law of the
Rev. A. B. MESERVEY, Ph. D. Principal.
R.V. PIERCE, M. D., PROP’R, W orld’s Dispensary
nations,
as
the
first
and Invallds’ Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.
+ New Hampton, N. H., July 26, 1877.
There are some things too sad for the eye desk work. Muscularity is indeed gain- out the coast this year. A Danish colony discoverer,” said Foote.
in Washington Territory is in contemor the mind to dwell upon; the mother ed, but Christianity? The answer is amIKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
Conversation between an inquiring
lay dead, and the tender hand that had so biguous. There is just as much risk of plation, and two more are being adverYork.
This school was never in better condistranger
and
a
steamboat
pilot:
‘*
That
tion for doing thorough work in Academic InstrucOne is at Culong soothed her in her weakness with over-doing the physical as the mental; tised in the newspapers.
tion.
No
primary
instruction.
With three careis
Black
Mountain
?”
‘
Yes,
sir, highest
its fond ministries had dealt the blow and at present, among our college under- camonga station, about half-way between
fully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
mountain above Lake George.”
¢
ME, Frequent head
Any
Los
Angeles
and
San
Bernardino,
on
the
which killed her—a fit of raving madness graduates,
Seminary
and
English
Course.
For
full catalogue
we should
think a little
ache, discharge falling into throat,
Southern Pacific Railroad. It is divided legend or story connected with that address the Principal.
sometimes profuse, watery, thick
had, all at once, come upon the daughter.
more.
'
IRVING
B.
SMITH
a
mucous, purulent, offensive, etc.
Two lovers
Wary Lamb was put under gentle reIn the one condition, when over-atten- into 300 20-acre farms, which are water- mountain?” ¢ Lots of 'em.
In others, a
wate! IY.
: inflamed
eyes, stopping up,
or obstruction, of the nasal passtiaint, and skillful medical treatment
tion is given to physical culture, there ed by artesian wells. Quite a considera- went up that mountain once and never VW HITESTOWN SEMINARY. — Fall term besages, rd
Fin pars, deafness, hawking and cough
gins
Aug
26,
1878.
This
Institution
is
one
of
what
Why,
Indeed!
¢
again.”
back
come
and watchful care soon restored entirely is a development ofthe coarser, crueler, ble portion of the land is taken. The othing to clear the throat, ulcerations, scabs from ulce:
the largest and best in the State. Terms moderate.
volce altered, nasal twang, offensive breath, im;
her readen, but the doctors said that the more brutal tendencies of the character; er advertised colony is ¢¢ Drake's Bay ‘became of them?” ¢ Went downon the Send for Catalogue.
or total deprivation of sense of smell and
diz=
J. S. GANDINER, Principal,
ziness, mental depression, loss of EpPetits: indi
fearful disesge would very likely return in the contrary one, of a sneaking, pas- Colony” on the McM. Shafter Ranch in other side !”
tion, enlarged tonsils, ticklin
cough, ete.
y a
Whitestown, Oneida
Co., N.Y.
Itis
nodoubt
a
terrible
thing
to
be
an
Marin county. Shafter, who is a nonin paroxysms\\and now it was that the sive, essentially human viciousness.
few of these symptoms are likely to be present in any
case
at
one
€.
life of Charles Lamb wove itself into the
A strong moral nature can only be se- partisan delegate-at-large to the forth- old maid, but so long as men ‘drink rum,
USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
life of his sister, and that their story be- cured when there is a symmetry in the coming Constitutional Convention, is one chew tobacco, smoke segars, and act like
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
DR. SAGE'S CATARRH REMEDY
at reasonable rates. Two full courses,
came one of the most beautiful and touch- culture of the powers, when the emo- of the Targest landholders in this part of beasts and foels, it is not the worst thing families
produces radical cures of the worst cases of Catarrh,
English and Classical.
information
no
matterof how long standing. The liquid remedy
ing storiesin the whole history of hu- tions are sumficiently awake and refined the State, and his racch contains fully that can happen to a decent woman. In- address the Principal, Rev.ForS. C.further
KIMBALL, A. M.
may be snuffed, or better app ed by the use of Dr.
Center Strafford, July 31, 1877.
manity. Charles Lamb was at this pe- to respond readily to the finer excitants 30,000 acres. The “Coteny will contain deed we should not have to hunt very far
PIERCE’S Douche.
This 1s the only form of instru=ment yet Invented with which fluid medicine can be
riod a young clerk, with talents that al- of beauty and sympathy, but not so on 13,600 acres. It is now being surveyed, to find plenty of women who are not old
carried HIGH UP and PERFECTLY APPLIED to all
EST
VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Jars of the affected nasal passages, and the chamready began to show a strong inclination the alert as to lead to any other action and the map will be completed shortly. maids, but who would give all their old
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
ers or cavities communicatin|
therewith, in which
Numerous applications are being made boots and shoes if they were ; and who in offérs to students important and peculiar advantato struggle beyond the desk at which he than that which the reason dictates.
sores and ulcers frequently exist, and from which
es. For particular information, send for a circuthe catarrhal disch
generally proc
ts nse
bitterness
and
sorrow
lament
the
day
for
this
land.
It
is
chiefly
used
for
dairysat, He had a fancy that sparkled over
It was the folly of the ascetic school
r to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.
is pleasant and easily unders
m
ons
in lively puns and quaint sayings at gay which taught that the sensual part of ing purposes, and it is proposed to con- when they suffered a yoke to be placed 4
Mtsompanying each instrument.
r. SAGE'S Catarrh
tied cures recent attacks of “Cold in the
upon
their
necks,
which
is
grevious
and
solidate the ten dairies on the ranch into
Supper parties, where, if truth must be man, his animal nature, should be sunk
RY GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Head” by a
few applications. It is mild and pleasJo., Ohio. The college year consists of four
ant to
containing no Strong or caustic
or
told, the revels were prolonged some- out of sight, stamped out, as it were, un- one, for the common production of butter hard to be borne.—The Christian.
terms of ten weeks each.
:
.
. V.
Duy
T,
WO!
what beyond the convivial, and which der the preponderance of his higher pow- and cheese.
Fall term will begin Aug. 27, 1878. This new
Pensary
and
Invalid’
Hotel,
Buffaloy
N.Y.
Institution is already acquiring a reputation for
broke forth into airy fire-works of wit ers. Such a purpose can not be achievthe thorough manner in which instruction is imthat often found their way into print. He ed. Food put drink, in sufficient quanarted. The courses of stady are the Normal,
THE
JORDAN
VALLEY,
THE CHICAGO,
had genial sympathies that woke into tity and of good quality, and the moderommercial, College Preparatory and two College
The
Jordan
Valley
was
one
blaze
of
courses,
viz. : Classical and Scientific:
music even at the sight of a little friend- ate use of all his functions, are essential
BURLINGTON
& QUINCY R. R.
Board, (including room rent) from $2 to $2,50
less chimney-sweep; he had a heart that to the best workings of the faculties of beautiful flowers, growing in a profuser week.
For further information apply to RevPARTICULAR
NOTICE.
Obituaries
should
be
Is
the
only
Route
running
PULMAN DINING CARS
. Z. HANING, Pres. of Trustees, Rio Grande, Galhad already warm chambers in it prepared intelligence. Modern science illustrates, ion not often to be found, even in move BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
West from Chicago.
lia Ce., Ohio.
e
fertile lands. The ground was literally
for
wife
and
children.
There
wasawomin ways which admit of no doubt, how
—
As proprietors of all FIRST CLASS HOTELS make
their DINING SALON the great feature of their
an whom he loved; that Alice W., who dependent is the exercise of the abstrdct- covered with blossoms; the great red ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by. perEBANON ACADEMY -—Pupils fitted for busi.
sons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
anemone,
like
a
poppy,
grew
in
long
houses
so the Management of ‘‘Great Burlington
ness, scientific schools or the best colleges.
throughout his life was to float before his est faculties of the mind on the functions
Route,” having the COMFORT, PLEASURE and LUXTerm begins August 20, 1878. J. W. HUTCHsoul's eyes—a dear memory, a radiant of the body. A curious instance is re- tracts on the stony soil ; on the soft marls is but just that CASH should accompany the copy Fall
URY
of
their patrons solely in view, do not use
INS, A. B., Principal.
For further d
isulars
their CELEBRATED DINING CARS for Pas a
ideal. If ever there was a man who, lated by the Italian Prof. Mosso, the in- patches of the delicate lavender color at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight address the principal, or ELIHU
HAYES,
Traflic,
or
Sleeping purposes (as is the case of
the
Sec. Trustees.
would have found a breadth ofall joy, a ventor of plethysphygmograph which were made by the wild stocks; the re- words. VERSES are inadmissible.
so-called Hotel Cars) ; hence, they are always kept
W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.
tem,
or
white
broom,
(the
juniper
of
perfecting of all noble things that were beats his name.
sweet, neat and clean.
The moderate charge of
Mgrs. MARGARET, wife of J. B. Bowman,
Scripture,) was in full blossom, and the
75 cents only, is made for each meal, and the
Menu
in him, a softening and a deepening of
On one occasion a classical scholar rich
IDGEVILLE COLLEGE.—The Spring
Term
formerly of Decatur, Macon Co., Ill.,died near
is ample to satisfy the epicurean taste of the most
purple
nettles
contrasted
with
fields
will
open
March
12,
1878,
and
close
May
30.
all his finer feelings in domestic life, it spoke somewhat contemptuously to Mosso
fastidious.
i
lyew3
Ohio, Aug. 14, aged 39 years. The
of the kutufy, or yellow St. John's wort. Morrow,
Annual meeting of Trustees May 28. Commencewas Charles Lamb ; and yet, for the dear of his plethysphygmograph, and Mosso
deceased early embraced the cause of Chrisment Thursday, May 30. For catalogue address
There
were
also
quantities
of
orange-coltian
religion,
and
‘endeavored
to
practice
the
.
TAKE THE
.
love he bore his sister
Mary, this man
the Secretary,
.
M. REED,
replied that by it he could tell whether
Ridgeville, Indiana.
resolved calmly to forego everything that the scholar could read Greek as easily as ored marigolds, and long fields of white principles taught by it, ever espousing the
Chicago,Rock
Island
&
Pacific
R. R.
of the right." About eight months since
For all points in
is sweetest in the names of® husband and he did Latin, The scholar was incredu- and purple clover, tall spires of asphodel, cause
she became a victim to pulmonary consumpand
clubs
of
.snapdragon,
purple
salvias
COLORADO,
KANSAS,
CALIFORNIA,
father. Charles Lamb lost no time in lous; but his arm was put into the aption, and during all those eight, long weariand the TERRITORIES.
ADVERTISEMENTS.
putting into execution the generous res- paratus, and a Latin book was handed to and white garlic, pink geraniums and some months of pain, she endured as one
cistus,
tall
white
umbelliferous
plants,
seeing him who is invisible.
A loving husolution he had made. He arranged his him to read.. While perusing the book
await a
bachelor dwelling so that it might re- the curve sank very slightly.
The Latin and large camomile daises, all set in a band and five motherless little J. girls
OVERLAND
TRAINS
A. SUTTON.
ceive a lady; he took Mary from the book was then taken away, and a Greek border of deep green herbage, which reunion in heaven.
Furnishing the
house of the doctor with whom she was one given to him instead. The curve im- | reached the shoulders of the horses.—
JosEpH KNOWLTON
of Tippecanoe Co.,
COUNSELLOR
AT
LAW.
Best of Meals for 75 cents.
Ind., died March 28, aged 85 years.
He joined
living ; he. surrounded here with every | mediately became much deeper, showing Tent Work in Palestine.
A. M. SMITH,
A. KIMBALL.
0-0-0
the ¥. B. church when quite young while a
+0
Over Qocheco Bank, Dover, N. H,
little comfort and amusement his love that more blood had gone to the brain in
* GP. Agt.
Gen’l Sup’t
resident of the State of Maine.
Subsequently
could devise; he watched over her health
order to maintain the greater mental exemigrating to this State, and having no opporBEGGING LETTERS.
A GREAT
3 E
| We will durin
these
as tenderly as if he had been a woman. ertion required for the reading of the
of access to the church of his choice,
*
: HARD TIMES
disThe begging letters received by a man tunity
But his sister was not the only object Greek, and disproving the scholar’s statehe became a communicant of the United
pose-of 100 NE
IANOS & ORGANS, of
Michigan Central Railroad.
like
Prince
Bismarck
may
be
literally
first-class
makers,
at
lower
prices
for
Brethren
in
Christ,
of
which
church
hewrethat demanded the young man’s care and ment that he could read the one as easily
* The Great Central Route.
°
cash or Installments than ever before offered.
mained
a
member
until
death.
He
was
faith=
reckoned
by
thousands.
Some
time
ago,
love; his widowed
father must have a as the other. ¢¢ A sick man,” said Dr.
Depot, foot of Lake-st., and foot of Twenty-second
WATERS’ PIANOS & ORGANS are the
fuliin the performance of duty.
Weary of the
when
the
Chancellor
was
ill
at
Varzin,
st. Ticket Office, 67 Clark-st,,
Grand
Pacific
BEST MADE, warranted for § years.
Ilshare of both. Every evening he wenf Johnson, ‘ is a scoundrel;” and he was
burden of many years, he sighed, toward the
Hotel, and at Palmer House.
Catalogues
Mailed.
Great into the eld man’s house, to bring him news right, for unless a - healthy brain is pres- all letters addressed to him, which were last,to be at rest. Calmly and sweetly he pass- lustrated
ducements
/o
the
trade.
PIANOS,
7
octave,
_
Chicago
Trains.
Leave.
|
Arrive.
and cheerful talk, and play with him his ent to guide the judgment, we can not not of a strictly private character, were ed away. He rests with Jesus.
J. W. M.
$130., 7 1-3 octave, $140.
ORGANS, 7
stops, $65.
8 stops,
$70.
12 stops, $83
beloved game of cribbage. We must re- expect a true ol sound opinion, nor a sent back to Berlin, to be there read and
Mail(via Main and Air Line)|* 7.00 a. m.|* 6.56 p-m.
MRS. ABIGAIL, wife of Matthew Andrew,
cash, in perfeet order hot used a
year.
answered.
The
greater
number
of
these
Day XPress,eceesviessscsass* 9.008. m.|* 7.40 p.m.
member that the man who thus devoted correct action as its sequent.—Medical
Sheet musie af half price. HORACE
WAdied in Lincoln, N. Y., Aug. 30, in the T6th
Kalamazoo Accommodation.|* 4.00 p. m.[*10.30a.m
letters
contained
¢‘
most
humble
rehimself to his family was no plodding and Surgical Report.
year of her age.
Sister Andrew became a TERS & SONS, Man’Crs and Dealers, 40
i
Atlantic Express (daily)....|§5.15p.m.|§ 8.00a.m
New York.
quests” — gehorsamste
Gesuche — yet Christian in her youth, uniting with the Pres- East 14th Street,
Night EXPress.....ecensssses|f 9.00 p.m [*16.458.
m.
clerk whose mind was one great book of
scarcely any of these begging-letters had byterian church. For more than fifty years she
figures, but’ a man who had in him more
* Sunday excepted. $ Saturday and Sunday excepted
t Monday
aily.
ny claim on the Prince.
Ohne of the has been blessed with the hope, that comes by
WAYS
OF GETTING A LIVING IN
than the full share of quicksilver usuall
united to Christ. During the last mont
©
H. C. WENTW
,
H.B.LEYDYARD.
officials whose business it was to read being
belonging to genius, whose nerves thrillNEW YORK.
RTH
Gen Man'g’r, Detroit.
of her stay with us, she has spoken of the real
11
__G.P.&
I.
A.
Chicago.
Large Increase of our ORGAN and PIANO
| these petitions—an orderly man, and ap- good Swjoved by the child of God; and we TRADE, we have decided {0 give up pub=ed at a rough sound or unlovely
sight,
There are many ways of getting a parently an amateur of statistics—amuslishing
Sunday-Sehool
Music
Books,
and
Lake Shore and Mich. Southern R. R.
trust she has gone to ‘ be with the Lord.”
like delicate strings at a rude touch.
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CALVIN SANDERS,
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When we look at the story of Charles
Lamb, let it never be said that a man of
intellect can not be a man of home,
too.
:
;
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WANTED

American people

the records of ras-

instinctively:

and preparing to succumb to the wave of
a flood? Are they to

the Netherlanders

tury before ghe

of

quail before

it like

the sixteenth cen-

Spanish

soldiery,

as

though-a powerful monarch stood behind
outlawry

tain

quarters

the

streets

in cer-

and read the announce-

Far up town is an old-fashioned;

tumble-down wooden hoyse

of pet animals,

and

«

for

the

sale

sign informs the

ublic that *¢ sick dogs are medically

at-

Are. thendedby the week or month.”
A birdlosing their heroism," fancierin Broadway apprises his patrons

barbarism that is coming if upon us like

this

It is curious to walk

dows.

eality and crime from day to day, he can

hardly failto ask

never think of if one did not see them
announced by placards and sign-boards.

| ments over shop-doors and fin shop-win-

!

HEROISM,

As one now reads

living
in a great city which one would

.and

violence

that

now

that he takes
cross street

‘* birds
on

the

to board.”
Bast

Side

we

In a
learn

ed himself by drawing up a list of all the

May God bless the children, and her aged hus
band.
J. M. CRANDALL,
DEA. DANIEL W. PERRY died in Litchfield,

did not laugh

Me., Jan, 21, aged 75 years and 6 months,
leaving three children, brothers and sisters to
mourn their loss; his companion and two children having passed over the river before him.
Bro. Perry was converted at the
age of 23
years, under the faithful labors of
Rev. C.
hinney, was baptized by. him and united
with the Litchfield Plains F. B. chureh; and
became an active and efficient laborer in the
cause of. Christ, always filling his place in the

requests for money only. They amounted to half a million sterling! The Prince
when he was

told this, but

he shrugged his shoulders with a look of
bitter contempt.—Blackwood's Magazine.
4-0-4
ore

PARAGRAPHS.
Prof. Agassiz is the only

man

who- can

tell a dead fly from a huckleberry in the
dark. :
What insect does the

church, ready to bear testimony

blacksmith

where * dogs’ ears'and tails are. cut. in

ufacture? He makes the fire-fly.
| The English Postmaster-General

tradesman advertises that he buys * cigar
stumps at the highest market price.” An

‘be called telegraphists.

the latest fashion.”

An

out-of-the-way

eccentric person in the same neighbor-

are

of

man-

religion, and to invite sinners to the Saviour.
During the last three years of his life, he was

‘rules

being confined

that the telegraph clerks are hereafter to
In the United States there

in favor

534

fe-

deprived

of the

privileges. of the sanctuary,

to

higsick room.

At times

his

sufferings were severe, but he bore them

with Christian patience und resignation,
his death was peaceful and happy.
;

I. G. PAGE.
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Summary,

ance with the teachers under whom their
children are taught? Yet this is only the first
step in getting the teachers to take the best
kind of interest'in the progress of their schol-

ii

CURRENT EVENTS,

ars.

Sioux Commission.
The Sioux Commission which me! at

Yank-

ton last July to treat with, the bands

of Red

Cloud and Spotted Tail on the subject of removing to a new reservation has made its report. From this we learn that the proposition
of the government to remove them to the Mis-

souri River was stoutly and persistently resisted.

The commission

was unable to induce the

chiefs to accede to the te#ms proposed

and

fi

nally agreed on the White Earth

River

try, from 70 to 150

from

the

Missouri

River as the future reservation.

The

commis.

miles

sion sensibly suggest that the great cost of
transporting supplies from the River be saved

The Illicit

Distillers.

Py

1t was not long since that reports came from
the South to the effect that it was of no practical use for the government to try to enforce:
the revenue laws in the mountainous regions

of the South, that it would cost more

than

it

would come to, etc. Now a Washington despatch states that the latest information received by the Commissioner of Internal Reyenue from Tennessee is to the effect that many
of the illicit distillers in that State are anxious
to compromise with the Government, and to
conduct their business in a lawful manner.
There are several hundred such
persons.
*They are willing to come into court, plead
guilty, and be sent home under sentence, but
not to be disturbed unless they should be detected in illicit transactions.
The energy with
which they have been®pursued has rendered
their business profitless, and alarmed them.
Timid

a

Observer

has

this’ to say

about ome swindler:
¢ But the wickedest
swindle that we have recently recorded is by a
young man who went about this city getting
money for the relief of the distressed people
of the South whe are perishing with the yellow
fever. The wretch was an impostor, filling
his own pockets by pretending to beg for the
sick and dying.
Can human depravity get
much below this? He will probably not be detected in this world, and some people think he
is sure to go to heaven when he di¢s. We
don’t.”

«

Fever.

The fearful ravages of the yellow fever continue without abatement at Memphis, the

deaths Friday reaching 100.

Four

hundred

new cases were discovered by physicians of
the Howard Association and 95 more were reported from other sources.
There was a ma-

terial diminution

in the mortuary

record

at

New Orleans; Friday, 89 deaths being reported, with
289 new cases. At Vicksburg there
were 37 deaths, and at Greenville but 10.. At
Grenada the fever has expended itself simply
from the want of victims, and only three
iv

Ren ~

ART

tard

Lasts

wWoiT10puIica

— yOs=

terday.
Fight with Bannock

Indians.

The son of the Shoshone chief, Washakie,
came into Camp Brown, Wyoming, on Friday.
He reports a fight Sept. 5, on Clark’s fork between
a detachment of troops and Crow Indians and about twenty lodges of hostile Bannocks.
The Bannocks were defeated, their
. chief and their squaws, children and a large
number of horses being captured.
One soldier, a citizen and a Crow scout were killed.
One soldier was wounded and many of the Bannocks were killed.
Amberst College opened on Wednesday.
There were 108 applications for admission to
the freshman class. The following additions’

weré made to the faculty: J. M. Clark of ’77
. Instructor in geology; H. B. Richardson of
’69, instructor

in

Latin;

Benjamin'

Smith

of

’77, Walker instructor in mathematics. ' Dr.
Field enters upon his duties as professor of
Biblical history and interpretation.
Walter
S. Biscoe of ’74 was elected librarian.
The great-event of the past week for Chicago and the Northwest has been the National
Fireman’s Tournament inaugurated by President Hayes on Tuesday.
A large number
of
_ fire companies with their engines have been
present from all parts of the country and the
display of skill, which
s attracted large

crowds each day, morbzZ#an creditable.

The

President and party were also in attendance
on the State Fair at St. Paul, stopping at other
points on the route from Chicago.

Somebody has been collecting statistics as to
the’ methods of pronouncing Latin in various

colleges in this country.

Ninety

English method, seventy-five the

follow

the

Continental,

and seventy-two have adopted the Roman or
Latin method. Whether when we meet the
name of Cicero we shall say Sisero, Kikero,,
or Tchitcheror seems as far as ever from being
decided.

The national debt

was

lessened

by

nearly

six and one-half millions during August. The
coin reserve for resumption is said to be not
less than one hundred and seventy-four mil-

lions. This sum amounts to more than half
of
the outstanding legal tender notes. Over
sev-

en hundred and thirty-three millions of bonds

bearing interest at six per cent, are yet
standing.
¢
ite

It is a curious fact that out

of the

out-

twenty-

three female students studying medicine in
Paris, twelve are Russian. Of the remaining
eleven, six are English and five French.

total number

of female

students

the courses at the Faculty
; 1865, has been thirty-two.

In spiteof a thonarchical

The

entered

for

of Medicine since
:
form of govern-

~ ment, under which public carriers are made to

80 by many regulations designed to secure 1

freedom from danger
cases of s,
a great

life are now and then reported.

loss of

The other

day near London, one steamer
ran into anothr on the Thames, sinking
one of the steam-

Boats

_ persons.

withthe

.

and iron trade of the kitigdom.

'

It is claimed by a Berlin despatch that the
basis for a future agreement between Germany
and the Vatican has been setfled, which does
not involve €ven a partial repeal of the Falk
laws.
We heartily echo the sentiment that the
present pestilence
in the South may be a
means of hastening the real reunion. between
the two sections of the country.

The partial abolition of the Free Zone is taken as a friendly act. on the part of President
Diaz, of Mexico, towards our government.
The desire for art schools of various sorts is
still prevalent.
A school for needlework will
be opened in October in one of the rooms of
the Boston Museum of Fine Arts.
-

It is said that a Virginian proposes to run
for Congress on the plitform ef * no interest
on money and death to lawyers.’’
learn

that Rev.

Dr. R. S. James, late of

Hillsdale College, is to take, charge

of Oak

Grove Seminary, at Medina, Mich.

A Swindler.

Yellow

ching

There is practically no end to the variety
of facts which
show the magnitude of the
liquor trafic.
In Great Britain the liquor
trade exceeds the entire aggregate of the coal

We
straightforward

‘When capital loses heavily it becomes timid.
‘When it is timid, confidence is destroyed, and
it is then that men go idle about our streets.
Whatever impairs confidence forces capital
out of active employment, and as capital is
withdrawn from active investments, labor is
diminished and wages become a drug in the
market.
The systematic and organized strikes
we have had for many years past, have steadily lessened the amount of actual. capital employed, and have tended directly and steadily
to diminish wages.
The very.men, who are
howling the most bitterly and lustily about
hard times, are the men who are to-day doing
their level best to make times harder—or at
least to prevent the return of that prosperity
for which we are all so anxiously waiting.

The New York

Mr. John B. Gough purposes to begin his
temperance
campaign
in
England
about
Chrristmds time, and to open it in Mr. Spur-

Capital.

The Brooklyn Zimes has
way of putting the case:

‘

The Board of Regents of Iowa University
have established a lady professorship at the
full salary of $1,700, and have elected Miss
Phebe
W.
Sudlow, Superintendent of the
Davenport Schools, to the position.

i

coun-

by letting the Indians do it themselves,

:

los of six or seven hundred
:

_The public schools are again in session.

How many parents are on neighborly scquaint-

It is well said that about the worst thing a
person can do at this season is to sit down
in the open air at night.
It is reported that Mr. Beecher drew a $4,000
house at each of his first two lectures in San
Francisco.
°
Siberia is to have a new university, and,it
is to be established at Tomsk.
.
Latest

News.

The accounts from the yellow fever smitten
localities this Monday morning are the most
appalling thus far chronicled since the scourge
has prevailed.
The scenes at Memphis beggar description, and it is estimated that 3,000
persons are now sick with the dread disease,
and the destitution among the masses is terrible.

There were 100 deaths

reported

Sunday and

many others died whose cases were not recorded.
The mortality at New Orleans reached 186 during the last twenty-four hours, and
it is reported that 695 new cases still prevail.
The reports from Mississippi arg meager, but
it appears that a considerable diminution has
taken place in the death-rate.
An appeal has
beenmade

to the

chambers

of

commerce

and

the charitably-disposed in all the large cities of
the Union, and it is expected the call will be
responded to with alacrity. The Governor of
Ohio hasalso invoked the interposition of God
to stay the terrible scourge, und the 18th inst.
has been set apart as a special day of prayer
for the afflicted people of the South.——Another prominent and hitherto esteemed citizen
of Fall River—the Hon. Charles P. Stickney—

is reported to have

defrauded

the Manufactur-

er’s Gas Company of that city (of which corporation he has for a long time past been treasurer) out of 2 Jarge sum of money.
The exact amount of his irregularities is as yet unknown, as the books of the company have not
been thoroughly inspected.
It is said, however, that the defalcation will reach somewhere
in the vicinity of $90,000.— President Hayes
and party had a cordial and enthusiastic reception at Minneapolis, Minn., on Saturday,
something like 20,000 people gathering at the
agricultural fair grounds to greet them.
Brief
speeches were made to the vast multitude by
the President and Attorney-General Devens.

——The Secretary of the Treasury has

order-

MACHINE

and painting is not wanting.
1t is surprising indeed, to find how generally the
works of the leading British and American poets and novelists arc read among

FOR FEEDING POULTRY,

The artificial hatching

and rearing of

poultry,
ostriches and
other birds has
already become a science, and a profitable

and important branch of business, and the
further treatment of ducks and capon for
market has created a demand for machin-

ery for artificial

feeding and’ fattening.

The most important machine of this
consists of a circular cage,

class

of wood,

about

4.57 metres (15 feet) in diameter and
metres. (20 feet) high, and containing
coops or

nests

the cages

for

being

ducks

all on

chick three months
and by means

and

the

6.10
210

chickens,

outside.

A

old is put in each nest,

of a band

of skin

or

rubber

fastened to a light chain is secured So that

it can not

escape.

In

these nests

the

chicks, pigeons, ducks, turkeys,

quail,

or

other birds are

ready

for

kept till theyare

market,
each bird being artificially fed
three times a day.
The birds can move
about and sit down,

but

can

not

walk

or

fly; and this enforced rest causes them to
fatten quickly. A chick having been placed in each nest, the apparatus for feeding
is loaded with. a mixture of barley meal,
Indian
meal;
milk
and
water,
and
is
brought up to the cage.
Each fowl has
been carefully examined, and the amount
of food it will comfortably digestis mark-

ed plainly on the front of its nest.
operator then takes a chick by the
and by, a gentle pressure compels
open its mouth.
ed in its mouth,

The
neck
it to

A rubber tube is insertand by means of pressure

is
A

Gen. John C. Fremont has

left Chicago for

his new post as Governor of Arizona.

Insanity is hereditary

ily.

ac.

One

of

in Vjctor Hugo’s fam-

hisdaughtersis

a hopeless

ma-

The heaviest taxpaying corporation in Fall
River is the Kall River’ Iron Works, which

pays $21,085.52,

the

American Linen

pany coming second with $20,980.57.
A {ot stock company in Worcester
Just
had built an elegant car, 52 feet long

9 1:2 wide, for

excursion purposes.

Com:

has
and

It is lit-

erally
a house on wheels, and contains about
every
possible convenience.

Mr. Bishop,

:

ide at the Profle ‘House, re-

with only two rows of nests, one over the
the other, and with the nests disposed in
lines.
This apparatus does not move, and
the operator carries the feeding-machine,
by means of a truck, from bird to bird.

The

feeding-machine

pump,

may

that can be moved

be

that neighborhood ran for their. Bebra
The Grand Central ‘Hotel at
braska, was
Wednesday

entirely dostoned
t, involving a

$200,000. Sole

remen were bu

In

Or ha, Ne-

Jose8 of

Itis now estimated that between six

| 8éven hundred persons were drowned at Tha
k
steamer Princess Alice in the
pking of the stetn last,

take

a daily

paper.

by a treadle;

it may have a reservoir,

in which.a

stant pressure may be maintained by means
of weights.

In this case ths supply of food

given to each birdis controlled

by a stop-

cock.

barbarous

Contrasted

with

the

methods of artificially feeding poultry that

have been practiced for somany thousands
of years

in

method

some

parts

of

Europe,

vantage of neatness,

this

and’ chickens

in

the

loss from disease and accidents rarely exceeds two per cent.
The
ed are uniformly healthy

of the dressed meat
cial incubators,

is

fowls thus treatand the quality

excellent.

Artifi-

artificial mothers,

and this

appliance are exhibited

at

the

Paris

position.
The incubators are all
on the familiar plan of making

reservoir

of hot water

Ex-

founded
a large

and placing

the

eggs in a circular box in the middle. The

movements at the same time. If this be
true, the condition of safety is to administer either narcotic in that degree of dilution at which

it

easily

is

and

breathed;

when unconsciousness is thus gradually produced, it may then be given almost at the
point of saturation, for, as sense or consciousness is gradually lost, the breathing

is no longer restrained by that pungency
which was a source of danger in the first
instance,—though this last point is of
comparatively little moment—the air will
still contain sufficient oxygen to satisfy
the chemical

Some

have

of respiration.

requirements

ether

that

thought

given with more

clod, the sharp salt of the earth

go out, and there comes

safety

than

may

be

chloroform,

seems

to kitchen.

Chairs, tables,

tains and pictures, in many

carpets,

of our

cur-

coun-

try homes, have been chosen with a correctness of judgment rarely evinced by a

large class of most excellent city folk.

In

and

a straining after unnatural
Scribner's for.September.
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that
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try,

and

that

over

for over

25,000,

60,000

men

myself lived

weight and

on

ural journal
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the
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supplies

the urgent
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have your cellar free fromm

all
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and
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dealers
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No
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for Corn
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Musical

CO’S

Library.

$2.50

in

Boards,

83

Cloth,

$1

Gilt.

There ara 15 Collections of Vocal Music, of which
the three most recently issued are:

THE

SUNSHINE

OF

SON&.

songs.) The songs are by
authors.

(200

the

most

pp.

60

popular

At the date of its publication consid
best.
There are 17 Collections of Instrumenta!
The most recent ones are:

CLUSTER

week

have

been

the

trade

day or two past has also

interfered

with operations. The sales of choice lots of Franklin Co., Vt., have been at 18 @ 20c; choice New
York and Vermont at 17 @ 18¢, and an occasional
fine lot of fresh made at an advance; and medinm
dairies from 14 @ 16¢ # 1b, and most of the sales
are in range of 14 @ 16¢ for the medium grades.
Choice creameries are in demand from 20 @ 23¢ ¥
1b, but it must be a very choice article that will
bring the latter rate.
Western Butter remains the

same.

Choice dairy packed is scarce

and

would

9 @

12¢ ¥

1b, as

to

Creameries....
Choice dairy lo!
Fair to good .....
Bakers...

CHEESE.
The receipts for the week have been 5,043 boxes
against 7,664 boxes for the same week last year,

Exports for the week 6,130 boxes.

The market

is

quite firm for fresh lots of fine mild Cheese, but
early made sharp flavored Cheese is not wanted.
Choice Northern factory sells from 8 a 8c 4 1b,

and good Western at 8c 4 1b. Medium grades
range from 7 @ 7!5¢¥ Ib, and common at quotations. The best dairies are most inquired for,
We quote:
;
NEW CHEESE.

Northern factory choice"
gg
84
FAIXL0 800d... i ivreisensivinniviinnss T° @ 15%
ssmssssee

. Choice New
teestesssnesenssrernanas
Western factory, choice,
Do

do

do’

air to good

common

dD

@

6

7% @8
c@7

4@5

GEMS.

th n

red

Music.

(237 pages.)
players.

GEMS OF THE DANCE.
(232 pages.
The newest compogitions of Strauss.
GEMS OF STRAUSS.
(250 pages.) ®
A hundred or more of the works of this most
brithant of masters.
x

Send

for Catalogues
+

and

Contents

of

Look out for Ditgpn & Co’s. New
Paper.
Appearsin September.

the

32

Musical

OLIVER DITSON& €O., Boston.
« E. Ditson & Co.,
922 Chestnut St., Phila.

tf16

THE

NG STAR

MOR!

Ee able and Propressive paper ; devoted largely to Religious culture and intelligence, but con=

tains departments on

Sabbath Scheols,
;
The Family Circle,
Rural and Domestic.

Literary Miscellany,
Literary Review,
News Summary,

&c.,&c.

It is under the direction and patronage of the
Freewill Baptists, but is liberal towards all, and is
taken by many of other religious views, because of

its real worth.

bring 14 @ 16¢ ¥ 1b,but the receipts ave principally.

ladle packed and sell from
quality. We quote:

OF

Fine pieces for advanced

ages.

TERMS:

$3.00 per year;

vance, $2,50.
REMITTANCES

or, if paid

must be made

in

ad-

.
in mon-

ey-orders or bank-checks “if possible, or in a
registered letter and at our risk and expense.
In writing to this office, persons will please
designate their STATE, as well as town, and
give both the old and new address when. they
order a change in the direction of their paper.
The Star
goes to press-Tuesday morning,
and communications for insertion ought to be

‘here on Saturday previous.
Each subscriber will

please

|

notice

of payment on the label of his paper,
allow it to be in arrears.

the

date

and not

8S. 8. PAPERS.

Tho Sabbath-school en
The Little Star
and Myrtle, are published alternate weeks, and:
Lesson Papers of the International Series, for
hoth adults and children, are published month=

ly.

Payment for these papers should be

in advance.

4

Sample copies sent free.

4

Address,

Rev. I. D, STEWART,

r
e
b
w
o
r
L
ROYA‘Absolutely

smack

room

@

contains nearly all the really good sheet music
ever published, conveniently bound in Thirty-Two
quite independ
ent of the others, is sold separately, and oo
the large quantity of 200 to 230 pages, sheet m
size, of good musie, and each book is sold for

A=

The Butter market continues quiet and

feet In" hight, with head seven inches in
length ; oats over six feet in hight, and as
thick as they can stand; and club wheat

of storage

Home

against 344,062 packages for the same time last
year.
Exports for the week have been 2,427 pack-

Modoc County, Cal., boasts timothy 5 1-2

short

33

SHAKESPEARIAN

OLIVER

ceipts since the first of January, 418,442 packages,

our lips over it and say, ‘ How strange
olives won’t grow in this country.”

and some are so

above,

Street, Jersey City, New Jersey.

BUTTER.
The receipts of Butter for the

Frenchman
oil,” which

we

of

or fifteen copies free, prepaid to any one who will
judiciously
dispose of them
in their
locality.
Address DK. O. PHELPS BROWN, 21 Grand

books,

Common to fair

where

sales

man’s life illustrated. 1 shall print three million
copies, and being desirous of making the distribution of them as rapid as possible, I will send ten

OAT MEAL.—There is a fair
@emand- for Oat
Meal, and sales of common Western at $4 75 @ #5,
and favorite and fancy brands at $5 25 @ #6 ¥ bbl,

12,328 packages, in€luding 1,233 boxes and
11,095
tubs, against 11,132 packages for the corresponding week last year, and 12,502 in 1876. Total re-

*

into southern France.
The
makes them -into ‘¢ real olive

4

We note

It fairly glows with quotations and

RYE FLOUR.—The sales of Rye Flour have been
at £3 50 @ 84 ¥ LD], as to quality, in small lots.

in

American peanuts have been introduced

6
5
8

bence, lower prices are anticipated. In winter
THE WORLD OF SONG.
(250 pages.)
A
great variety of songs by the best comjpiusers,
wheats we do not look for any material change.
native and foreign.
Prices are now comparatively low and most of the |
receipts are selling close on cost. Included in the GEMS OF ENGLISH SONG.
(232 pages, 7
receipts of the week were 17,650 bbls by the Grand
. Songs, Duets, &¢.) Wonderfully fine hook

weather for a

all sprouted and live.

@

ADVERTISEMENTS.

from the ** Bard

receips comes up to the standard of what is recognized as strictly choice in this market.
The wet

The Southern Pacific Railway is shaded
from a continuous line of cottonwood
trees planted for telegraph poles.
They

4 blood and

i, do- 1500 Ibs super and

extreme prices in small lote, but when supplies of
new begin to arrive more freely a few weeks

in a favorable season, exceeds

half a million bushels.

175
2
100

3735¢; 10,000 Ibs medium unwashed at 27¢; 5000 1hs
1bs do do at 27 @ 30c; 50,000 lbs Shing California
at 21 $ 27c; 50 bags Texas 23c; 2700
lbs medium
Eastern Texas at 23c; 6000 lbs spring Texas at 25¢;
and on private terms 7000 1bs scoured fleece, 60,000
Ibs Ohio, 40,000 1bs unwashed, 20,000 1bs Western
Texas, 13 bags lambs’ pulled, 8 bags black do, 80
bags combing do, 10 bags combing do. 15 bags No.

Sept. 7.

Cellar

week

previous

NOW READY FOR 1879.

& CO., Commission

apples,

with

combing and delaine at 46¢: 15,000 Ibs

EGGS.

bare of straight Minnesotas, and the stocks of desirable Patents are also very much reduced, The

ES

crop - of cranberries

PEARS.

HIDES AND PELTS.

| IS BROWN'S

trade have a supply of winter wheats for immed.
iate wants and are purchasing moderately but before the close of the month we look for more active
movements, In prices no material change. Sprin

parasitical

A beet sugar dry house is being erected
at Presque Isle, Me.
i:
The salmon catch in British Columbia
this season exceeds that of any other.

AND

Hides, Brighton, per 1bg.suceeveisnesss
Hides, COUNITY.......cconcintenesianese
Hides, Southern, wet salted....eo....v..
Hides, Western,
id
Pelts, each
Dairy skins, per piece........covuus
Deer skins, each.....cooveeivnces wee

The exports for the same time have been5,362 bbls

operation
you- will

nia.

PEACHES

on the market is poor compared
years.
We quote:
Apples, choice, # Hbl
Yo, common to good
Peaches, choice, ¥ crate
Do,
common
'
Pears, Bartlett, # bbl
Do, various kinds, ¥ bu

WORTHY

SATURDAY,

The receipts ot Flour for the

Put

Maine farmers report potatoes rotting.
There are 474,041 farms in Pennsylva-

APPLES,

+

54,268 bbls of all kinds against 44,574 bbls for the
corresponding week of 1877, and 35,735 bblsin 1876.

a

ITEMS,

a steady

@ £17) ¥ bbl.

|

is dull and unsatisfactory. The
very choice
grades are wanted, but a very small portion of the
oF

at 8150

The market is well supplied with green Apples,
and prices rule low. The sales have been at 75¢

need. |

in butter, cheese and

Quincy Market, Boston.
FLOUR.

growth.
a

17%
200

Cincin-

=

Merchants

some roll brimstone’into a pan and set fire
to it; close the doors, making the cellar
as nearly air-tight as possible for two or
three hours, when the fungi will be disRepeat
troyed and the mould dried up.
inexpensive
and
this simple
every two or three months, and

150

apd

Calf skins, per Ib..cecvvercririsnces
‘
Ram BRING...
ooiiin isn iniciinanininn,
a 6
WOOL.
NEW YORK August 31.—Wool—=The market was

THE MARKETS.
Reported by HILTON BROS

agricult-

following:

dull

$2,

1200 bs choice fine Ohio fleece at 38c; 7500 Ibs

Meal for export to the Provinces, and sales at
2 40 @ $2 50 & bb! for fresh ground and kiln dried

A German

The market closes

Sweet Potatoes have also eased off

fairly active and about steady.

acd is a sure

1x CELLARS.

demand

out

Junction Railroad mostly for distribution in neigh.
boring markets.
The sales of Patent Wisconsin
and Minnesota brands have been at $6 50 & #8 50,
and a few choice and well known brands at $875
@ 9 ¥ bbl.

MoLp

the

ONIONS.

-threepense a |

moved, and when at rest twice a day,
morning and evening.
«The article should
be in the stable of every farmer,as it is an
excellent application on horses where the
skin is broken by kicks or other accidents,

proper way.

00 a
simssasanl 15.01.85

There is a firm feeling for Onions with

and maintained my |

power

: BUTTEK, "CHEESE,

ever

in

We quote:

Natives, per bbl.
Norfolk

advocates

Send 10 cents to W. R. Andrews,
nati, for specimen copy.

coun-

used

‘
a2 0@
230
Seeteavenes
300 @325

at quotations.

illustrated by the best artists, and with
carefully-drawn patterns, ‘ Andrews’ Bazar” commends itself instantly.
An
authority on the subject of the correct and
tasteful dressing has long been wanted,
and the voice of the ladies proclaims that

a pint of alcohol, and apply it on the sore
with a feather as soon as the collar is re-

splents

150 @ 160

and are lower, with sales of Norfolk at
Jersey at $255 @ #3 ¥ bbl.
We quote :
New Potatoes—

combing,

Magazine.

for

vee

vasserarsssanes 156 @ 160
«145 @ 150

and ordinary at 40 @ 45¢.

GREEN

who

.

but the latter is a very extreme figure. From cars
sales have been at 50 @ 55¢ # bu for the best stock,

:

physician,

common.

market has declined since our report
last week.
The sales have ranged from $125 @ $175 ¥ bb,

For the latest fashion notes from abroad,

used : Dissolve six drachms of iodine in half

cure

for
The

POTATOES.
The arrivals of Potatoes continue large and

weighing thirty-five tons to produce it.

ex-

he says is the best he

demand

unchanged.

Choice Canada, per bu
Common
do
Green Peas...

and twent-one
feet in circumferance, and
required the milk of seven thousand cows,

CURE For GALLS.
A writer sends to
the Elmira Farmer's Club the following
cure for galls on the shoulders of draught
which

remain

PEAS.

whose

world can be compared with it in union of of which 2,302 bbls were to Liverpool, 10 to'Gorce,
Africa, 20 to Cayenne, 100 to Sierra 5% to Leone,
the most favorable conditions as regards
Hayti, 335 to Halifax and 2,490 bbls to the British
position, quantity, and quality.
He pro- Provinces. The market remains unchanged. The
nounces the opinion that in the near
future | and sales to any extent could only be made at
ese remarks apply exclusively to
these deposits will rise immensely in im- concessions,
winter wheats. The market is almost entirely

animals,

but moderate

No change with small sales,

pounds, is six feet ten inches in diameter,

no other coal-field in the

portance.—Hurper's

prices

Yellow Eyes
Red Kidneys

affording

A Canada cheese factory has turned

vastly exceeds

that of the anthracite region of this

is

and

most

and

Do

what is claimed to be the largest cheese
ever produced.
It weighs seven thousand

this production

Speaking of this,

Beans

20,000 for that purpose.
After this year
the
commission will cease distributing
them, as the fish will then be in the waters
of every part of the state.

about 1,000,000 tons represent the output
of the anthracite beds of the province of
Shan-si.

BEANS.

There is a steady

this

The California State Fish Commission are
still distributing catfish, and have about

the
general feader to learn
that the coal production of China has al:
is rapidly increasing.

Lined. .coeonovesns

day, and I have no doubt at all that y |
could live very well on a penny a day.”

It :may

3,000,000 tons annually,

Eastern. ecssssens erearsssanantny
Northern

at Champaign,
estimates
Illinois at 33,000 square

of mills

London

surprise

readyreached

¢ dozen.
’

Medium, choice... aussi
Do
common to good.

whole

THAT.
OF

ond cropofhay much heavier than the first,

v

see

l4)5¢

Mules are the only beasts of burden
used in the south of Europe, and in Spain
and Portugal they are employed hoth for
the saddle and in gentleman's carriages.
They sometimes bring $1,600 a pair.
Professor Rudy, of the Illinois Indus-

the

and with a view

food.

to

Northern and P, E. sland at 14 @
We quote:

vegetarianism,
declare that
he
knows!
¥ £150 ¥ bbl, and the latter is an outside price
many people who keep themselve strong
for the best. Peaches and Pears are m steady deand well on sixpence
a day. He also says— | mand at quotations. The quality of the Peaches

tee»

that will yield-from fifty to sixty bushels.
The Athol, Mass. , farmers report the sec-

to solid mental

Wilson,

EGGS,

splendid field of potatoes sp seriously diseased,” said a sympathetic
inspector.
‘ Aweel it's a great pity,” replied the farmer; ‘but there's a comfort—dJock Thompson’s is not a bit better.”

A

effect.—

the matter of books, a farmer of the better class generally selects with great care

But a taste for light fiction, poetry, music

Mr.

ed to foreign countries.

to

and appeal to experience as being in their
A French scientist has suggested that
favor; but this is erroneous, and itvhas
the common poke or pigeon berry yields
been clearly shown that there is in reality
an abundance of ligneous fiber suitable for
no difference. Both are equally free from
paper-making.
:
or obnoxious to danger in accordance with |.
‘“ How much was this butter, did you
obedience to or neglect of the precaution
say ?” ¢ Seventeen cents, sir.” ¢ Where on
Ihaveindicated.— Boston Journ al of Chemearth
have the
- other two gone?
I can
istry.
;
;
*-6-&
only smell fifteen. "— Syracuse Times.
+o

OULTURE AND HUMOR IN
WESTERN FARM LIFE.
© Quite often, in the course of my ram.

the

annual wages are about $20,000,000 and
turning out yearly about 50,000,000 barrels of flour of which 4,000,000 are export-

self-consciouness

thofen affirms

and

of

;

The arrivals have been more liberal and
rices
have eased off since oul last from % @ 1c #4 ozen .
Fresh Hastern have been selling
at 15ct and

sales of good
Mediums have been at $1 55,8 £1 60;
Pea at $1 70 @ $1 80; and Yellow Eyes me more
Jlents with prices tending downward
and in small
ots bring $2 25 @ $230 ¥ bu, Red Kidneys are
scarce and nominally $3 @ $326 M bu. We quote;
Pea, Northern H P per bu
Do Western H P.....
pee 10 @ 175

employment

broad, comico-humoroud ways of speech,
and it can not be denjed that much of this
humor, coarse though it is, possesses the
inimitable charm of outright home
ihan-

en-

days,

sorry

number

Ohio aud Mississippi river valleys.
Farm
life in the West seems to have developed

dispatch, and the

twenty

portion

The milling industry of this country is
said to rank next, to that of iron. The

tensive deposit of the empire, Baron Rich-

tire absence of cruelty to the birds. Ducks
can be fattened in perfect safety and entire comfort by this method in fifteen days

upper

de-

mean ‘‘ rusty cuss,” still largely asserts
itselfin our rural regions,—a genus of the
copperas breeches, ginger-cake-loving ilk,
to whom we owe the racy, soil-flavored
smack
original humor,
peculiar to the

ad-

has

the

trial University
the coal area of

But,

the

of machine-feeding

as

bought for $15 ,

miles, which is three times greater than
Pennsylvania or Ohio, and one-fifth of the
productive coal fields of the United States.

or

con-

can be

despite all that can be said to the contarry,
the genus rusticus which has by some one
been rendered into English and made to

a simple

cently loosened
a rock that weighed
thre tons
on Canon Mountain. It
lunging down
bles, I have found Western farm-houses
toward the Pemigewagsett,went
cu ing off trees A’ furnished in exquisite taste from library
foot in diameter, and making a complete path
through the woods in its desce

them

“I'm

forced
gauge

DEATH FROM ETHER.

Austria does not allow German socialistic
papers to circulate within her territory.

As soon

their writings, West as East.
Even Hawthorne, whom to read and appreciate, is
high evidence of literary taste and intelligence, has found very many of his sincerest
admirers inside the homes of the ¢ Hoosier”
and the ‘ Buckeye.” Not long since, while
sojourning for a fortnight or so on the
shore of one of our western lakes, I had
the pleasure of spending several evenings
at a farm-house where, as a member
: of
the family for the time, I was allowed to
hear one of ‘George Eliot's novels read
aloud by the farmer's daughter.
Everywherein the West the leading literary journals, both weekly and monthly, are subscribed for by farmers, for the pleasure
and. instruction of their families, while
of

hay

straw of the cereals become yellow, no
farther increase takes place in the weight
of the seed. If the grain be not cut down
soon after the appearance of this sign, its
quality deteriorates and its weight
diminishes.
:

ufacture.
Through certain of our local
Western journals, the world has of late
caught very distinct glimpses of it. But
on the machine records the quantity of Iam sure that the best Western humor
food given to each bird and by watching
has never yet been reduced to type.
It is
this indicator just the right amount can scattered about in rural neighborhoods,
be supplied.
Ducks are at the same time | and most of it is. finally lost by being caregiven a drink of water. the other fowls
lessly thrown aside as *“ old.” Most of what
not. requiring water at any time.
The has been given to the world, in books and
cage containing the birds is mounted on monthly magazines, as Western humor,
rollers, and when one bird is fed the cage has been tirst put through a refining prois moved
round and the next bird is cess of doubtful doctoring, by which somebrought
opposite the feeding machine.
thing more than a mére ‘modicum of the
When the cage has been turned round
home flavor has been allowed to exhale.
once the feeding apparatus is placed on an It may be ennuciated as a rule
that the
elevator, and the machine and the operamore ignorant class of Western farmers
tor are raised to the next row.
In. this discovers a far quicker and finer
sense of
manuer every chickis in turn fed, the humor than does the somewha
t educated
operator requiring about one minute for and refined class.
So soon as a smattereach bird.
Another form of cage is made
ing of books and newspapers gets .into a
on a pedal the semifluid food
into the
creature's
throat.

ed that on and after the 16th inst., greenbacks
American incubators are in some respects
shall be redeemed in standard silver dollars at
superior to the French machines, as a
the several sub-treasuries in the United States.
permanent fire is maintained, regulated by
——The Austrians entered and occupied Treautomatic governors.
The artificial mothbinje on Saturday unopposed by the insurgents.
——Batoum was occupied by the Russians on
ers, or’ hydromeres,” shown at Paris do
Friday last.——Two inches of snow fell at not differ materially from those used in
Camp Stambaugh, in Wyoming Territory, last this country, and are all based on the'same
Friday morning.——Tho Rev. Father Ignatius | general plan of using a large mass of hot
baptized Sunday,in St. John the Baptist,Church
water as a means of obtaining the necBost
a Portuguese
on,
Jew, who came lately ‘essary warmth.— The World's Work,” in
from the Azores.
The ceremony was
very
« Scribner” for September.
impressive and an appropriate discourse was
4-0-4
++
+>
delievered.——Speaker Randall predicts that
the Democrats will have thirty majority in the
next House, and that the Democrats will carry
A patient dies suddenly, not because
Pennsylvania.
far
fo,
chloroform
or ether has too quickly entered into and thus poisoned the body, but
Miscellaneous.
because its entrance has been prevented
Digger Indians eat clover.
by its pungent or irritant property, which
The valuation of Portland, Me., is $19,212,
has restrained the necessary respiratory
Midhat Pasha has been traveling in Scotland.
i
Senator Grover, of Oregon, is visiting his.
father in Maine.
There are 60,000 commercial travelers in the
United States.
Bathing in Salt Lake, Utah, is said to be a
cure for sore eyes.
The Romans taught the Britons how to build
bridges.
Pennsylvania supplies one-fifth of the rye
grown in this country.
Providence has just dedicated a $216,000 high
school-house.
:
John Walter, the proprietor of the London
£ Times,” is to be made a peer.

that new
livered.

the rural classes of the West. The younger American poets are as well. known,
by

many

CUE

11, 1878.
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“ ROYAL ” has a larger sale than all other baking

wders combined— because of its u

uestionod

iromine omdistrictcapof Gmail
ph hap BAwiai,
Sorrel.

Purity, Uniform Streng th, Healthfulness and Efficacy,
im
rted expressly for this peerless powder direct from the
the ind orsement and recommendation of the New York Board of Health, and of e
ever be
and scientific men everywhere. No family having once used the Royal Baking Powder
without it.
RO YAL has taken the place of Soda, Saleratus and Yeast; more convenient, makes Shira me
bread never sours nor cakes, never put up in paper packages. In tin cans only of Grocers.
2

‘

